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Parti 
INTRODUCTION 

TOWARDS COMPUTER SUPPORTED 
MANAGEMENT OF ANALYTICAL 
LABORATORIES * 
INTRODUCTION 
For the control of the value of the information produced by an ana-
lytical laboratory, it is not sufficient to consider accuracy and precision 
of the analytical result [1]. Attention should also be paid to qualifiers 
such as costs per analysis, sample and data management in the laborato-
ry, delay times of the samples (i.e. the time lag between the sample arri-
val at the laboratory and the reporting of the result to the customer). As 
opposed to accuracy and precision which mainly depend on the analyt-
ical procedures, the latter qualifiers mainly depend on the organization 
of the laboratory as a whole. Therefore, the value of the analytical infor-
mation is also dependent on the organization of the laboratory and on 
the decision making within it. 
Starting from a taxonomy of the activities in a laboratory, this intro-
ductory chapter surveys different levels of computer aids to control and 
improve the performance of the laboratory as a supplier of information. 
Not only the state of the art is described, but also new software modules 
for decision support are proposed. The development and application of 
these modules is the subject of the chapters of the following parts. 
* This chapter is part of the paper: J. Klaessens, B. Vandeginste, G. 
Kateman, Towards computer supported management of analytical labo-
ratories. Anal. Chim. Acta, in press 
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ACTIVITIES IN THE LABORATORY 
A systems representation of an analytical laboratory is shown in Fig-
ure I. The mam process, of course, is the production of analytical 
results. The laboratory operation is surrounded by a control layer, con-
sisting of the laboratory management and administration functions such 
as reporting to the customer and invoicing. The laboratory should be 
adapted to the standards and regulations set by controlling agencies, e.g. 
Good Laboratory Practice (GLP) regulations. 
standards 
regulations 
samples 
management 
administration 
laboratory 
operation 
control 
analyt ical 
results 
resources environment 
Figure 1 : The analytical laboratory as a system. 
The model shown in Figure 2 is more appropriate to describe the lab-
oratory management in a more explicit way [2]. Management is con-
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Figure 2 Schematic representation of the laboratory management 
cemed with decision making, resulting in decisions and instructions for 
the laboratory, for instance the decision whether or not to purchase a 
highly expensive instrument, say ICP. In order to arrive at a decision, 
the manager makes use of his knowledge of and experience with the lab­
oratory (and also analytical chemistry) and his intuition, a valuable 
good. The decision is ultimately based on the measured performance of 
the laboratory as compared to a target perfonnance (planned vs. actual) 
and is influenced by a policy. In the ICP example, the target may be to 
increase the capacity of the laboratory with respect to heavy metal anal­
yses in order to be able to cope with an expected increase of these sam­
ples The policy may be that in the future no longer only internal sam­
ples are to be analyzed, but also samples from external customers. It is 
this policy which gives rise to the expected increase The model of Fig­
ure 2 does not state to which degree the policy and target emanate from 
the laboratory management or the higher managerial echelons not repre­
sented m the model. This varies very much from laboratory to laborato-
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ry as it depends on the size and the structure of the organization the lab­
oratory is part of. 
Table I 
Classification of decision problems in the analytical laboratory after Mitra's exten­
sion of Anthony's framewoifc [3]. 
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In order to gam a clear view of possible computer aids for laboratory 
management, not only a model of the management itself is required but 
also a taxonomy of decision problems encountered in the laboratory, and 
the corresponding activities. Table 1 contains a taxonomy based on 
Mitra's extension of Anthony's framework [3]. Most strategic and many 
tactical decisions reach at least partly beyond the realm of the laboratory 
management. However, because the laboratory management has a role 
in these levels of decision making, it is useful to include these. 
An example of strategic planning is already mentioned in the ICP 
example above: the decision not only to analyse internal samples in the 
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laboratory but also to offer services to external customers. The purchase 
of an ICP instrument then is an example of a decision problem of the 
tactical planning level. Another example is determining the working 
capacity (number of technicians) required in the laboratory. The activi-
ties of the higher levels of Table 1 are non-procedural in nature. These 
are activities to resolve new problems or to cope with situations not eas-
ily described in established procedures. 
Moving from the higher to the lower levels of Table 1 the activities 
gradually become more procedural or routine activities. Crew schedul-
ing is an example of an activity at the level of operations control. This 
activity is regularly carried out, and is definitely less complex than 
activities of the higher levels. However, it requires more than the appli-
cation of a fixed procedure. A considerable amount of skill and intuition 
is necessary. In a laboratory for quality control, the level of analytical 
control contains the chemical operations carried out by the laboratory 
technicians: sample pre-treatment, sample preparation, measurement, 
calculation of the analytical result. These are mainly routine activities 
which are regulated by established procedures. 
They are accompanied by information exchange activities: gathering 
infonnation to plan sample scheduling, worklists containing the tests to 
be performed on each sample, producing reports of the analytical 
results. Although of a predominanüy procedural nature too, these activi-
ties can be clearly distinguished from the instrumental and "wet" chemi-
cal activities. With respect to the latter group, the technician can be sup-
ported by mechanisation (e.g. autosamplers) and, more recently, 
robotics. Support with respect to the infonnation activities, on the other 
hand, can almost only be rendered by infonnation technology, i.e. com-
puters. 
It is important to point out the difference between information and 
data. What is information to the technician who is scheduling a sample, 
is data when it is being archived or retrieved, no longer information. 
Therefore, only the term data will be used henceforth. Taken all samples 
together, the result is an extensive flow of data at the analytical chemis-
try level. Control of this flow is of critical importance for optimal per-
formance of the laboratory. 
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The activities at the higher levels of Table 1 (referred to as the man-
agement level) also require and are based on a flow of information or 
data. It concerns data about the operation of the laboratory. These are 
more aggregate than the data at the analytical chemistry level. Informa-
tion activities at the management level not only consist of data handling, 
but, more importantly, also of producing the relevant data. 
COMPUTER SUPPORT OF DATA FLOW CONTROL: LIMS 
Control of the data flows at the analytical chemistry level and the 
management level are of a different nature and require different 
approaches for computer support. Control at the analytical chemistry 
level mainly consists of data handling activities which are straightfor-
ward and very frequent Routine activities are always the first candidates 
for automation [2]. In many laboratories software packages to take over 
these data handling activities are already implemented: Laboratory 
Information Management Systems (LIMS). Several commercial LIMS's 
are on the market. Although recently a book by McDowall on this sub-
ject has been published [4] and the First International LIMS Meeting has 
been held in Pittsburg [5], relatively few attention has been paid by che-
mometricians to LIMS and its implications for the laboratory. 
In essence, a LIMS is a database for storage of laboratory data, espe-
cially data about samples. Depending on the specific implementation, 
the LIMS has a number of modules that guide the storage and retrieval 
of data. Modules present in many LIMS's are shown in Figure 3. They 
are briefly described to show which activities can be taken over by a 
LIMS and which new activities are introduced. 
The first module encountered by an arriving sample is the sample 
log-in module: all relevant data about this sample are entered into the 
LIMS, e.g. test assignment to the sample. For routine samples, it is pos-
sible to do test assignment automatically. Next in line modules for 
workload management are encountered. These may perform activities 
such as: show the progress of sample, produce backlog reports, generate 
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Figure 3. The LIMS database and some modules which are present in many 
implementations 
worklists for the laboratory staff. With respect to the results of the ana­
lytical tests which are performed on the sample, modules can be used for 
manual data entry, or for automatic data acquisition, e.g. of chromato­
graphic data. Manually entered data can easily be verified whether they 
have the right format and belong to a range which is chemically 
allowed. Most LIMS's offer reporting facilities: automatic generation of 
a report for the customer after all tests are completed and their results 
are validated. Also modules may be present for inquiries of the database, 
e.g. to make a trend analysis of the results of a particular sample type. 
The major benefits which can be realized by the implementation of a 
LIMS can be summarised (divided) in four groups. These are: 
1 Data availability: Once data about a sample entry or analytical results 
are entered into the LIMS, they are easily accessible for anyone of 
the laboratory staff who is permitted to. This is advantageous for 
planning sample scheduling and for result validation. 
2 Data integrity: The probability of errors is reduced because less data 
transcription is needed, automatic data acquisition can be employed, 
manually entered data can be controlled. 
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3 Pata manipulation: Calculation of the anaiytical result can be per-
formed by the I. IMS. 
4 Productivity: Because the LIMS takes over several data handling 
activities such as calculating the resuit and reporting, an increase of 
productivity will be the result. 
In order to realize these benefits, the hnplementation must be carefully 
planned and carried out. A successful implementation requires an inte-
gration of the computer in the laboratory organization. Therefore, it 
would be very interesting to investigate the possibility of using the 
LIMS as an environment for chemomettic software tools such as experi-
mental design, curve resolution, expert systems for chemical advice. 
COMPUTER SUPPORT OF MANAGEMENT 
Computer support at the management level is different from support 
at the analytical chemistry level, because producing the relevant data 
(information) is important, rather than handling the data. This is rather 
complicated. For instance, which data are necessary for an optimal deci-
sion about the purchase of an ICP instrument? It is generally expected 
that at this level the computer will aid the human being rather than take 
over some of his activities [2]. Although some relevant modules are 
already available in LIMS (e.g. for database inquiries), at present the 
computer is only beginning to be applied for this purpose. This is close-
ly related to the development of expert system programming techniques. 
Several reviews on expert systems have already been published in the 
chemical literature [e.g. 6,7]. 
The data stored in a LIMS in fact reflect the character of the labora-
tory in the way it responds to changes in the sample input stream and the 
demands of its environment. As a consequence, application of these data 
to solve management problems may be very useful. However, it must be 
realized that the data stored in a LIMS are not suitable to be immediate-
ly used for this purpose. It is necessary to have software modules to 
refine the data into a suitable form. 
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With respect to these software modules, two major areas of manage-
ment support can be distinguished: support of short term management at 
the level of operations control (Table 1) and support of long term man-
agement at the levels of tactical and strategic planning. The first con-
sists of computer aid in sample routing and crew scheduling. The cur-
rent expert system techniques probably allow the development of a 
computer system which takes over these activities to a great extent. 
Such an expert system should combine the information about the work-
load (i.e. the active samples stored in the ULMS) with knowledge about 
die way the laboratory reacts to changes in input and resources. This 
knowledge is very specific, and is continuously changing. Therefore, it 
must be doubted whether such an expert system is cost-effective in 
small and medium sized laboratories. A computer aid which supports 
the manager by making possible a quick and easy access to the relevant 
data can be realized by the current LIMS techniques. 
Actual take over by the computer of long term management activities 
cannot be realized yet, probably because the uncertainties involved are 
too high. The support will merely consist of extending the capabilities of 
the human manager. Figures 4 and 5 show two mechanisms to accom-
plish this. The first mechanism (Figure 4) implies the development of 
software modules producing a representation of the data which is more 
informative towards decision making. Many LIMS's already contain 
modules for this purpose: modules for data inquiries, e.g. to make a 
trend analysis of the test results of a particular sample type or of their 
delay times. However, the tasks offered reflect rather the possibilities of 
the current database techniques than what is relevant from a manage-
ment point of view. A major drawback is the employment of strict rela-
tions: retrieve all sample entries with some specific property. For man-
agement purposes it is often more important to be able to study groups 
of sample entries which are related with respect to a property, rather 
than being identical. For instance, the question "How well does the labo-
ratory perform with respect to heavy metal analyses?" will usually be 
more important than "How well does it perform with respect to Cd anal-
yses?". A second major drawback is that it is difficult and time consum-
ing to gain a general view of the performance of the laboratory. Most 
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Figure 4 Possible mechanism for computer support of long term management of 
analytical laboratories without simulation 
managers will not find enough time for a thorough analysis. Supplemen­
tary representation methods are necessary. 
An alternative method of management support can be provided by 
the development of modules which make possible the evaluation of pro­
posed decisions before they are actually carried out. Likely, modules for 
decision evaluation based on digital simulation will prove very effective 
[8,9,10]. As is shown in Figure 5, this method also requires a first step 
of processing the laboratory data of the LIMS However, the steps 
between data processing and the decision are made more explicit Data 
are incorporated into a simulation model and alternative decisions can 
be objectively evaluated by means of simulation experimente. A model 
of the laboratory management employmg digital simulation is shown in 
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Figure 6. As compared to Figure 2, a simulation loop is added between 
two switches. Proposed decisions and instructions are incorporated into 
the simulation model and the simulation results are compared with the 
planned results (target) If satisfactory, the decisions and instructions are 
applied to the real laboratory. 
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Figure 6 Model of the laboratoiy management employing digital simulation as a 
decision support tool 
ADDITIONAL LIMS MODULES FOR MANAGEMENT 
SUPPORT 
Because many relevant data are stored in the LIMS, it is suitable to 
incorporate the modules for management support into this environment. 
An important constraint is that the simulation modelling and experimen-
tation can be conducted by the laboratory staff withm a reasonable short 
time and without external expertise required. In order to meet this con-
stramt, software modules are necessary that fully guide the simulation 
project They should require input and render output which can easily be 
understood by the manager. 
Bearing this in mind, software modules have been developed for: 
- processing of historical laboratory data; 
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- automatic construction of simulation models of analytical laborator­
ies. 
The structure and the application of these modules are discussed in the 
following chapters. 
In the following part consisting of two chapters the most important 
software techniques which are used for the development of the modules 
are described - digital simulation and expert systems. Considerable 
interest has been paid by the simulation community to the application of 
artificial intelligence techniques to simulation [11,12]. Research papers 
have been published on the development of intelligent environments for 
model construction for continuous flow simulation [13,14] and discrete 
event simulation [15-20]. 
In two following parts respectively the actual development and the 
application of the software modules are discussed. The modules are 
applied in a laboratory for quality control of drinking water. 
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SUMMARY 
A computer mudet is described to aid decision making in a routine laboratory For 
liquid chromatography The managerial demand was to reduce the delay times of the 
samples in the laboratory despite an increasing sample input Knowledge derived from 
recortls on the laboratory and from the «xpenence of the laboratory staff is used to 
develop a simulation model of the laboratory The model is applied to study the effects 
of several factore on the performance of the laboratory m order to trace the bottlenecks 
The value of analytical information depends on four factors precision, 
accuracy, result delay and sampling planning [1] The chemical or instru­
mental procedure remains vital, as precision and accuracy largely depend on 
it However, because chemical analysis is essentially part of a decision-making 
process with regard to products or processes, it becomes important to evaluate 
what information is needed for a given purpose and at what cost The 
analytical chemist is an expert who translates the client's problem into 
analytical constraints (the four factors mentioned above), gathers the optimal 
amount of information, converts it into common language and finally helps 
the client to solve the problem 
The result delay is the time lag between the sample entering the laboratory 
and the result becoming available and is usually governed by the organization 
of the laboratory In studies of the operation of routine laboratories, it was 
found that it is not exceptional that samples requiring only a few hours of 
working time can remain in the laboratory for weeks [2—4] Too large a 
delay time will decrease the value of the result, or even render it worthless 
Kor instance, if it is considered that, m order to control a chemical process, 
it has to be monitored more accurately, one would be inclined to increase 
the sampling frequency However, the input to the laboratory will then 
IIK rease and so will the delay times for results If the laboratory already has 
a high workload, the increase in delay will be dramatic The later the analytical 
0003 2Ь70/86/$03 SO (• 1986 Elsevier Science Publishers В V 
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result becomes available, the less valuable it will be for process control. In 
order to improve the monitoring of the process, the bottlenecks in the labor­
atory organization must be traced and removed. 
Description of the problem 
A routine laboratory can be a rather complex structure governed by 
implicit and explicit rules. The laboratory to be considered here is an inde­
pendent section of a quality control laboratory for a producer of pharma­
ceuticals; liquid chromatography is done by four technical staff. The input 
of the section is rather complicated because there are four sources of sample, 
each of which has its own priorities: (1) from production, samples are taken 
from a batch of products which can only be released after a pharmacist has 
approved on the basis of the analytical results; (2) samples from a research 
department; (3) samples from a microbiology department; (4) samples for 
testing the shelf-hfe of pharmaceutical products. Most samples originate 
from production (Table 1). Every morning, the head of the laboratory decides 
on the samples that are to be analyzed that day, i.e., the workload. Λ tech­
nician takes a sample from the workload and runs the analysis. AU four 
technicians are able to process all types of samples, and, as a consequence, to 
operate all h.p.l.c. instruments. In the laboratory, a priority rule is applied 
which is based on the delay times of the samples. In addition, production 
samples have priority because of their direct commercial consequences; 
batches of products must be stored until the analytical results become avail­
able. 
Although the laboratori' was facing an increasing sample input, a reduction 
in delay time (especially of production samples) was desired. Several solu­
tions were possible: more equipment, increase of manpower, change in 
priority rules, and prior warning of the expected arrival times of the samples 
which would improve the planning within the laboratory. Because of lack of 
knowledge about the factors that govern the operation of the laboratory, 
these alternatives could not be evaluated. However, some knowledge was avail­
able: historical data on the laboratory and the experience of the laboratory 
TABLE 1 
Лті іиІ *и1тр1е input (in ьятріо units, toUt! input of the reat laboratorv is 1Ò0), real 
taboratory (Junp 1982—May 1983) and fivr aimulntmn runs with different random 
mimbers 
litui 
Run 1 
Run 2 
Run ì 
Run 4 
Run 5 
Stability 
7 8 
6 3 
te 
7 1 
i 9 
6 1 
Microbio! 
4 2 
3 9 
4 3 
3 2 
4 3 
4 4 
Research 
26 1 
217 
307 
29 7 
30 1 
29.0 
Prod u с 
6 1 9 
6 ! 5 
6 2 ) 
67 7 
65 9 
68 8 
:tion Total lab 
100 0 
96 4 
101 8 
107 7 
105 2 
108 5 
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staff and personnel. From these sources, a decision support system based on 
digital simulation was designed. The former type of knowledge must be 
viewed in relation to commercially available laboratory information manage-
ment systems (LIMS) [5] which will make the historical data more easily 
accessible. 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE SIMULATION MODEL OF THE LABORATORY 
A vast literature on simulation and many textbooks [e.g., 6, 7] are now 
available. However, only a few applications to clinical laboratories [ 8 , 9 ] and 
analytical laboratories [2- 4, 10] have been reported. These reports mainly 
investigate the suitability of digital simulation to describe an analytical 
laboratory [2] and the impact of various factors on the performance of the 
laboratory [3, 4, 1 0 ] . In the research reported here, the managerial objec-
tives are easily discerned. Because of lack of well structured knowledge, it 
was decided to design a simulation model of the laboratory. 
In the application of digital simulation to problem solving, three phases 
can be discerned: (1) the modeling phase in which a computer model of the 
laboratory is constructed; (2) model verification and validation; (3) the 
experimental phase in which simulation experiments are conducted to 
support decision making. 
The modeling phase: description of the simulation model 
An analytical laboratory can be defined as a network of service stations 
with an input of samples. During the modeling phase, both the network 
(structure) and the input are translated into a simulation model that approxi-
mates reality in its stochastic properties. 
In general, a model consists of classes of objects and queues. A class con-
tains rules and attributes and a specific object of this class is created by 
assigning values to these attributes. For instance, an object of the class 
"sample" can be specified by its origin, arrival time, due time, working time, 
etc. Objects can be stored in queues from which they are retrieved when 
some operation is about to be done, e.g., processing of a sample. To some 
extent, both translation processes can be considered separately. 
In this study, the input generating part of the model was defined as a class 
of generators, consisting of four objects: the sample sources as previously 
mentioned. In order to specify the four generators, the real input of the 
laboratory was analyzed from filed historical data. From these files, approxi-
mately 100 different types of sample, characterized by the chromatographic 
procedure, were discernible. This number is too large to handle efficiently in 
the model and the low frequencies of many types make it rather unstable. 
Therefore a cluster analysis [2] was done in close cooperation with the 
laboratory personnel. This produced a reduction to 18 types, e.g., by com-
bination into one new type of several types that required similar sample 
preparation and apparatus. 
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In order to quantify the generators, the mam statistical characteristics of 
the real input were determined,, i.e., distributions of input samples according 
to origin and type, and their mean values and standard deviations. In the 
model, each generator has a typical distribution of entries per day from which 
a random value is taken for each morning. Then, the type of every entry is 
established, also randomly according to a distribution that is specific with 
respect to the generator. It appeared that some typos may enter the system in 
batches. So, for every entry the batch-size is evaluated according to a distri­
bution thai is specific with respect to generator and type. An entry may 
consist of one sample or of a batch of samples. Table 2 contains the relative 
input frequencies of the sample types of the production generator. The 
structure of the generating part of the model is depicted in Fig. 1, 
The next step is the translation of the structure of the laboratory. The 
main building blocks arc: a class of samples, a class of liquid chromatographs, 
a class of technicians and a planner. The planner contains the rules that 
control the sample throughput; t o some extent it is the base of rules for the 
system. Many of its parameters cannot be reconstructed from the record 
files and must be estimated in close cooperation with the laboratory person­
nel. This also applies to many parameters of the other objects in the model. 
For instance, the preparation times of all sample types and their standard 
deviations were estimated in α session with the laboratory personnel From 
these estimates, uniform distributions of preparation times were created, 
from which a random value was taken for every sample. Other parameters 
are well defined, e.g., chromatographic times and injection times. 
Several queues are used m the model to store the samples before the 
different processes (Fig. 2). After generation, the samples are stored in a 
queue called shelf. Every morning, the planner takes the newly entered 
samples from the shelf and tries to combine samples of the same type into 
batches for which the total batch preparation time does not exceed 7 h. 
Treatment in batches reduces the total processing time in routine work. 
These combinations concern samples that enter the system simultaneously; 
they can always be combined if they have the same type; only the total 
preparation time serves as a restriction. Next, the planner tries to combine 
TABLE 2 
Production впкмЫог (model) types of genetatpd samples and thoii* relative frequencies 
Type 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Relative 
Frequency 
0 10 
0 08 
0 09 
o.ii 
Type 
G 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Ilelative 
frequency 
0 09 
0 07 
0 07 
0 03 
OOS 
Type 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Relative 
frequency 
0.04 
0 05 
0.03 
0 0 6 
Type 
16 
16 
17 
IS 
Itela trve 
frequency 
0 03 
0 09 
0.03 
0 01 
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time is longer than 5 h 
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the newly enured samples with samples m the work queue that entered the 
system earlier Combination of samples of the same type is not always poss­
ible at this stage This was approximated m the model by the introduction of 
a so-called combination chance The samples (or batches of combined samples 
which will also be referred to as samples) are placed m the work queue and 
ordered according to due tune. The phmner look« at all samples in the work 
queue to see if they should be m the urgency queue. Samples to be moved 
to the urgency queue are mainly production samples whose due tune will 
elapse within a certain period ("urgency factor" days) Apart from these, 
there are urgent samples which enter the laboratory having short due times, 
and which may originate from all four generators They must always be 
plated m the urgency queue This reflects the real situation in which informa­
tion is quickly needed, e g , to anticipate a halt in a production line 
The planner's next job и to fill the scheduling queue which contains the 
samples that are to be processed, ι e , the workload of that day Samples are 
assigned to all chromatographs that are available or will become available 
during the day As many urgent samples as possible must be assigned and the 
samples will not be suitable for all instruments (varying from 1 to 5), thus 
establishing the workload is a rather complicated procedure The technicians 
take the samples from the scheduling queue as required 
Compared to the planner where many implicit rules had to be stated 
explicitly, the other objects in the laboratory are relatively simple A class of 
ых h.p 1 с instruments was defined The objects of this class have rules only 
with respect to three stales (active, pa<3sive and busy) The tJass covering 
technicians contains more activities There are four technicians, one of 
whom is working m the model only when the workload is high In reality, 
this fourth technician is called from elsewhere at need The model has an 
advanced time handling mechanism and the simulation covers all day the 
technicians start at 8 00 a m and work for eight hours a day. For simplicity, 
weekends are discarded The job of the technicians consist* of sample prep­
aration and tuning of the chromatographs which actually run overnight 
Then, the results must be calculated out and checked, a report is written If 
the workload is high, these jobs at cumulate until a work-out time limit has 
been exceeded Figure 3 contains a flowsheet of the activities 
The model is completed with two disturbance processes in order to simu­
late the breakdown of an instrument In case of the first kind of disturbance, 
immediate correction by the technician is possible after which the running 
job will lie started from the beginning It models the technician's decision 
from a first examination that the chromatography must he repeated because 
of some failure although the mstrument did not break down In the second 
case (breakdown of an mstrument), immediate correction is not possible, the 
running job is rescheduled and the instrument becomes available agam after a 
randomly distributed disturbance time 
Only a rough description of the simulation model has been given Many 
details of the model are not mentioned because they are not essential for 
understanding the model 
¿o 
Model verification and validation 
A simulation model must gain credibility before it can be used to support 
decisions, i.e., it must be subjected to a test procedure which involves several 
steps 111]. Before the construction of the computer model is started, the 
plausibility of the model must be checked by the laboratory staff who know 
the orRanization. Other verification steps involve checking of historical data 
and checking whether the program runs as planned. 
The next stage concerns validation of the model, i.e., its ability to predict 
the laboratory output if it is fed with input that shows the same statistical 
characteristics as the real input. Therefore the input generating part of the 
model must be tested first. Although there is some disagreement about the 
method to be used, the method of hypothesis testing is commonly adopted, 
i.e., the null hypothesis Ho that there is no significant difference between 
model and reality. Five different simulation runs with different random 
numbers were used. The total sample input from the four generators is listed 
in Table 1. Figure 4 shows the real and one of the simulated input distribu­
tions of the total laboratory. The χ 2 test (a = 0.05) indicated that none of 
the simulated distributions differed significantly from the real distribution. 
Autocorrelation functions of the real and simulated input showed that they 
are not significantly correlated in time. 
After the input has been tested, the laboratory performance can be tested 
by comparing the real and simulated output. Usually, a model contains several 
parameters that are difficult to estimate beforehand. For instance, in the 
case of a high workload, a fourth technician is added to the laboratory; it is 
very difficult to express precisely the criterion to be used. Initially, there will 
be no agreement between simulated and real output because of these vague 
parameters, which must be tuned gradually until both outputs match. This 
process is called model calibration. Only the end results of the calibration are 
shown below. The simulation was run five times with different random 
numbers, so as to obtain statistical information about the behaviour of the 
model. Figure 5 shows the distributions of the delay times of the samples in 
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the real and the simulated laboratory; they resemble each other fairly well. 
The mean values of the delay times and the standard deviations are shown in 
Table 3; the delay times are correlated in time which may reduce the stan-
dard deviation. Therefore, the standard deviation was also calculated from 
the five simulation runs. Normal distribution of mean delay times was 
assumed. Because the real mean delay time belongs to the interval xm ± ts 
(зс
т
 and s are the mean value and standard deviation of the simulation runs, 
respectively, and t is Student's t for a = 0.05 and d.f. = 4), there is no signifi­
cant difference between simulated and real delay times, except for micro-
biology. The real value for microbiology is affected by some processing errors 
in the laboratory. As shown in Table 1, microbiology constitutes only a small 
part of the input and the difference will hardly affect the total performance. 
Some other factors were used to test the model, i.e., percentage of samples 
overdue, availability of instruments, mean number of combined samples, and 
the daily working times of the staff (Table 4). 
From these results, reality and model coincide fairly well. Further refine­
ment would be possible but the loss in clarity of the model and the extra 
cost would probably not compensate for the gain in reliability. The extent of 
refinement is not governed by what is possible but by what is optimal for 
managerial purposes. Even before any experiments were done, the simulation 
approach provided useful information on which parameters were important 
with regard to laboratory performance. However, better insight was gained 
from experiments. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
The model of the laboratory was written in PROSIM [12J which is a 
special simulation language based on PL/I. The program was run on an IBM 
3081 mainframe computer. Simulation of the annua] operation of the labor­
atory took about 30 cpu seconds. 
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TABLE 3 
Mean delay times during the period 1982—1983 (in time units; the mean real delay time 
js 100) for real laboratory and five simulations. Standard deviations are given in paren-
theses 
Stability Microbiol. Research Production Total tab. 
Real· 258(183) 20(43) 147(145) 66(45) 
Run 1 
Run 2 
Run 3 
Run 4 
Run 5 
Mean runs 
TABLE 4 
144(150) 
278(270) 
297(232) 
282(239) 
97(115) 
219(92) 
15(6) 
16(9) 
14(6) 
16(8) 
15(8) 
15.3(1.0) 
148(116) 
184(177) 
188(142) 
160(153) 
190(219) 
62(31) 
68(35) 
62(33) 
62(33) 
68(40) 
174(19) 67(3) 
100(114) 
86(82) 
107(129) 
108(121) 
94(110) 
97(128) 
103(9) 
Comparison of th<* performance of real laboratory and five simulations during 1982- -1983 
Overdue" 
(%) 
Machine Comb.c Daily working hoursd 
Real 28.5 60-70 2.4 
Runl 
Run 2 
Run3 
Run 4 
Run5 
21.4 
13.7 
25.8 
22.5 
24.1 
61 
68 
66 
63 
66 
2.1 
2.2 
2.4 
2.2 
2.3 
6.39 
6.45 
6.37 
6.53 
6.24 
6.58 
6.28 
6.45 
6.52 
6.20 
6.34 
6.30 
6.35 
6.31 
6.31 
2.78 
4.58 
4.31 
3.23 
3.26 
•Percentage of samples with delay times that exceed the planned due time. bMean avail-
ability of the instruments (%). cMean number of samples combined into batches. ^For 
technicians 1—4. 
Historical data were used trom the period June 1982—May 1983. A file of 
magnetic tape contained the arrival times and report times of all samples. 
A file of sample documents contained the characteristics for the samples: 
(a) number of independent determinations; (2) preparation time (e.g. an 
extraction, if needed, takes about 1.6 h); (3) type of Chromatograph with its 
particular mobile phase; (4) number of injections per sample; (5) run time 
per injection. In addition to these data, many important characteristics of 
the laboratory were estimated in sessions with the laboratory staff. 
APPLICATION OF THE SIMULATION MODEL 
Conducting experiments 
Experiments with a simulation model must be conducted very carefully. 
Essentially, the model can be no more than an approximation of the real 
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laboratory with regard to sample throughput Because the validation was 
restricted to a limited tune period and no generality in input was pursued, 
the model has only a limited reliability Consequently, exploratory experi­
ments can be trusted only if the effect of slight changes in the parameters is 
measured These changes should not lead to a situation that is too far removed 
from the validated structure However, careful experimentation withm these 
limits will reveal the importance of the variables of interest 
The influence of some variables often depends on the level of the other 
variables For instance, the effect of adding a new instrument will be negli­
gible if the number of techmt tans is the real limiting factor, whereas it can 
be important if the system retams some flexibility with respect to manpower 
With a minimal number of experiments, the interactions between variables 
can best be measured by means of experimental (or factorial) design Exten­
sive discussions of experimental designs, along with methods for constructing 
and evaluating the designs, were given by Davies [13] and Kleijnen [14] 
Results of the experiments 
In addition to the number of technicians and chromatographs, some other 
factors that give a better insight mto the performance of the system were 
evaluated (1) the due time of production samples (i e , the major part of the 
input), (2) the fraction of urgent samples, i e , generated with smeller due 
times (uniformly distributed from 2 to 10 days), (3) the workload factor 
(the workload for the next seven days is calculated every day, and if it 
exceeds the workload factor the fourth technician is called in and stability 
samples are no longer analysed), (4) the time needed to work out the results 
of a chromatographic run and to write the report, (5) repetition factor, 
ι e , the fraction (%) of repetitions of chromatographic jobs, which controls 
the first of the above-mentioned disturbance processes, (6) the mean inter-
disturbance time, ι с , the mean value of the negative exponentially distri­
buted time between two instrument breakdowns, and (7) the urgency factor 
for which the samples are moved from the work queue to the urgency queue 
if the due time will elapse withm a period of "urgency fac tor" days 
The main effects of these seven factors and some of their interactions can 
be measured by using a factorial design of 16 experiments. In order to obtain 
statisti« al information, each experiment was repeated The high and low levels 
of all factors are listed m Table 5 The performance of the system was mea 
sured by means of the following entities the delay times of research and 
production samples and of the total laboratory, and the total busy time of 
all technicians per day 'Ihe significant effects are listed in Table 6, none of 
the interactions appeared to be significant The most important effect is 
tlearly the work out time This is as expected, longer work-out times per 
sample will result in longer busy times There is also an effect on the delay 
limes which is larger for research samples because production samples have 
priority The data indicate that the system is sensitive to changes that con­
cern the workload of the techmcians A change in the urgency factor does 
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TABLE 5 
Levph of the factors in the factorial design as compared to the normal values 
Lt>vel High Lov» Normal 
Due lime production ( t u ) 
Urgent sample fraction (%) 
Workload factor (h) 
Work out time (uniU) 
Jleprtition factor (%) 
Mean int dist time ( t u ) 
Urgency factor (t u ) 
80 
20 
180 
1 5 
25 6 
20 
15 
40 
3 
80 
0 5 
4 5 
10 
5 
60 
10 
130 
1 
16 
15 
10 
TABLE 6 
Results of the factorial design 
Level Delay times ( t u ) Busy times8 
Due time rel 
Urgent sample fraction 
Workload factor 
Work out time 
Repetition factor 
Mean mt di4t time 
Urgency factor 
St dev effects 
Research 
_ 
" б б
0 
4 8 " 
9 8 ь 
_ 
-
22 
Production 
1 9 b 
— 
16 е 
— 
9 е 
-
5 
Lab 
_ 
— I S " 
18* 
3 1 ь 
— 
— 
— 
14 
I") 
_ 
— 
- О Т ' 
3 8 ь 
-
0 5 d 
-
0 46 
aMean working time per analyst Student's t test (d Г = 16), Significant α < 0 005,csigni 
ficant 0 005 < a < 0 01, "significant 0 01 <- a <. 0 05, «sigmficant 0 05 <• a *" 0 1 
not cause a change in the workload, it appears to have no effect Increased 
frequency of repetition obviously increases the workload somewhat, although 
no effect was measured Λ higher frequency of machine breakdowns increases 
the workload more because the sample preparation has to be repeated Indeed, 
some effect was measurable The effects of the urgent sample fraction can be 
understood, because research samples normally have low priority but an 
increase of urgent samples with high priority reduces the mean delay time 
Finally, the workload factor controls the activity of the fourth technician 
and therefore an increase of this factor causes a decrease of the total busy 
time of the technicians and an increase in the delay times This factor, how­
ever, will strongly affect the delay tunes of stability samples, the effect was 
not measured 
All effet ts support the conclusion that the system is sensitive to changes 
in workload or, correspondingly, working capacity, and that other factors 
are less important To confirm this conclusion, a new factorial design was 
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tested, a 22 design will» two factors (number of technicians and number of 
instruments). The low levels of both factors are equal to the laboratory 
situation during 1982—1983. The high levels are an extra allround technician 
and an extra Chromatograph. The measurements were made in duplicate. 
The significant effects are listed in Table 7. This design strongly indicates 
that a lack of manpower is the real bottleneck in the system. 
The same experiments were conducted using the validated model for the 
period June 1983-May 1984. For this validation, only the input generation 
had lo I» adapted to a larger workload. The old and new inputs are compared 
in Table 8 In spite of the larger input, almost the same factors showed 
significant effects. For instance, in the 2' design with the factors technicians 
and instruments, only the effect of the number of technicians was significant, 
this time even more so because of the increased workload. 
Couciusion 
The most important conclusion to be drawn from the simulation experi­
ments is that the managerial aim to reduce the delay times can best be met 
by increasing the working capacity of the laboratory. This conclusion was 
handed over to the laboratory menagement. The impact of adding extra 
personnel to a small laboratory is very large, and one must be careful not to 
TABLE 7 
Significant effects of the 2 ' factorial сіечеп (1982—1983); Student's ( test (d f - 4 ) 
Technicians <a) 
Instruments (b) 
Interaction (a-b) 
St dev etfccls 
Delay times 
Research 
- 9 2 a 
19 
( t u ) 
Production 
- 2 2 ь 
6 
Lab 
- 4 2 ь 
11 
'Significant 0 005 < а <, 0 01,bsi|;nifliant 0 01 < о * О ОБ 
TABLE 8 
Comparison of the performance of the real laboratory during 1982/1983 and 1983/1984 
Factqr Difference (%) Factor Difference (%) 
Tola] input (samples) 6 9 Overdue' 15 4 
Delay tiqies research 15 5 Samples in lab 17.0 
production 3 8 Technician hours per day b 6 9 
lab 7 4 
' T h e percenUge of samples with delay times that exceed the planned due time. ^Results 
obtained fromsimulatMïns 
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depart too far from the validated model This would decrease the reliability 
of the conclusions Moreover, a very extensive reorganization would not gain 
the support of the laboratory personnel, which is essential for success. 
The best plan is to weigh the cost of extra staff agamst the profit resulting 
from the calculated reduction of due tames of production samples, and to 
determine the optimum In this case, it was optimal to add an extra tech­
nician, which could be on a temporary basis After a while, the new situation 
can be evaluated to check whether the forecast improvement is real and a 
permanent settlement may then be established 
The construction of a simulation model is a time- and money-consuming 
activity It took about six months to model the laboratory and conduct the 
experiments In some applications, the investment would not be profitable if 
the simulation model were used only once Mostly, however, the model is 
easily kept up to date and can be used for decision support over a long time 
Two recent developments may be important with respect to computer-
aided decision-making based on digital simulation First, application of arti 
ficial intelligence techniques [15, 16] can facilitate the construction of the 
model The second important development is the introduction of a LIMS, 
which would make historical data more easily accessible and would facilitate 
the input and analysis A LIMS offers only poor facilities with regard to 
decision-making as it cannot evaluate managerial proposals Implementation 
of modules for expert modeling and simulation into a LIMS context will 
offer these facilities 
The authors are grateful to Mr Rob Sierenberg (Sierenberg & de GansB.V ) 
for his professional expertise in the use of PROSIM and his suggestions dur­
ing the design and construction of the model We are indebted to Mr. Chris 
Jansen (Organon International В V ) for his valuable assistance and helpful 
comments throughout the project, and also to Mr Henk van Zwam (Organon 
International B V ) for the computer calculations and data reductions 
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PROBLEM SOLVING BY EXPERT SYSTEMS IN 
ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY* 
ABSTRACT 
It is expected that artificial intelligence and more particularly, expert 
systems, will have a profound effect upon analytical chemistry. This 
paper provides an overview of this rapidly evolving field. General 
aspects of expert systems are dealt with first, such as knowledge repre­
sentation, knowledge manipulation, dealing with uncertainty, and the 
application of software tools to facilitate the construction of expert sys­
tems. The accomplishments with respect to the application of expert sys­
tems to chemistry - particularly analytical chemistry - are discussed. 
Future directions of the research and applications are forecasted. 
INTRODUCTION 
An expert in AAS will encounter considerably less difficulty in 
analysing a non-routine sample by AAS than a chemist having no 
experience with AAS. The former has knowledge at his disposal: he 
knows which mfonnation is necessary with respect to the sample prepa­
ration and measurement conditions. He can obtain this information from 
the literature in a reasonably short time, and will easily understand this 
information. While conducting the experiments, the expert will be able 
to use vague knowledge which is theoretically not well founded, e.g. 
rules of thumb. These rules do not have general applicability but the 
expert can tell from his experience whether or not to apply one in a giv-
* This chapter is part of the review paper: J. Klaessens, G. Kateman, 
Problem Solving by Expert Systems in Analytical Chemistry, Fres. Ζ. 
Anal. Chem., 326 (1987) 203-213 
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en situation. Indeed, it is his experience which enables the expert to han-
dle problems more efficiently, and which makes his expertise valuable. 
Expertise cannot be derived from textbook knowledge only, it must be 
acquired during a long and troublesome learning process. 
Frequently, a non-expert wants some expert advise in accomplishing 
some task, or an expert wants to evaluate his solution for some problem. 
For example, a chemist with only little experience in AAS has to carry 
out an analysis with this technique. Without expert advise, considerable 
preliminary work has to be done before the actual analysis can be start-
ed. Because an expert is not always available and always expensive, 
some other means for expert advise would be very useful. 
Recent developments in Artificial Intelligence (AI) indicate that the 
computer will be likely to become very important in this area. AI is con-
cerned with designing computer systems that to some extent emulate 
some of the characteristics of human thought: the ability to learn, reason 
and solve problems. Initially - more than twenty years ago - AI research 
particularly aimed at designing general and powerful techniques for 
solving many types of problems. A product of this research is Newell's 
General Problem Solver GPS [1]. It successfully solved small problems 
such as puzzles. However, it could not tackle more realistic problems. 
Its problem solving method was too general to efficiently search a vast 
space of possible solutions. 
More recently, however, AI programs using less general problem 
solving methods appeared to be more successful. These programs, 
which are generally called expert systems, are designed for specific 
domains, and can, as a result, be adapted to the properties of the domain. 
Two of the most well-known expert systems are MYCIN [2] for medical 
diagnosis and DENDRAL [3] for structure elucidation of organic com-
pounds. Although both systems are rather successful, using the problem 
solving method of one system to solve a problem in the other's domain 
would not yield any positive result. The problem solving methods are 
too specific. 
An expert system not only contains a problem solving method but 
also knowledge of its domain. An expert system for advise in AAS, for 
instance, would contain knowledge to decide which lamp must be used 
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for the determination of a particular element and so on. The system's 
success critically depends on this knowledge. Only if it is of expert lev-
el, the system may be able to give expert advise with the advantage, 
however, of not overlooking important factors the human expert is 
inclined to. Because of their ability to manipulate knowledge, expert 
systems can be applied in many different scientific fields. This is reflect-
ed in the explosively increasing interest in expert systems in very 
diverse fields such as chemistry, medicine, simulation [4] and adminis-
tration [5]. 
In this paper we will discuss more general aspects of expert systems 
firstly, such as knowledge representation, knowledge manipulation, 
dealing with uncertainty, and the application of tools to facilitate the 
construction of a new system. Secondly, the expert systems with a 
chemical domain will be reviewed. Finally, we will try to explore what 
might be the impact of expert systems on analytical chemistry. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF EXPERT SYSTEMS 
There are differences between expert systems and conventional pro-
grams. The latter have a fixed structure, and the instructions are carried 
out by the computer in a fixed and predictable order. The line of reason-
ing must be written out beforehand. Often it consists of calculating the 
outcome of some numerical problem. 
Expert systems, on the other hand, mostly try to formulate some use-
ful advise to handle problems, or to determine a hypothesis to account 
for the observed facts. In order to do so, expert systems predominantly 
use symbolic reasoning. For instance, the problem of determining a 
probable structural formula of an organic compound from its mass spec-
trum cannot be solved as a numerical problem. The line of reasoning of 
an expert system is not completely fixed. In fact, it is the type of prob-
lem and the state of the reasoning process which determine the next 
instruction to be evaluated by the computer. The system selects an 
instruction which can be carried out, e.g. to establish a part of the 
molecular formula that is not yet known. 
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Many expert systems are consultation programs, and therefore, com-
munication between system and user must be possible. The system asks 
for information about the problem. An important aspect is that the sys-
tem is flexible with respect to the dialogue, allowing different levels of 
communication. For a user who is familiar with the system short ques-
tions and short answers are most suitable. A user who is not familiar 
with it, however, needs additional explanations. The system must be 
able to explain the meaning of a question and the reason why it is posed. 
After solving the problem, the system should give evidence for its solu-
tion. The user will only accept the solution if he understands it and 
knows how the system has arrived at it. Many systems, such as MYCIN, 
can explain the meaning of their questions, and can give evidence for 
their solution by rendering the followed line of reasoning. 
Although they can be employed, conventional computer languages 
such as FORTRAN and PASCAL are not very suitable for symbolic rea-
soning. Usually, more suitable languages are used in expert systems, 
especially LISP (6] and PROLOG 17]. In LISP, for instance, there is 
essentially no difference between statements and data. Because of this, 
the knowledge containing part of an expert system can be separated 
from the part of the system controlling the problem solving process, 
which greatly improves the system's flexibility. 
Knowledge representation 
Expert systems must be able to deal with knowledge in an abstract 
manner. Generally speaking, knowledge in a domain consists of descrip-
tions that characterize objects and relationships, and procedures for 
manipulating these descriptions. In different domains the knowledge can 
take different forms. A form frequently encountered consists of empiri-
cal associations: certain observed facts, for instance, give an indication 
of the existence of some phenomenon. In other domains causal models 
may apply. 
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The knowledge can be obtained from textbooks, but also from the 
experience of human experts. Especially the latter type of knowledge is 
in many cases theoretically not well founded and has only a limited 
applicability. However, it renders the flexibility to efficiently handle 
real-world problems. All chunks of knowledge must be made available 
to the expert system by translation into a suitable knowledge representa­
tion. 
There are several ways to represent knowledge. Many expert systems 
employ knowledge representations that are based on predicate calculus, 
a formal language of symbol structures. Simple declarative facts can be 
represented as predicates. For instance 'Copper is an element' and 
'Colour of copper is yellow' can be represented as ELEMENT(copper) 
and COLOUR(copper,yellow), respectively. These statements can be 
combined by means of logical operators, e.g. 
ELEMENT(copper) л COLOUR(copper,yellow) 
to denote that copper is an element and has a yellow colour. Predicate 
calculus also allows procedural representation of knowledge. The state­
ment The phase of copper is solid at room temperature' could be 
expressed as: 
(Vx) [ COPPER(x) л TEMPERATURE(x,roomtemp.) --> 
->PHASE(x,solid)] 
The actual representation in expert systems frequently deviates from the 
traditional notation. Particularly, systems written in LISP employ list 
structure notation. Both statements could become then: 
(AND (ELEMENT copper) (COLOUR copper yellow)) 
(ALL (x) (IF (AND (COPPER x) (TEMPERATURE χ roomtemp.)) 
(PHASE χ solid))) 
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The second type of statement is a rule which more conveniently 
arranged would read; 
IF the substance χ is copper 
AND the temperature of χ is room temperature 
THEN the phase of χ is solid. 
The knowledge of many expert systems is largely encoded in these IF... 
THEN ... rules. These systems are generally called rule-based produc­
tion systems, in which production stands for logical inference. The rules 
themselves are referred to as production rules. 
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Figm e 1. Example of a semantic or relational network. It contains some proper­
ties of copper hydroxide and its constituents. 
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A second way to represent knowledge is by means of a relational or 
semantic network. The objects to be described are represented as nodes 
in a graph, and the relationships between objects are represented as links 
from one node to another. For every link also the type of relationship is 
recorded. Figure 1 contains a semantic network with some properties of 
copper hydroxide and its constituent elements. This type of representa-
tion is very suitable for storing declarative knowledge. Because an 
object is linked to related objects, searching the database can be very 
efficient. However, introduction of a new object into a large semantic 
network will be difficult, and procedural knowledge can hardly be repre-
sented. 
Also frame-like structures can be used for knowledge representa-
tions. A frame is a data structure that contains all relevant knowledge 
about an object stored together. Several variants of frame representation 
are possible, but most employ different types of frames for different 
types of objects. A frame, then, has slots or fields where facts can be 
filled in. These facts can refer to other frames. In figure 2, for instance, 
one of the constituents of COPPER HYDROXIDE is HYDROGEN, 
which refers to another frame. This type of representation allows inheri-
tance from one object (frame) to another. As is stated in figure 2, 
HYDROGEN is a specialization of ELEMENT which implies that all 
facts about ELEMENT are inherited by HYDROGEN. This inheritance 
hierarchy reduces the number of slots to be filled in because the proper-
ties of a class of objects gathered in one frame can be used by the frames 
of the specializations of this class. 
Most expert systems use production rules for knowledge representa-
tion. MYCIN'S knowledge base consists of some 500 rules. Many sys-
tems use more types of knowledge representation. For example, 
CENTAUR [8], belonging to the offspring of MYCIN and also a medi-
cal diagnosis program, makes use of production rules but it also has a 
frame-like structure. Every frame corresponds to a disease in the 
domain, and contains a set of rules and characteristics of the disease, 
e.g. the range of plausible results of a medical test. The system reasons 
from one frame to another. At any time, only one frame is active and 
only the rules and facts that are listed in it may be used. Because of its 
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Figure 2: Example of a frame tepresentation. The two frames contain knowl­
edge about copper hydroxide and hydrogen. 
frame-like structure, the knowledge base gains in clarity and a search for 
an applicable rule is less extensive. 
The knowledge base of the medical diagnosis program CASNET 
19,10] is structured as a Causal ASsociational NETwork. The network 
contains nodes that represent patho-physiological stages. These nodes 
can be connected by causal links. By reasoning along the causal links 
from one node to another the system tries to determine the severity of 
the disease which can be derived from the status of the nodes. Connect­
ed to each node is a rule which is applied to establish its status: it can be 
denied, confirmed or unknown. Generally speaking, the more nodes are 
confinned the more severe will be the disease. 
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Manipulation of knowledge 
In order for a system to reason, it must be able to manipulate the data 
of a specific problem using the general facts of the domain (declarative 
knowledge) and the rules (procedural knowledge) until a satisfying solu-
tion is found or no more rules can be applied. The control of the reason-
ing process is strongly dependent of the type of domain and knowledge 
representation. In fact, something about control has already been men-
tioned in the previous section. However, it concerns only specific 
aspects which are not generally applied in production systems. 
A more general aspect of production systems is that the reasoning 
process consists of a recognize-act-cycle. This cycle consists of: find all 
applicable rules, select one, apply it and carry out its conclusion (then-
part). The cycle repeated until a goal is reached or no more rules are 
applicable. It is the control of the system which directs this cycle. A 
production system consists of three parts: a global database with declar-
ative knowledge, a production or rule base with the procedural knowl-
edge and a control, as is schematically depicted in figure 3. The control 
part is often referred to as inference engine. 
GLOBfiL 
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PRODUCTION 
or 
RULE BASE 
4 CONTROL SH 
Figure 3: Structure of a production system 
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With respect to the control, two major approaches are possible. The 
first approach is forward chaining. The reasoning starts from an initial 
set of facts (the existing global data base). A rule is selected whose pre-
condition (if-part) matches the facts in the data base. This rule is applied 
resulting in one or more changes in the data base, e.g. the addition of the 
inferred fact The cycle is repeated until the goal state is reached. This 
type of reasoning is called data or event driven. However, if the desired 
goal state can be formulated beforehand and there are many possible ini-
tial states, another approach will be more efficient: backward chaining. 
In this case, the reasoning starts from the goal state. A rule is applied 
which results in a subgoal. The cycle is repeated until the subgoals 
match the facts in the data base. Backward chaining is called goal or 
expectation driven. A thorough discussion of this subject has been given 
byNilssontll]. 
Figure 4: Example of a simple AND/OR graph for a backward chaining system. 
The AND-branches are denoted by arcs. 
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Resolving a problem by an expert system can be represented as 
searching a path in an AND/OR graph leading from the initial node to 
ending nodes. Figure 4 is an example of a simple AND/OR graph for a 
backward chaining system. Node 1 is the initial node; it is the goal state. 
It is true if node 2 and node 3 are true, or if node 4 is true. In fact, this is 
the graphical representation of a rule. Node 2, in tum, can be confirmed 
from the ending nodes 5 and 6. Tf node 5 cannot be confirmed from the 
facts in the data base this path is inconsistent, and the reasoning process 
must return to node 2. This is called backtracking. If also node 6 cannot 
be confirmed, the system must backtrack to node 1 and inspect the path 
leading through node 4. 
MYCIN, for instance, employs backward chaining. Every consulta-
tion starts with the following (simplified) rule: 
IF there is an organism which requires therapy 
THEN determine the best therapy 
ELSE indicate that the patient does not require therapy. 
In order to apply this rule, the system must know whether there is an 
organism. One of MYCIN'S rales tells that organisms associated with 
significant disease require therapy. The system does not know anything 
about organisms yet. Therefore, it asks the user if there are any organ-
isms. To apply the rule, however, it must also know whether the organ-
ism is significant Now other rules can be applied to make a decision 
about this. This way of reasoning is continued until no piece of relevant 
infonnation is missing anymore, or no more rules can be applied. Usual-
ly, the system tries to infer a piece of missing infonnation first, before it 
asks the user. 
The level of control described thusfar suffices only for simple 
domains with reliable and static data and knowledge, and a small space 
of possible solutions. Most domains fail to meet these requirements 
[12]. Also MYCIN'S control structure is actually more complex than has 
been described here. In many domains the space of possible solutions is 
too large. It frequently occurs that more rules are applicable at the same 
time. It takes too much time to simply take one and try another if the 
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first one fails to be a step in the right direction. Exhaustive search must 
be avoided. In order to improve the efficiency of the search strategy, 
additional control is necessary. Usually, this control makes use of the 
specific properties of the domain. Sometimes a rule can be used that 
tells that some type of rule is more likely to be successful than another. 
In fact, this rale selects the rule to be applied in the reasoning process. It 
acts on other rules, and therefore, it is called a meta-rule. It is also 
referred to as a heuristic because it affects the search strategy. 
Many domains allow specific methods to avoid exhaustive search. 
For instance, DENDRAL's task is to derive all molecular structures of a 
compound that are consistent with its mass spectrum. The basic 
approach is to consider all possible structures and to rule out those 
inconsistent with the spectrum. This would imply that for larger 
molecules millions of structures should be considered. However, the 
program already has some knowledge about the problem: a set of con­
straints, e.g. about the presence of functional groups. These constraints 
may have been derived from a preliminary inspection of the spectrum by 
the program, or may have been entered by the user. DENDRAL's struc­
ture generating program GENOA [13] generates only structures that are 
in accordance with the constraints. Only these structures need further 
inspection which greatly reduces the search effort. 
Dealing with inexact knowledge 
In many domains an expert system must be able to deal with uncer­
tainty in the experimental data or in the rules. Sometimes the redundan­
cy of the data can be used to correct wrong data. This can only be 
accomplished if the system is enabled by meta-rules to evaluate the reli­
ability of Hie data based on their origin. This method of dealing with 
uncertainty is employed by GAI a system for structural analysis of 
DNA molecules [14]. 
Mostly, however, it is impossible to overrule wrong data, and then, a 
mechanism is needed for propagation of uncertainty. Also many rules 
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contain uncertainty because they are derived from a specialist's experi-
ence and will not always apply. Even if the facts in the precondition of 
the rule are absolutely certain, application of such a rule results in a con-
clusion that is not absolutely certain. For several systems mechanisms 
have been developed to deal in a numerical way with uncertainty in 
facts and rules [15,16J, e.g. the medical diagnosis programs CASNET 
and MYCIN and the consultation program for mineral exploration 
PROSPECTOR [17,18]. Only the confirmation theory used in MYCIN 
is briefly considered here. 
Each fact and each production rule are associated with a certainty 
factor CF, a number in the interval [-1,1]. The CF indicates the certain-
ty with which a fact or rule is believed. Negative and positive values 
indicate a predominance of opposing and confirming evidence, respec-
tively. The values -1 and 1 indicate the absence of uncertainty. Experi-
ence with human experts shows that they do not use information in a 
way compatible with standard statistical methods. Therefore, CFs which 
are not probabilities are applied instead of standard statistical methods. 
Consider, for instance, the following production rule of MYCIN: 
IF (1) the infection is primary-bacteremia, and 
(2) the site of the culture is one of the sterilesites, and 
(3) the suspected portal of entry of the organism is the gastro-
intestinal tract, 
THEN there is suggestive evidence (0.7) that the identity of the 
organism is bacteroides. 
The CF of this rule is 0.7, i.e. the CF of the conclusion is 0.7 if the pre-
condition is absolutely certain. Frequently, however, one or more facts 
of the precondition do not represent absolute knowledge. To evaluate 
such a production rule, one applies the following steps: 
- the CF of a conjunction of several facts is taken to be the minimum 
of the CFs of the individual facts; 
- the CF of the conclusion of a rale is the arithmetic product of the CFs 
of the precondition and the rule itself; 
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- the CF of a fact which is the conclusion of two or more rules is taken 
to be the maximum of the CFs of the individual conclusions of the 
rules. 
For example, if the second fact of the rule mentioned above has been 
assigned CF = 0.8 to, and both other facts have CFs of 0.95 and 1.0, 
respectively, then the CF of the conclusion of the rule will be 0.56. The 
CFs of individual rules are estimated by the specialists whose expertise 
the rules are based on. 
Expert systems try to model the reasoning process of human experts. 
They make use of knowledge which is derived from human expertise, 
and therefore, judgemental, experiential, and uncertain. Mechanisms to 
deal in a numerical way with uncertainties have been introduced to emu-
late the expert's ability of inexact reasoning. However, it has been 
shown [19] that human subjects are more effective in reasoning with 
verbal expressions than with numerical expressions. They preferably 
employ statements such as: 
IF an analysis is used for process control 
THEN use a fast analytical procedure. 
A fast analytical procedure is usually expensive. 
Fuzzy set theory provides a method to deal with these verbal expres-
sions [20]. 
In classical set theory an element either belongs to a set or not, there 
is no intermediate. It is governed by a logic that pennits a proposition to 
be eitlier true or false. This logic is not suitable for representing vague 
concepts such as fast, expensive, and so on. The boundary between fast 
and not fast is too distinct in this logic. This may result in a situation 
that an analytical procedure requiring 15 minutes to be carried out is 
called fast, while another requiring 16 minutes is called not fast. Fuzzy 
sets, on the other hand, allow a degree of vagueness. An element may 
belong only partly to a fuzzy set, it has a degree of membership. This 
degree is a number in the interval [0,1]. A proposition need not be sim-
ply true or false but may be partly true. Consider, for instance, the ana-
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Table 1 
Several analytical procedures for nitrogen determination and their degree of mem­
bership to the set "Fast analytical procedures'. 
Analytical procedure 
Total N, classical destination 
Total N, automated analyzer 
NO3 -N, auto-analyzer 
NO3 -N, ion selective electrode 
ННдНОз/СаСОз ratio, x-ray difft. 
Total N
r
 neutron activation 
Total N, gamma-ray absorption 
Analysis 
time (min,) 
75 
12 
15.5 
10 
θ 
5 
1 
Degree of 
membership 
0.0 
0.4 
0.3 
0.6 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
lytical procedures for nitrogen determination [21] in table 1. According 
to their analysis times degrees of membership to the set fast analytical 
procedures are assigned to the procedures. The proposition The proce­
dure using ion selective electrodes is a fast analytical procedure' is only 
partly (0.6) true. In the reasoning process ion selective electrodes may 
still be considered when a fast procedure is needed, although other have 
a higher score at this point. Several operators are defined for manipula­
tion of fuzzy sets, e.g. conjunction and disjunction of two fuzzy sets. A 
production rule becomes a relation between two fuzzy sete. Fuzzy set 
theory has not been frequently applied in expert systems yet. However, 
this approach is gaining importance [20,22-24]. 
TOOLS FOR BUILDING EXPERT SYSTEMS 
Building an expert system is a time consuming and difficult process 
which is certainly not yet standardized. Two major stages can be dis-
cerned in this process: knowledge acquisition and the development of a 
control structure of the system. Knowledge acquisition comprises 
extracting knowledge from human experts and textbooks, and encoding 
it in a suitable representation. This implies that the bulk of puzzling 
complexity containing the facts, theoretically founded rules and rules of 
thumb the expert uses for problem solving, must be ordered into a set of 
non-conflicting rules and facts which can be used by the expert system. 
Even the specialist is not able to state in a straightforward manner the 
chunks of knowledge he uses. They must be extracted one by one by 
asking the specialist all the time what has to be done in a specific situa-
tion. Automated knowledge acquisition in a self-adaptive, learning 
expert system would greatly reduce the development time. Something 
has already been accomplished in dús field, e.g. meta-DENDRAL 
which will be considered in detail later. In general, however, it must be 
admitted that research in this field is still in an early stage. 
It is important that the control part or inference engine of an expert 
system is separated from the knowledge containing part. Especially in 
the development phase the possibility of correcting wrong rules, for 
instance, must exist while the other parts of the system remain 
unchanged. The development of an inference engine with a sufficient 
degree of generality is difficult and error prone. However, the separation 
of knowledge and the more or less general inference engine opens new 
possibilities to simplify the building of an expert system. Replacement 
of all domain-specific knowledge by knowledge of another domain 
results in a new expert system. An expert system from which all 
domain-specific knowledge has been removed is called empty shell. 
MYCIN'S domain, for instance, is die diagnosis of infectious blood 
diseases. From this system a domain independent version was produced 
called EMYCIN [251. This system contains all of MYCIN except its 
knowledge of infectious blood diseases. EMYCIN formed the basis for 
another medical diagnosis program PUFF for pulmonary diseases [26], 
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which is operational in the Pacific Medical Center in San Francisco. 
EMYCIN has also been used for building expert systems that are not 
medical diagnosis programs, e.g. LITHO f27,28], a consultation pro­
gram for underground geology. 
Several other empty shells are derived from domain-specific expert 
systems. KAS is derived from PROSPECTOR, EXPERT [29] from 
CASNET, and HEARSAY-IU 130] from the system for speech-
understanding HEARSAY-II [31]. Apart from HEARSAY-Ш which 
employs a much more sophisticated problem solving strategy, these 
empty shells can only be used for building consultation programs. They 
employ the same reasoning strategy as the systems they are derived 
from. EMYCIN, for instance, can only tackle diagnosis problems where 
backward chaining is a suitable strategy. These empty shells (except 
HEARSAY-Ш ) provide not only an inference engine but also a knowl­
edge acquisition facility permitting rapid construction of a knowledge 
base, and a consultation facility for a smooth interaction between user 
and system and for explaining the followed line of reasoning. 
More general with respect to problem solving strategy and knowl­
edge representation are rule-based programming systems such as OPS5 
[32] and ROSIE [33]. One of the most well-known expert systems, Rl 
for configuring computer systems [34], is written in OPS5. The 
increased generality makes these programming systems applicable in a 
broader range of problems. However, building an expert system is more 
time consuming because they lack sophisticated facilities for knowledge 
base construction, and OPS5 lacks facilities for explanation and for 
user-system interfacing. 
Application of these tools speeds up the developing process, and the 
knowledge acquisition can be fully concentrated on. It is important to 
check beforehand whether the domain meets the demands of the empty 
shell. In [35] several empty shells are used to build an expert system for 
the same domain in a limited time. This comparison shows fairly well 
the properties and the limitations of empty shells. 
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APPLICATION OF EXPERT SYSTEMS IN CHEMISTRY 
Chemistry has always been one of the major application fields of 
expert systems. A few general articles on expert systems have already 
been published in the chemical literature [38-40]. With respect to expert 
systems in chemistry three areas of concentrated research can be dis-
cerned, one of which belongs to analytical chemistry. It concerns chemi-
cal engineering, organic synthesis planning and structure elucidation. 
Table 2 
S>nthesis planning programs. The numbers refer to the references 
LHASA I 42-45 
SECS | 4 6 
SYNCHEM | 47-48 
Bersohn's program | 49 
EROS | 50-54 
AHMOS | 55 
The task of synthesis planning programs is to determine the synthesis 
pathway for a particular organic compound Most programs reason in 
the retro-direction, i.e. precursors of the goal molecule are determined. 
This process is repeated until a satisfying set of starting chemicals for 
the synthesis is determined. This process can be represented as an 
AND/OR graph which is searched breadth-first or depth-first. To find 
the precursors, a transform library of known reactions is used.This 
group of programs has. been reviewed by Haggin [41 J. In table 2 several 
synthesis planning programs are listed with the most recent references. 
Some programs are used by the chemical industry, e.g. LHASA by 
Dupont and SECS by Merck, Sharp & Dohme. 
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Currently, there is an increasing interest in application of expert sys-
tems in chemical engineering. An expert system has been reported to 
calculate the risk of various factors involved in stress-corrosion-
cracking in stainless steel (SCCES) [56]. It is a consultation program 
with a relatively simple MYCIN-like structure based on a commercially 
available inference engine. Its knowledge base essentially is a causal 
model which was constructed by two corrosion specialists and one com-
puter specialist in approximately six man-weeks. Another application in 
chemical engineering is HEATEX [57], a system for aiding in the con-
struction of networks that minimize energy requirements by allowing 
the exchange of heat among various process streams. It is written in one 
of the predecessor languages of OPS5. Related is the expert system 
CONPHYDE [57,58] which is designed to aid an engineer in the selec-
tion of an appropriate vapour-liquid equilibrium method when perform-
ing various process calculations. The system is based on the empty shell 
KAS. 
These systems have in common that they are relatively simple con-
sultation programs which have been developed because of the scarcely 
of available experts. Expert sytems are always available and can easily 
be reproduced into several copies. Another promising application field 
arises from the increasing complexity of chemical process plants, which 
implies more data for the operator to attend to and increased chances for 
human error. FALCON [59] is an expert system to efficiently handle 
many real-time data for alarm analysis in chemical process plants. While 
it is being developed real-time data are provided by a simulation model 
of the process. 
The problem of having too many data to attend to also exists in ana-
lytical chemistry. A triple quadrupole mass spectrometer (TQMS) is a 
very complex instrument requiring selective tuning or optimization of 
over 30 parameters. The problem is how to optimize for the most signif-
icant data as opposed to collecting the most data. Therefore, the expert 
system TQMSTUNE [60-62] is being developed. Its most important 
aspect is its ability to do on-line real-time optimization of the data selec-
tion, acquisition, and interpretation. A related application of an expert 
system is VM [63] which monitors mechanical ventilation of intensive-
care patients. 
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Table 3 
Systems for structure elucidation and the types of data that can be used. The num­
bers refer to the references. 
DENDRAL 
STREC 
Damo 
CHEMICS 
SEAC 
SCANSPEC 
MS 
У 
У 
У 
У 
ІН NMR 
У 
У 
У 
У 
13 
С NMR 
У 
У 
У 
IR 
У 
У 
У 
У 
и 
У 
У 
У 
References 
Э ХЗ 36 37 
64 65 
66 
67-69 
70 71 
72 
Beside DENDRAL, several other systems for structure elucidation 
have been or are being developed. Basically, most systems employ the 
same problem solving strategy as DENDRAL's: 
- inference of a set of constraints from an inspection of the spectrum; 
mostly, it concerns functional groups; 
- generation of all possible structures according to the constraints, and 
prediction of their spectra (model driven approach); 
- comparison of predicted and real spectrum in order to prune unsatis­
fying structures. 
Most systems consist of several modules for different spectroscopic 
methods. In table 3 several systems are listed with their spectroscopic 
methods and references. Apart from DENDRAL, these systems are writ­
ten in conventional languages such as FORTRAN, which can be consid­
ered as a serious drawback for this type of problems. 
Some systems employ a purely data-driven strategy which consists 
of relating spectral characteristics to structural characteristics. If, for 
instance,in IR there is a peak in the range 1765-1660 cm"!, then the 
presence of an aldehyde group becomes more probable. This strategy is 
used by Woodruffs IR analysing program 1681, and by ISIS [73] a 
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micro-computer program for structure elucidation using IR and MS 
spectral data in an integrated manner. DENDRAL's 13c NMR program 
can employ both the purely data-driven and the more model-driven 
approach. The former approach has the advantage that it is closer to the 
approach of human experts. Therefore, it is suitable for a system for 
educational purposes. 
However, there is a serious limitation to the applicability of the pure-
ly data-driven approach as it comes to detennining all structures that 
match the spectrum. The spectral characteristics of all functional groups 
are stored in a data base. A compound containing a functional group that 
is not present in the data base, will never be properly analysed In case of 
a large data base, it will be difficult to detect the omission. A program 
employing the other approach also uses a data base with spectral charac-
teristics to predict the spectrum of a generated structure. Neither this 
program will be able to correct for missing information in the data base. 
The structure with the missing functional group will be generated, and 
the omission will be easily detected. 
According to Hippe [12], the systems for structure elucidation oper-
ate at the level of a post doc analyst. This can mainly be attributed to 
their systematical application of the whole set of rules each time, with-
out mistakes and loss of memoiy. 
A related domain is covered by the system CRYSALIS (formerly 
SU/P) [74,75]. Its task is to derive three dimensional models of crystal-
ized proteins from X-ray diffraction data. Its control structure is related 
to HEARSAY-ITs. There are several control layers, the highest of which 
is the strategy layer. In this layer it is determined what work has to be 
done to solve the problem, and the inference work is done in layers low-
er in the hierarchy. 
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DISCUSSION AND FUTURE EXPECTATIONS 
An important factor in the success of expert systems is the adaptation 
of their control structure to the specific properties of the domain. The 
control structure cannot be completely general because it must be able to 
handle the knowledge to avoid exhaustive search. Frequently, however, 
a similar control structure can be employed in various domains which 
may be as different as underground geology and medicine (the develop-
ment of LITHO with use of EMYCIN). If a new domain can be modeled 
according to the requirements of an empty shell a great reduction in the 
development time of the new expert system can be achieved. A careful 
examination of both the new domain and the empty shell is of the 
utmost importance, in order to avoid a situation that an empty shell is 
bought which appears not to be suitable for the given domain. 
In analytical chemistry there are many applications for expert sys-
tems which are relatively simple and which allow the use of an empty 
shell. For instance, in many laboratories only a limited number of differ-
ent sample types are processed. The knowledge relevant to these types 
can be gathered into an expert system. Apart from expert advise, there 
are also other important roles for this type of expert systems. It can be 
used as a checklist because the expert system will reliably pose all rele-
vant questions. It can be used for training of novices or for refining the 
expertise of the .specialists. A very important role for the system to play 
is to combine the advise with the administration of entering samples and 
the produced analytical results, and to plan the sample routing. 
Most empty shells prefer domains that are deep and narrow, i.e. the 
line of reasoning consists of several steps and at any stage only few 
rules are applicable. In analytical chemistry many domains are broad 
and shallow. Consider, for instance, an expert system covering the 
domain of AAS. It will only be relevant if it is able to do more than 
telling the user which lamp is suitable for a particular element. It must 
be able lo give advise in sample preparation, and in problems that may 
occur during the analysis, e.g. matrix effects. This implies that the sys-
tem must be able to process characteristics of the sample itself. As a 
result, the domain becomes rather broad. This type of application 
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requires a specialized control stnicture, in order to avoid that too many 
questions must be answered by the user. This would be a severe limita­
tion to the applicability in practice. 
Expert systems for practical advise concerning analysis by AAS, or 
even concerning analytical chemistry in general, must have knowledge 
about analytical procedures. Up to now this knowledge is stored in the 
literature and mainly consists of descriptions of procedures for the anal­
ysis of a compound in a particular matrix. Efficient use of the knowl­
edge requires refinement, e.g. removal of redundancies, and a suitable 
representation. Application of expert systems will be likely to cause a 
renewed interest in the issue of systematization which is one of the most 
important - and one of the most neglected - issues of analytical chem­
istry. Which are the factors that detemine the quality of an analytical 
procedure? How can an analytical procedure be described in an informa­
tive way? 
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Figure 5: Example of SSSAC. Symbolic representation of the procedure for the 
complexometric determination of ferric iron in Renn slag, with Poten­
tiometrie indication (from Malissa et al. 176]). 
In this respect it is interesting to consider Malissa's proposals for the 
introduction of a symbolic iconic language in analytical chemistry 
SSSAC (Symbolic Synoptic System for Analytical Chemistry) [76-78]. 
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SSSAC consists of informative symbols for the description of analytical 
devices «md procedures and their characteristics (figure 5) It appeared 
not to be able to force a major break-through, probably because of the 
difficulty at that time to process the proposed iconographie symbols by 
computer Currently, however, it is the AI research that has shown new 
directions for the processing of symbols by computer A mixed repre-
sentation approach seems to be most promising. In this approach the 
analytical symbols are internally represented in alphanumencal code, 
which can be processed more easily by the computer. This code can be 
translated mto Malissa's informative iconographie symbols for external 
use 
An mterestmg application field of expert systems is control of com-
plex analytical instruments such as a triple quadrupole mass spectrome-
ter Expert systems can serve as an alternative for instrument optimiza-
tion procedures such as the simplex and the steepest ascent method. 
These are usually rather successful, but they need a large number of 
measurements, especially when there are many interacting parameters 
They are not able to make use of the characteristics of the instrument 
Expert systems, on the other hand, can, which will likely result m fewer 
measurements needed for the optumzation Flexible control of the 
instrument and the subsequent data analysis requires a speciahzed con-
trol structure of the expert system with several search spaces for the dif-
ferent modes of the instrument 
For applications which are more complex construction of a dedicated 
and specialized control structure is needed because it can make use of 
the properties of the domain Development at a general AI language 
will be of great help because the applicability of empty shells is limited 
to an area of related domains, and LISP itself is not a very user-friendly 
programming environment 
It is only recent that expert systems are becoming more widely 
known Many essential questions are not yet answered For instance, 
will expert systems be accepted by the practical workers m the field? In 
order to answer this question, there must be more experience with the 
application of expert systems in everyday practice. Indeed, research on 
many systems that have been discussed here, is rather concerned with 
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the development of AI techniques than with application in practice It is 
important that expert systems become widely known, also in chemistry 
The research on expert systems will benefit from relevant problems 
handed over by the practical chemists, and from application of expert 
systems in practice While accomplishing their routine tasks, the practi­
cal chemists, on the other hand, will benefit from a powerful and flexi­
ble support expert systems are able to render. 
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Part3 
DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE MODULES 

ANALYSIS OF LABORATORY SAMPLE INPUT 
SIGNALS* 
SUMMARY 
An expert system is presented for automated time series analysis of 
laboratory sample input signals. The system, AUTOCORR, builds a 
model of the time series by identifying the processes that are present. 
These are an uncorrelated random process and, underlying, possibly one 
or more of the following: a first order autoregressive process; a trend, 
and a periodic process. AUTOCORR has a knowledge base of 44 rules 
and 41 facts for this purpose. The employed shell, INFER, allows the 
use of algorithmic procedures. Elaborate tests with simulated signals 
show that AUTOCORR has a very low false positive score and is suc-
cessful in describing time series for laboratory simulation models. 
INTRODUCTION 
Simulation of laboratory sample input signals is an important part of 
the simulation model of an analytical laboratory. Several reports are 
published showing that digital simulation is a useful method for decision 
support in analytical laboratories tl-4]. These reports also showed that 
the method was not yet suitable for application in a routine way. In 
order to increase die cost-effectiviness of the method, and thus the appli-
cability, two software tools have been developed which allow a simula-
tion project to be carried out by the laboratory staff itself. 
* This chapter is published as: P. Mijland. J. Klaessens, B. Vandeginste, 
G. Katcman, Expert system for the characterization of laboratory sample 
input signals, J. Chemometiics, in press 
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One of the tools is an expeit system LABGEN foi automatic con­
struction of a simulation model of the laboratory [5,6] An application to 
a laboratory for quality control is reported [71 The second tool is FEA 
(Front End Analysis) for analysis of historical laboratory data in order to 
obtain the data that are necessary for the construction of a simulation 
model [8] FEA consists of several programs in order to perform two 
maior tasks The first task is the classification of all sample entnes into a 
limited number of sample types with distinct sets of properties The sec­
ond task is the characterization of the laboratory sample input signal 
The program tor this task is discussed m the present paper 
A simulation model can only be useful if it contains a proper model 
of the input signal Indeed, one of the major points of interest is how the 
laboratory responds to the fluctuations of the input A proper characteri­
zation cannot be limited to the determination of the mean and the stan­
dard deviation of the signal in addition, an analysis for trend, periodici­
ty and autocorrelation effects has to be mcluded (see e g [9J, chapter 
14) Such a tune scries analysis coined out properly requires experience 
flO.l I] which is not available if the simulation project is carried out by 
the laboiatory staff itself Fheiefoie, this experience has been captured 
into an expert system AUTOCORR, part of the tool FEA 
THEORY 
The behaviour of a discrete time series can be described by a combi­
nation of stochastic and deterministic processes 112-14| First order 
approximations of these processes are used to build a suitable model 
The stochastic processes aie described by a first ordei autoiegressive 
model, which accounts lor any autocorrelation present m the signal The 
letursne model is given by eq 1 
\ - M + a ( \ ,-Λίί + Z (1) 
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-1 < α < 1 
χ, stands for the observed stochastic variable at time t, i.e. the number of 
samples at day t. xt is determined by three teims: mean M, an autocorre­
lation process and an uncorrelated random process Z,. The autocorrela­
tion process is described by a first order autoregressive model, which is 
in most cases sufficient (9J. The constraint -1 < α < 1 on autocorrela­
tion coefficient α keeps the variance of xt from becoming infinite. This 
model can only be attributed to a time series which is stationary, i.e. 
which has a constant mean and variance. The uncorrelated process Zt is 
a normally distributed random process with mean zero and standard 
deviation 8χ<ν/. 
Deviations in the mean of the time series are described by determin­
istic processes, assuming the variance of the uncorrelated process is con­
stant over the whole length of the time series. Two processes are of 
interest: a trend caused by a long term change in mean and a periodic 
process caused by a short term change due to the working week of the 
laboratory and the sample source. Cyclic processes over a longer period 
(e.g. a month) aie assumed not to give a major contibution to the signal. 
M = M +T-t (2) 
и-= 1,2, ...,/> 
The mean, M, contains a constant M
w
 and a term modeling a linear 
trend with slope Τ (samples/day). If a periodicity is present, each day of 
the week is modeled seperately. A periodicity Ρ therefore is described 
by Ρ different models (eqs. 1,2). Each model has a unique M
w
 and S7W 
and a joint Τ and a. The w indicates which week-day is modeled. 
Not all processes are necessarily present in a particular time series. 
Therefore, in analysing a time series the dominating processes are iden­
tified. These are used to build a parsimonious model describing the time 
series. Then the parameters of this model are estimated. These estimated 
parameters can be used to simulate new time series with the same statis-
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t toys» 
t ¡days! 
t (days) 
Tin« series χ,, the number of samples» versus t (days). Time series 
generated according to eqs. I and 2, with overall mean 40 and st. devi-
aiion 10 samples. Of the original length of 200 days the first 60 are 
shown. The generating parameters: a: M) = 40, S
z
, = 10, α = 0, Τ = О, 
P= [;І М 1=40,5 г ., = 7.а=0.7,Т = 0 ,Р=1 ; с :М,=47,М 2 = 43> 
M1 = 35>M4 = 35,M, = 4?,S.4I = ... = SjU, = 8,a = Ö,T = f),P = 5. 
tical characteristics. 
Identification of the processes present in a time series (Figure 1 a,b,c) 
starts off with die determination of r ,^ the estimator for the autocorrela-
tion function, calculated by eq. 3: 
'•r—N (3> 
j = l 
x¡ is the signal at time i, χ is the mean value of the signal and k is the 
time lag in the autocorrelogram. This is the major diagnostic tool in the 
analysis. The estimator r^  has a variance of 1/N, with N the length of 
the time series [12]. If more than 95% of all the calculated autocorrela­
tion function values lie within the confidence limits 
1 2 1 2 
N лГЛГ * Λ' VJV 
it is concluded that there is no autocorrelation and that the time series is 
well described by the uncorrelated random process. Otherwise the origin 
of the correlation has to be detennined. A significant value of die auto­
correlation function at low lag (k = 1, 2, 3) may also be an indication of 
correlation. Figure 2 shows the correlograms of the time series of Figure 
1. 
The nature of the autocorrelation is elucidated using the spectral den­
sity function or spectrum (Figure 3), which is the Fourier transform of 
eq. 3. The surface below the spectrum shows the variance distribution 
over the frequency-range: I(v)*dv is the proportion of variance of the 
interval <v,v+dv>. A peak in the spectrum indicates that these frequen­
cies give a major contribution to the time series. A peak at frequencies 
around 1/P (Figure 3c) indicates the presence of a periodicity P. The 
cosine present in the conelogram also shows periodicity is present in the 
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Autocorrelograitis with autoconelation value r as a function of lag k, 
corre^onding to the tune series of Figure 1 marks the confidence 
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Figui e 3 Founer transform of Figure 2, Intensity versus frequency ν, calculated 
according to Chatfield ([12], Ch 7, usmg Parzen window) The nurn-
ber& on the x-axis are the corresponding periodicities marks the 
region of a periodicity of S days a No significant peeks in the ьрес-
tram b Positive correlation shows in the low frequency area с A 
peak at 1/v = 5 indicates the presence of л periodicity of 5 days 
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time senes (Figure 2c) but it is not as easily identified by means of an 
automated analysis as in the spectrum. Positive correlation ( 0 < α < 1) 
gives a peak at low frequencies (Figure 3b) while negative correlation 
gives a peak m the spectrum at high frequencies. Like positive correla­
tion, a trend shows a peak at low irequencies, but a trend also gives rise 
to non stationary behaviour A test on stationär!ty [15] then has to distm-
guish trend fiom positive corielation. After the processes involved aie 
qualitatively assessed, a suitable model is built. Consequently the model 
parametei s can be estimated These can be used to reconstruct the time 
senes 
EXPERIMENTAL 
AllTOCORR is wntten in SIMULA 116) and employs the expert 
system shell INFER Tlus simple shell makes depth-first backward rea-
soning possible. It was originally developed for LABGEN. Latei, it was 
separated from LABGEN and made available for other SIMULA pro-
grams. Like AUTOCORR, the three other FEA programs and 
LABGEN are wntten m SIMULA. 
Time series analysis requires much heuristic knowledge [12J, and for 
this reason a knowledge based approach was chosen [17,18]. This 
approach implies the use of facts and rules The facts in INFER are of 
the Attribute-Value type. The characteiization of the time series consists 
of the determination of the values of the relevant facts A rule is a struc-
tuie to infer the value of a fact from other facts In order to do so. the 
rule must be applicable, ι e. the conditions must be met. In the following 
section some examples Дге given Dunng the development of 
AUTOCORR new knowledge lould easily be added to the stiuctures 
piesent in INFER for rules and facts Local changes did not interfeie 
w ith the general course ot the program 
On the other hand, the SIMULA environment makes algorithmic 
programnung possible This is useful for determination of the autocorre­
lation function, its Fourier transfonn und their characteristics INFER 
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can use «dgonthimc protedures to obtain the value of a fact INFER gen-
erally uses the following stategy to find the value of a fact First it 
checks if the value of the fact is determined If this is not already done, 
INFER searches for an applicable rule If this path does not supply a 
value, INFER either consults the user or uses an algorithmic procedure 
to obtain a value This is predetermined by the nature of the fact, since 
algorithmic procedures can only be used in special facts called 
FACTJ5PEC 
An additional advantage of incorporating INFER is the presence of a 
user triendly man machine interface It provides uniform communica-
tion fduhtieb for the LABGEN and FEA programs The few questions 
asked by AUTOCORR mainly concern periodicity If AUTOCORR 
detects a periodicity, it asks the user whether this is acceptable Other 
questions are avoided because these would require knowledge of time 
series analysis. This is contrary to the goal of the program. 
Description of the program AUTOCORR 
AUTOCORR consists of two knowledge bases (Figure 4) The pro-
gram reads a time senes and starts the analysis by consulting the mam 
knowledge base. During the consultation the signal is tested on period-
icity and INFER subsequently directs the analysis according to the out-
come of this test If diere is no peiiodiciiy the time series is treated as a 
whole The consultation of the main knowledge base is interrupted by 
the consultation of the second, sub knowledge base Now, the non-
penodic processes (trend and autocorrelation) present in the time senes 
are assessed With the result INFER resumes the consultation of the 
main knowledge base and pioceeds with the estimation of the parame-
ters 
If there is a peiiodiciiy, the signal is split All mondays are grouped 
in one time series, all tuesdays in another, and so on Also die week 
totals are put in a new time series 'I his week totals series is used to 
identify trend and autoconelation effects Theí>e íesults are applied to 
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Fí^ uf e 4 Representation of the major building blocks of AUTOCORR. 
the week-day time series (mondays, tuesdays, etc.)· This means that 
these scries each have the same trend and autocorrelation characteristics, 
Howevci, they may have different means and standard deviations. 
The main knowledge base consists of 20 rules and 18 facts. The 
greater part is concerned with line elucidation of any periodicity and tlve 
rest with analysis control. Seven facts are of the type FACT_SPEC, four-
are used to calculate spectrum characteristics and three are used for con-
trol. For example, the fact PER15 is an instanüation of the FACT_SPEC 
CLASS PERIODLEVEL. After the algorithmic procedure has been exe-
7B 
tuted the value of PERI1) is equal to the contribution of the variance in 
that part of die spectrum which corresponds to a periodicity of five days 
(Figure 3) 
The sub knowledge base contains 24 гиіеь and 23 tacts Ten facts are 
of the type FACT_SPEC This base is used to identify processes present 
in a time series which is under examination in the main knowledge base 
First, significant correlation has to be established If more than five per­
cent outliers (based on eq 4) are detected in the autocorrelation func­
tion, it is concluded that there is correlation present in the tune series 
But also if at low lag the autocorrelation function has significant high 
values there nught be correlation 
An example of a rule is 
IF OUTUERS < 4 AND FRONTCORR > 1 AND FRONTCORR < 4 
AND STAT = FALSE 
THEN CORR = TRUE 
This rule is for situations in which the piesence of autocoirelation is not 
immediately clear If either OUTLIERS > 5% (the fraction of outliers) 
or FRONTCORR > 4 (the number of positive outliers at the front of the 
autoconelogram), it is immediately concluded from other rules that 
autocorrelation is present If diese conditions are not met, but there are 
some outliers at the front, there may be autocorrelation This depends 
on other positive evidence One of the rules stating this is the above-
mentioned rule In this case the additional positive evidence is obtained 
from a stationanty test of the time scries, the result of which is available 
from the fact STAT If tins rule succeeds, usually a trend is piesent (dus 
LS to be positively concluded from other facts and iules) 
During the consultation of the mam know ledge base, data concerning 
the time series are recorded in a notebook structure The notebook reters 
to a set of notes Notes are instantiations of the CLASS NOTES, a 
framelike structure where a time senes, its autocorrelation function and 
spectrum and associated parameters are stored These attributes need 
only be calculated once If there is no periodicity, the notebook refers to 
only one note, containing the original time series Otherwise the note-
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book refers to Ρ notes each containing one of the week day time series 
NOTES also has a reference to a template note The template note 
serves to calculate the slope and autocorrelation coefficient of each 
series. NOTES has an internal procedure called estimate_params which 
estimates the parameters of its time series according to the model 
inferred 
Estimation takes place once a model is determined The procedure 
estimate_params is triggered First the slope of the trend is calculated 
This is taken from the template time series, which is either the onginal 
series οι the week series Second the autocorrelation coefficient of the 
residual template series is determined b> means of a lineair least squares 
analysis an exponential model is fitted to the autocouelation function 
The trend then is subtracted nom the time series. The mean and overall 
vanance are calculated from the residual series Finally the standard 
deviation of the uncorrelated model is assessed It a process is not 
piesent. the corresponding parameter is set to zero All parameteis are 
accessable in NOTES 
After both identification and estimation have taken place a leport is 
written in the format requested by the input generator Writmg this file 
is the last action under INFER Control is returned to the AUTOCORR 
mam level Here the session is terminated by writmg the report to disk 
RESULTS 
AUTOCORR has been subjected to an extensive test scheme 'I ime 
series ot several types have been analysed by the piograin A program 
generating time series aceυιding to the general model (eq 1) has been 
written in SIMULA A tunc senes { к, J is generated fiom the following 
parameteis М
я
, S¿4 (with w = Ι οι w = I, , Ρ m case of periodicity), 
Γ. u, N. SEED N denotes the length of die time series and SEED the 
starting seed for the NORMAL landom geiieratoi. a standard featuie of 
SIMULA It a piocess is not needed its parameter is set to zero 
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In preliminary tests the absolute value of the mean did not influence 
the performance of AUTOCORR- This is in accordance with the theory 
concerning both stochastic and deterministic processes. An arbitrary 
variance level is chosen to elucidate the performance of AUTOCORR. 
The length of a laboratory data set usually ranges from 150 to 250 days, 
and a value N = 200 days is taken in most cases. Each parameter level is 
repeated ten times with different starting seeds. 
Uncorrelated signal 
First AUTOCORR is tested with time series containing only the 
uncorrelated process (P = 1. α = 0, Τ = 0). 20 Different seeds were used 
in settings with N > 50 and S^1 > 0. In totally 100 different simulation 
runs AUTOCORR only identified the uncorrelated process and never 
assigned a deterministic or autocorrelation process. 
Subsequently AUTOCORR has been tested for signals containing a 
combination of the uncorrelated signal with one of the three main pro­
cesses: periodicity, trend or autocorrelation. 
Periodicity 
A cosine function is used to generate the mean M
w
 for the majority 
of periodicity tests. The amplitude A determines the contribution of 
periodicity to the whole signal (eq. 5). 
. . . 2π(ί-1) ,,. 
M-A-cos— (5) 
Ι ρ 
The standard deviation Sz,» has the same value for each w. Detection of 
a periodicity in the simulated signal is hardly dependent on the length of 
the series, if the period is at least approximately ten times shorter than 
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Figure 5. Fraction of identified processes as a function of the amplitude of the 
cosine function (eq. 5) Only an uncorrelated and a periodic process 
are generated Each fraction is determined from 10 different runs (P = 
5,7. Τ = 0. « = 0. N = 200, M. (eq 5), £/„»= 20) 
the series length. Both a five and a seven day periodicity are equally 
well detected. Detection strongly depends on the magnitude of the stan­
dard deviation. Given the cosine function the periodicity is identified if 
A is globally larger than S
z w
/2. 
For N = 200 and S^, = 20 the performance of AUTOCORR is exam­
ined in this way: lor A = 0, 5,..., 20 (samples) ten time series were gen­
erated and examined by AUTOCORR. The fraction of identified period­
icities was determmed, as is shown in Figure 5. Only periodic processes 
were identified. For both Ρ = 5 and Ρ = 7 the periodic process is identi­
fied in 7 out of 10 cases at A = 10. The identification limit, defined as 
the value beyond which a process will be identified with more than 95% 
certainty, lies between A = 10 and A = 15 (samples). 
Since SM, the standard deviation of the mean values MVY for die 
week-days, is pioportkmal to the amplitude of the cosine, it can also 
serve to describe the identification limit. This is also done for other cycl-
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The identification lirait of the cyclic functions represented in Figure 6 The standard 
deviation of the mean values ot the week-day senes, SM expresses the identification 
limit Each identification limit is detemuned in five simulation runs (P = 5, Τ = 0, 
a =0,N = 200,S7„ = 20) 
Figure function identification limit 
6 a 
6 b 
6 с 
6 d 
6 e 
cosine 
single step 
spike 
triangle 
double spike not 
5.θ 
6,3 
6.θ 
6.8 
detectable 
ic functions such as a single step or spike (Figure 6). Each has a differ­
ent identification limit as can be seen in Table 1 AUTOCORR is capa­
ble of detecting most shapes. Some will not be detected, such as a 
double spike (Figure 6e). In the latter case the spectrum does not show 
any five day correlation. 
Trend 
The smallest value of slope Τ at which a trend is identified is depen­
dent on both the standaid deviation and the length of the simulated sig­
nal. If the standard deviation the uncorrelated landom process is large, it 
is difficult to detect a small trend However, the longer the time series, 
the easier a small trend can be identified. 
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t (days) 
t Mays) 
Figure 6. Examples of cyclic functions used in simulating periodic processes. 
Periodicity: 5 days. a. cosine function; b: single step function; c: spike 
function; d: triangle function; e: double spike function 
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Figure 7 Fraction of identified processes as a function of the slope Τ Only an 
unconelatcd process and a trend are generated bach fraction is deter­
mined from 10 different гинь (Ρ = 1, α = 0, Ν = 200, Mj = 40 S¿ , = 
20) 
Foi Ν = 200 and S^i = 20 the performance of AUTOCORR is exam­
ined as above The lange of the slope was Τ = 0 to 0 20 (samples/day) 
The latter causes a total shift in the value of the mean of 40 (samples) 
In all cases an uncorrelated random process either with or without trend 
is found, and no other processes were identified in the simulated signals 
(Figure 7) The identification limit lies at Τ = 0 15 (samples/day) 
A utocorrelation 
The autocorrelation process is detected by AUTOCORR legardless 
of the value of S Z w The length ol the time series is important 
Although the simulated autocorrelation is detected in both long and 
short seiies, in shoit series more fiequently an additional tiend is identi-
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FigwcS Fraction of identified proteges as a function ot the autocorrelation 
coefliuent α Onl) on «uitoregressive process IÍ> generated Each frac-
tion is determined fiom 10 different runs (P = 1, Τ = 0, N = 200, M, 
= 40, S7, = 20) 
tied. From one specific realisation of a stochastic process it is difficult 
to discnrmnate between autocorrelation on one hand and autocorrelation 
and trend on the other hand- Only the analysis of several time series 
originating from the same stochastic model makes it possible to deter­
mine whether a trend is oi is not present. AUTOCORR has only one 
time series for analysis 
Voi N = 200 and S Z I = 20 the perfoimance of AUTOCORR is exam­
ined tor a at levels 0 2, 0 4, 0 6, 0.8 and 0.9, corresponding to a time 
constant of resp. 0.5. 1, 2, 4. 9 and 19 days (Figure 8). At α = 0.2 and α 
= 0.4 only autocorrelation is identified. The higher the autocorrelation 
value the moie often also a trend is attributed to a time series, although 
the tiend actually is not present 
More compiicated signals are also handled by AUTOCORR. Two 
processes are combined with the uncorreiated process m one time series. 
The paiameters have values dose to the identification lunit of the pro-
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Fì^we 9 Fraction of identified processes in simulated series containing an 
ujicorreidted process a trend and a coirne, as a function of the slope Τ 
and the amplitude of the cosine A Each fraction is determtnedfiom 10 
different runs ( Ρ = , ϊ 7 α = 0 N = 200,MW (eq ^) S, „ = 20) 
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Peiioiiicity and trend 
Figure 9 shows the results for signals with a periodicity and a trend. 
The values on the axes belong to signals with only one process; these 
arc discussed above. The periodicity levels are A = 10. 15 (samples) and 
the trend levels Τ = 0.10, 0 15, 0.20 (samples/day). The fraction trend 
identified is larger if peiiodicity is present. This is due to the fact that, 
once peiiodicity is found, the week day results are put together, thus 
enhancing any increase or decrease in mean. The presence of a trend 
suppresses the identification of a periodicity slightly. There is hardly 
an} dilTerence in detection ot a live or a seven day period. When the 
parameters are at high level both penodicity and trend are identified. 
tcr/ccrt't' SÉSacetr^cr СЕШск.*· 
Ftqwe 10 Fraction of idcntitied processes in simulated senes containing an 
autoregre^ive process and л сочти, as a function of the amplitude ot' 
the cosine Л and tfie autotoirelation toeftiucnt α Each tractnm is 
determmed tiom 10 OiHcienl tuns. (P - 5, Τ = 0, N = 200. M„' (eq 
5).SA n = 20). 
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Periodicity and autocorrelation 
Figure 10 shows the results when periodicity and autoconelation pro­
cesses are present in the time series The levels are shown tor A = 5 
samples and α = 0 4, 0 7 and 0 9 Now the periodicity is found at much 
lower level periodicity is identified in all 10 cases at level A = 5 (and 
higher) As is shown in Figuie 8. at this level AUTOCORR did not iden­
tify peuodicity at all foi a signal with only a periodic process This dit 
terence is mainly caused by interaction in the spectrum The presence of 
a fust older autoregressive process also contributes to the variance in the 
periodicity region In spite of the interaction, AUTOCORR detects the 
true period 
cofr, trend G52 corr 
04 07 09 04 07 09 
Τ 
Figuu 11 Fraction of identified processes in simulated senes containing an 
dutoregiessrve protest ¿nd .1 trend as a function of the чіоре 1 and 
the autoconelation toelhuent α Each traction іь determined from 10 
rans with diffeient seeds (P = 1. N = 200, M, = 40, S^, = 20) 
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AUTOCORR does not detect autocorrelation in all cases at α = 0,4, 
contrary to the case when only autocorrelation is present (cf. Figure 8). 
At higher levels it always identifies autocorrelation. AUTOCORR then 
also attributes occasionally a trend. This resembles the case when only 
autocorrelation is simulated. 
Trend and autocorrelation 
Figure 11 shows the results of combining trend and autocorrelation 
processes. Trend is at levels Τ = 0.5, 0.10 and 0.15 (samples/day) and 
autocorrelation at levels α = 0.4. 0.7, 0.9. The autocorrelation process is 
always identified here. The trend is identified more often at a higher 
slope level but even at tliese high levels there is a fraction where only 
autocorrelation is identified and not the trend. As seen above, in a pure 
autocorrelation process a tiend can also be identified by AUTOCORR. 
Probably the trend in the autocorrelation process counteracts the trend 
process in the time series simulated. At high Τ level the trend will 
become more dominant and both trend and autocorrelation will be iden­
tified. 
Estimation 
If AUTOCORR correctly identifies the processes present in the sim­
ulated time series, it estimates the relevant paiameteis with a relative 
precision of approximately 10%. In two situations, however, 
AUTOCORR sometimes does not assign the right processes to the time 
series. These are: either a trend is identified in a trendies* scries or a 
trend is not identified where one is present. In both cases the estimated 
slope value does not resemble the real value. The autocorrelation coeffi­
cient. on the other hand, still resembles the real value rather well. 
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DISCUSSION 
Two criteria are useful to judge the performance of AUTOCORR 
The false positive identification, indicating a process that is not present, 
and the false negative identification, not detecting a process that is 
present These entena are qualitatively applied to the three mam pro­
cesses 
False positive identifications are not probable Only in the case of an 
autocorrelation process with a large α it is sometimes seen that a trend is 
erroneously identified. Because a manual time senes analysis would 
yield the same result, this is not a real failure of AUTOCORR but an 
intrinsic problem of time senes analysis Nevertheless, the value of the 
estimated slope can sometimes be lathei large at high autocorrelation 
coefficient values Neither periodicity nor autoconelation processes 
were ever falsely identified m the 200 resp 220 simulation runs in 
which they were not present AUTOCORR performs very well m this 
lespeet 
False negative identification occurs when a process is present under 
its identification limit This limit is fanely low, judged by the compan-
son of the standard deviation of the whole time series to that of the 
uncorrelated process. If the former is only 10% larger than the latter, 
already the identification limit is met. This goej> for all three processes 
By lowering the identification limits, the amount of false negative 
identifications would decrease but simultaneously the amount of false 
positive identifications would increase. This is not acceptable Applying 
the results to leconstrutt a tune senes in order to simulate the operation 
of a laboratory, the effects of a false positive identification are more 
hannful than a false negative identification With the present identifica­
tion limits AUTOCORR only incorporates the dominant processes and 
conectly models the laboiatory signal In the worst case no improve­
ment is made by using AUTOCORR 
Extention of AUTOCORR is possible but not nessecary. The period­
icity knowledge base can easily be extended so that other penodicities 
can be found m the range from Ρ = 3 to Ρ = 14 This has been success­
fully tested but was not incorporated in the final program, because the 
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most probable cycle in a laboiatory is the working week. A monthly 
period is difficult to identify because it interferes strongly with trend and 
autocorrelation processes and because the laboratory signal usually is 
too short to comprise enough periods. 
CONCLUSION 
AUTOCORR successfully analyses a time series and gives a good 
description of it by estimating its parameters. Although the analysis is 
by no means as elaborate as the Box and Jenkins approach [14], it is suf-
ficient at least for application in a simulation context. This means that 
the results of the analysis are used to reconstruct the input signal in 
order to simulate the operation of an analytical laboratory. Only first 
order approximations are used. General applicability to all kinds of sig-
nals is not pursued. The program is specific for laboratory input signals 
which implies the analysis contains assumptions that are only valid in 
this domain. However, this approach allows quite complicated time 
series comprising different processes to be adequately described. The 
essential characteristics are captured: autocoirelation, trend and period-
icity. In most cases these processes are correctly identified by 
AUTOCORR. After identification it builds a parsimonious model, 
where parameters of absent processes are set to zero. 
In time series analysis extensive calculations must be combined with 
decision making based on experience. An important reason for the suc-
cessful implementation of AUTOCORR is the fact that INFER offers 
the possibility to combine "conventional" programming for the calcula-
tions with the reasoning strucluies foi decision making. In analytical 
chemistry there are many other domains where calculations must be 
combined with decision making, e.g. calibration and statistical testing in 
non-routine situations. It is important to realize that many commercially 
available empty shells for knowledge representation are not suitable for 
these domains because they have only limited possibilities with respect 
to mathematical operations [19]. Only those shells can be successful in 
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these domains that either allow a link to a calculation medium or are 
able - like INFER - to incorporate the "conventionally" programmed 
procedures 
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SUMMARY 
A computer program (I L A) rv prestnttd for processing historical laboratori il ita It performs on a list of 
sample emrtcs stored in a labordtor> information man igement sssttm I sing an ilgonihm which is based 
on fuzzy set theory H A chssifies the entries into a hmittd numlier of clusters tilled s impk tjpes "Піе 
classification is fullv user-defined The program transforms the historical data into л represt ntalion which 
is mort suitable for studying the performance of the liboratorv or which can be used as preparation for ι 
simulation project 
M s woKUS Fu¿7v set theory Classification Datarcduttion Histoncallaborarors data 
INTRODUCTION 
Because analvtical laboratories Upiuilh process large numbers of samples every dav the 
management of these samples and the subsequent test results is of critical importance The 
need for suitable software tools to facilitate this management is evident ind has been 
recognized For several years laboratory information management svstems (L1MS)1 have been 
available commercially from different suppliers and implemented in an increasing number of 
laboratories Manv laboratories have decided to develop their own LIMS 
Fssentially a LIMS is a data base to store data about samples and a number of functions to 
guide the slot mg and retrieving of these data Some major advantages ot the application ot a 
I IMS are the laboraton manager can easily trails the status of anv sample at anv time 
specific reports can be generated automaticailv hiMoneal test results are easilv accessible for 
e g trend monitoring The data stored in a 1 IMS reflect the character of the laboratory in the 
wav it responds to the needs of a larger organization As a consequence it would be verv 
interesting to be able to employ these data to solve management problems However it must 
be realized that a I IMS« contains raw data not information which is suitable to be employed 
immediately for this purpose ^ The raw data must be refined 
Current LIMS have functions to retrieve all sample entries with some specific property trom 
the data file bor management purposes however it is often more important to be ible to 
studv groups of sample entries which are related for a particular propertv instead of identical 
0886-9383 m i s m M S S O V 10 Receñid W \iarch ІШ 
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tor instante from the management point of vie* the question Ho» well does the laboratory 
perform with respea to heavy metal analvses'' will usual!) be more important than 'How »ell 
does it perform with respea to Cd analyses' A first step to increase the values of a LIMS a*, a 
timi for laboratory m inagement (and thus beioming more than a tool for sample information 
management) is to incorporate functions or modules for this clustering analysis These will 
support the manager while im estigating the performonct of the 1 iboratorv 
\ seumd step of course would be modules that support rtu. manager while making 
decisions to improve this performance Because digital simulation is a powerful method for 
decision support ^ ' a promising approach is to incorporate simulation modules into the LIMS 
em ironmcm 1 hese will enable the manager to construct a simulation mode! of the laboratory 
and tan ν out simulation experiments in a reasonably short time without expertise in 
simulation being nccessan ^ Data necessary for a simulation model can be collected partly 
from a LIMS In most cis«, howevtr it will be neiessaty to perform a refinement of the raw 
data first 
The prtsent paper describes a computer program which classifies the sample entries and 
their properties into a limited number of clusters called ïample types Although the program fs 
predominanttv described in the context of a subse<|uent simulation project it is applicable 
generallv for analysis of historical laborator\ data 
THEORY 
Sample types and their properties 
A sample tvpe mav be defined as a class of sample entries having similarities in the wav they 
are processed in the laboratory Phest are similarities not necessarily in a chemical sense but 
in a sense of interactions caused in the laboratory Fxamples of similarities whtch are relesant 
for laboratory management are processed bv the same technician(s) or on thè same 
inslTument(b) similar pattern of sample processing times (sample preparation and 
measurement) 
1 he historical data file of the I IMS contain« a number of data fields for each sample entry 
Some data fields are not relevant for the classification into sample types e g the chemita! 
result of the test οι the request code of the sample In many instances the sample name or 
sample code suffices for a first classification The values of the other data fields are stored in 
data strut tures (с g histograms) of the sample type The result of the classification is a set of 
sample types cath having a number of properties fi e the stored value of the data fields) 
Therefore the procedure is talltd type tonstruttion Two kinds of properties can be 
distinguished numerical e g batch si/t processing limes atphanumental e g sample name 
tethmcian »hocarned out the analvsis An alphanumencal propertv is a histogram of tallies 
(c g tethmciart names) and eonespondmg frequencies of occurrence 
Mostlv this stt of simple tvpes is not vet suitable for use in a simulation project because it 
docs not meet the following constraints thefrequencv ol occurrence of the sample tvpes must 
be adequate low frequencies tend to render the simulation model rather unstable the 
numlitr of sample tvpes mav not be too large (about 20)—a large number is difficult to handle 
in л simulation model and causes difficulties in interpretation Similar considerations applv 
when the tlassihtation is used as a tool on its own and is not followed bv a simulation project 
In order lo fit the set ol sample tvpes to these constraints, a tv pe reduction must be performed 
ι e uroups of two or more related sample tvpes arc combined into new ones called 
meta tvpes 
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The problem is how to reduce the set of sample types, which is α pattern recognition 
problem Recently. an approach has been reported which is based on factor analysts ' A iet of 
abstract sample entn vector» is calculated In the simulation model the sample entries for each 
day are determined as a linear combination of these vectors This approach is considered to be 
too abstract to form the basts of a generally applicable program which—unavoidably— 
requires mterterenct* of the user (i e the laboratory manager) An intuitively more appealing 
approach is the application of fuz/v set theory 
Some fundamentals of fuzz) set theor) 
Ì иы\ set theory was introduced by Zadeh" and mav be considered as a generalization of 
conventional set theory Important applications of fuzzy set theory in analytical chemistry 
have been reported e g for multicotnpunent spectral analysis," and have been reviewed by 
Bandemer and Otto "' 
In conventional set theory each element of a space X either belongs tö a specific set A 
(А С X) от not ¥\¡í¿y set theory introduces a continuum of grades of membership to a 
specific fu/jy set A If »ι д„ are elements of X a fuzzy set A of A' is a set of pairs 
A = {x, Ux,)) / , ( t , ) e [ 0 1] (la) 
or, in short, the fuz?y set Л is characterized by the membership function 
ƒ, x •> Ρ Η (ib) 
Here fa (л,) represents the grade nf membership of element x, to the fuzzy set A The grade ot 
membership varies between fA = 1 and/,, - 0, these extreme values correspond to x, e A and 
X, (£ A respectively m conventional set theory 
Although the membership function may be defined by a probability function it raust be 
realized that its basic nature is nol statistical The probability function is objective because it 
can be determined from a series of experiments In essence the membership function is 
subjective it is used to incorporate subjective expérience It is also dependent on the context 
m which it is used fu/zv sets are very suitable for describing imprecisely defined notions such 
as large and'young The membership function of large in the context of organic molecules 
will differ greally from that in the context of DNA molecules 
Manv operations are defined to manipulate fuzzy sets ' ' The operations that are relev ant to 
the type reduction problem will be considered in ttie next section 
Application of fuzzy set theory ta type reduction 
The result of the tvpe construction is a set of sample tvpes each having a number of numerical 
and/or alphantimcncal propeities In order to select the groups of related sample types the 
values of the type-determining properties are interpreted as fuzzy sets It is not relevant 
whether values ufa propertv are equal but whether thev support the possibility of merging the 
two sample tvpes This depends on the kind of property the laboratory context and even the 
goal of the analysis In order to guarantee the required specificity, the degree of fuzzmess of 
each properi} is defined by the user Two cases are distinguished 
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Figure 1 The membership iuntnoR\ of a proptrty for two «mniplL typis Л and 72 (having siiluts \ 1 and 17Ï The 
intcrstction of the two ÍU2¿j sels is dciwkd b> /112 
Numerical property 
The value of a numerical property is fuzjed by introducing a membership function around this 
value Figure 1 ^hows the membership funuion of the fui¿\ sets Л1 and Л1 of two sample 
types 11 and T2 with respect to a given property (with the values Vl and J^) The possibility 
of merging Tl and 72 is supported b\ the intersection (A 1 Π Al) of the two fiuzy sets The 
membership function of the intersection is defined by 
/,ii η и W = mm{fM(x). fAi(x)} (2) 
The larger the intersection, the more the possibility of merging is supported In order to 
consider more than two sample types yntli respevt to one property, intersections must be 
compared Consider, for instance sample types 71, Π and 73 (Figure 2> Merging of Л and 
73 is not supported because ,41 П Ai = 0 Merging of T2 and 73 is supported more 
strongly than that of 71 and T2 Although both intersections contain different elements, a 
measure to compare them is provided by the power of а Лшу ^е' This operator is defined by 
pif-ô- Σ / i W for a finite space .V (3a) 
РІ/л) ~ УА{Х) d* for ¿n infinite spaa· A' (Щ 
The pouer operator can be considered as the fuzzy counterpart of counting the number of 
elements of a conventional set In order to alio» comparison between properties the relative 
power of the intersection is applied Hentcforth this enlitv witi be referred to as measure ct 
support 
MS = ptf, ;Wu> W 
Figure 2 l i l t munhi-rshif» lunctwrv. ι>Γ aproptrî* for thru, sampk i\pc\ П 72 ami Г* with \а1исч V I U ï n d t T 
T(w тмчліюнч arc dtnotirti by ЛІ2 imt I2T 
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The 1иг?> sets have a mangular shape (f igures 1 and 2) because this allows easv Laleuljtion 
of MS It can easily be demonstrated that in that case 
Mb = A2 i5!) 
»here h denote;, the height of the mtersectton triangle Because τη the t>pe reduction onh a 
comparison of MS values ss pursued, it is unlikeU that the exact shape ot the fu//\ sets 
interferes vtith the recuits 
The spread of the fuzzv set is \er> important 1 he larger this spread the larger will he MS 
given two values ot a property This value intorporates the importance ot a propeitv with 
respect to merging two sample tvpes Iherefore the user should suppK this value toi еясіі 
type-defining property In order to improve the ease ot application - the user mav choose 
trom five levels of resemblance requested for the property (Table I) The chosen level is 
translated into fu//) sets In using the Kevi> o f ! able 1 
Table 1 levels of resemblance requested for 
a numerical picpertv and the spread of the 
correspomltng fu r^v set as a percentage of the 
allowed region ot the propertv 
Level of re semblance Spread of fu/?v 
requested set {' ι \ 
Complete 1 
Considerable 11 
Imermeduile 22 
Moderate ^ 
Week M! 
It must be realised that thii approach is ot a non-statistical nature and fully user-determined 
The user can perform an analysis which is sutisticallv meaningless By defumig the spread of 
the fuzzy sets smaller than the statistical dispersion ot the property, low values of MS may be 
obtained whereas the values do not sigmficanth differ The condition that the іащ set should 
be broader than the statistical distribution cannot be required It is ambiguous because mean 
values are compared based on different numbers of observations and as a result —having 
diffeient statistical distributions It is much more appealing to apph the simple fu?A approach 
and to allow uset control for meanmgfulness Ihis. is> not a vers critical demand because 
choosing the fuzzy set too narrow results in too manv sample types being constructed which is 
likely to be corrected by the user 
Alphanumertcal properly 
If a property is of an aiphunumencal nature, a different procedure must be followed This 
property consistí of a histogram with a number of ν alues and frequencies of occurrence Now 
the normalised histogram (relative frequencies) itself is interpreted as u fu/n «et The MS 
value tor this property is calculated with equations (2), (ìa) and (4) taking into accounl that 
the values ot the atphanumencal histograms cannot lie ordered 
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Figure ì Various tvpes of manipulation tor wleulatipn of MS for the same pair of values (t e Ьто^таіт) of -m 
alphanumerical property One histogram (full Unes) cómalas objects Л В С D and С the other (ttasht-d lines) 
LontJins В I> E ind F MS is calculated ablhe overiap of the histogram.4 (4hü<led) (a) No mampulalion lb) actual 
trequencies ικ tess imptmant for eompanson manipulation dil (n — 2) ic) comparison re prcdomm&ntlv based on 
objects with hii^ h frequencies manipulation con {m -= 2) The calculated MS values arc listed in Table 2 
The different character of the property and us membership function retjuires a different 
kind of user interference There are more v. а> s to manipulate the sensitivrtv of MS with regard 
to the actual value of the property (i e hKtogram) Two are verv useful m the context of 
sample types 
(1) The mere presence ot the values m the hiMogram is moie important than their 
frequencies This may be the cast when the instruments for the sample tvpes are bemg 
compared independently of its frequency the presence of the instrument m the 
histogram implies that the sample can be analvscd on it The dilation operator can be 
used to perform this manipulation 
d i l C f ^ A , ) ) - / ^ ) ' " ( « > ! ) Í6) 
The operator is applied on the fuzzy set and followed by a renormalization Depending 
on the value of л MS becomes less dependent on the frequem-iei. as sJiovvn m I igure 3 
(2) bometimes it is more appropriate to consider onlv the values of the histogram with the 
highest frequencies II the histograms of anaiybts for the sample tvpes are compared it 
may be useful to pav little or no attention to analysts who onlv incidentallv analvse a 
sample of this tvpe In this case the concentration operation can be used in a similar 
manner as the dilation operation 
сопШ<·, ) )-ƒ , ( , Г ( m > I) (7) 
An example of the result of this operation is shown m Figure 3 
With respect to the caluilation of MS for an alphanumerical property the user is allowed to 
choose from fivt levels of resemblance requested (Table 2) This table also contains Mb 
calculated for the data of Figure 3 
If two or more properties are typt, determining, an overall measure of support WW' for each 
interaction of two sample types is calculated It !!> determined as the most restrictive value of 
the separate MSs 
MS" - mm {MS,} (8) 
where ι lists all type-determming properties 
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Tabte 2 Types x>f resemblance requested for an dlphanumencal 
propt rt> the Lorreí.ponding manipuUlioji of the Іищ set and 
MS calculdtctl for the property of Figure "i 
Resemblanci. 
requested 
Almost oniv values 
Values stresseil 
Intermediate 
High frequencies stresset) 
Almost unly high frequencies 
Type of 
manipulation 
dil (it - 1) 
di! (я « 2) 
— 
eon (m = 2) 
con (m = 4) 
MS 
calculated 
OM 
0 51 
(H9 
0 22 
0-12 
1 or each combination of two sample Upes MS' is calculated The combinations with the 
largest MS arc merged into meta ts pes until a suit ible number of sample tvpes is obtained or 
MS becomes too small The user is able to interfere with this automatic process e g to undo 
or add certain conibm itions 
Dt SCRIPTION Ol· TUL PROGRAM 1-fcA 
The hrsl implementation of the FEA (front end analysis) program was written m the language 
I R A N / i ISP" and run on a VAX ¡17^0 with VMS operating svstem This language wai 
chosen because of its vers flexible data structures such as lists and propcrt) lists These are 
ver\ suitable for a program to be applied to man) different data Files of different laboratories 
Although the calculation!» were performed b) external FORTRAN subroutines linked to the 
1 ISP structures the program appeared to be too slow to handle data files with several 
thousand sample entries To some extent this problem was caused by the fact that only parts 
of the program could be compiled and for other parts the interpreter had to be used 
In order to speed up the program a second implementation was written in SIMULA and 
run on a NAS 96(KI mainframe under the \ M CMS operating s>stem Using SIMULA s class 
INPUT 
data f i l e 
rear ranged data 
f 1й 
sample t y p e s 
and p r o p e r t i e s 
preproces 
eing 
type 
c o n s t r u c t i o n 
type 
r e d u c t i o n 
OUTPUT 
r e a r r a n g e d d a t a f i l e 
d a t a f i l e f o r t i » e 
a a r í e s апаТувів 
sample g e n e r a t o r c h a r a c 
t e r l a t i c e 
l i e t o f sample t y p e s and 
p r o p e r t i e e 
reduced l i e t o f sample 
t y p e s and p r o p e r t i e s 
Mgure 4 Пи. ihrce parts ui№Utimng ihc I ЬА program 
to i 
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concept and djnamic queues.14 " it was possible to model this second implementation m a 
similar manner to the LISP version A second advantage of SIMUI A is that this language is 
also used by the program LABGEN лпіі the simulation models generated by LABGEN ь As 
shown in Figure 4. ЬЕА consists of three parts 
Preprocessing 
The first program of FEA performs a number of preparation activities, most of *hich are 
optional Some of these activities result m a rearranged data file 
( 1) If the data file consists of data fields on fixed positions, the data fields are separated bj 
blanks This latter format is necessaiy for the tvpe construction program During this 
rearrangement process data on certain positions may be omitted 
(2) If samples arme at the laboratori in batches an analysis for batch entrance is 
appropriate This means that a number of successive sample entries with equal 
properties are considered to belong to one batch entry In the rearranged data file thes 
are recorded as a single entry with the batih size as an additional data field 
O) If a data field consists of a variable number of items each having significance of its own, 
the frequencies of occurrence of the items can be analysed and. if netessarv, the items 
can be manipulated The information of the data field is recorded in the rearranged data 
file with a special format that is revogmzed bv the tvpe construction program An 
example of such a data field is t!,L list of tests which are performed on the sample 
It is not exceptional that a laboraton aceives samples from difftrent departments or 
clients and that thest samples although phvsicallv equal are protesstd with different 
priorities In these cases it is useful to construct a simulation model with more than one sample 
generator The necessarv data are collected b\ the preprocessing program If this analy sis is 
requested, the user should specify the data field which contains the information about the 
sample origin For each distinct origin the characteristics of the mput distribution are 
recorded, optionalK for each weekdav 
Type construction 
The tvpe tonstmction program classifies the sample entries of the (reananged) data file into a 
number of sample types I о initialise the program the user should provide mlormation about 
(1) which data fields—it any—are to be ignored, their values are not stored as properties of 
the sample type* 
(2) which data fields are stored in alphanumencal histograms 
(3) which data fields are of a numerical nature, either their values mav be stored in 
numerical histograms or only their statistical characteristics may be calculated 
(4) which data fields contain the time characteristics of a sample entry e g date or time of 
entrance, if present they are used to calculate the inter-arnv al times and the delay times 
of the samples 
(5) which data fields contain several independent items with respect to type construction 
the total is considered as a single value, but the items ait' stored mdependentlv in an 
alphanumencal histogram 
(6) which data field{s) is (arc) used for tvpe construction, each different combination of 
values results in a new sample type 
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After the initialization, the piogram processes all sample entries This main loop is shown in 
Figure 5 Lach sample type is represented as an object of a SIMUI A class which (.ontams 
slots to tdcntify the sample type, to store the number of entries and to store the date time 
characteristics of the lai>t entry It also contains a dvnamic queue with the properties of the 
sample type, ι e a queue of alphanumcrica! or numerical histograms The value of each 
relevant data field is stored in the correspondini' histogram 
The result of the consfructum phase is a list of sample type1, and their propel ties 1 he 
program offers several facilities to inspect the sample types in order to decide whether the type 
construction is useful and whether a subsequent type reduction is necessary At this point the 
user is also allowed to discard less frequently occurring sample types 
tWMze typ« 
cansuuctKm 
Figuri S Flo* didgfilm of llw main kxip of iht ivps uin.stnK.tion program Ol hl: \ 
Type reduction 
If the number of sample types is considered to be too large a type reduction may be carried 
out This program processes a list of sample types and can only be applied after the tvpe 
construction has been completed The information requested from the user is which 
properties are to be considered for the reduction process and how must MS be calculated for 
each of these properties (see Tables 1 and 2)" Atphanumencal properties can also be 
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propese ctuatenrig 
Contatmng queue 
of aample types |—' 
construct meta-typee' 
Propertiea A 
Figure ft Mam <Н.ІІ\ИИЛ anil tLti ι represent mun tif cht l>pt. n.dui.tum puigrtm ' Bv comhimnglhv ргорсгпіл oí the 
sampk typts of thi meta set 
compared in a i m p wav MS =s= 1 onlv if both histograms arc equal otherwise MS - 0 The 
mam activities and data representation of the program are shown in Figure ft 
For each pair of sample tjpes MS" is calculated If it exceeds a limiting valut (which is to be 
entered b> the user) an object of a SIMULA class is created containing this value and the two 
sample tvpes This object is stored in an ordered queue Using the largest MS" first, 
mela tvpes are proposed At first each proposed meta tvpe is merclv a queue of the 
constituent sample tvpes After the user s approval final meta tvpes are constructed, ι e ali 
sets of properties are combined into a single set of properties 
Type reduction is an interactive process the user must find suitable program scuings m 
order to create a satisfactorily small number of sample tvpes Therefore the user is enabled to 
inspect all meta-types and—if necessary- to undo a former step It is also possible to create 
meta types bv hand or to delete tvpes (sample tvpes or meta tvpes) altogether The final tvpes 
and their properties arc printed out 
APPLICATION 
The FEA program has been tested with some data files from former simulation projects * * 
These tests were performed to debug and validate the program They resulted m reasonable 
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sets of meta types In this section an apphcation will he described m more detail The data 
analysis with FbA is earned (Hit as a part of a simulation project using tbc program LABOEN 
for automatic model construction The simulation part »ill be reported later 
The laboratory considered is the hc-avy metals section of a laboraton for quality control of 
drinking Viatel Increasinglv sampler from external clients are analvsed In the section 
samples are anaKsed on two AAS insirumei ,b (flame and furnace) Depending on the 
workload the section ti staffed with tv.o to four technicians The data file contained all sample 
entries (about 2'5(H)) trom 19 March until Iti June 1987 in chronological order and »ere taken 
from an in-house LIMS No additional programming was needed to collect the data m a file 
suitable for use by FEA 
Preprocessing of the data Ше 
Πι« datafilc contains nine daw fields for each sample Two data fields are ignored during 
preprocessing sample number and sampling point Figure 7 sho»s the remaining seven data 
fields of the first part of the data file These data fields contain information about 
(1) sample ongm (client) (column 1 m Figure 7) 
(2) dates of entrance in laboratory and reporting (columns 2 and 4) 
(4) t\pe of sample pretreatment and tests (columns 6 and 7), the tests are represented by 
codes of which the first two letters denote the element to be determined e g CUCÌ 
means Cu'* determination 
(4) other sections of the laboratory visited (column S) 
(i) type of sample (water, soil) (column 3) 
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-
-
-
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О A 
A"~O 
OwA 
A 0 
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A О 
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A О 
O F 
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A О 
О A 
A О 
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F О 
F~0 
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13 
1 3 
1 3 
1 3 
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1314 
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1 J 1 4 
1314 
1114 
1314 
1 3 1 4 
1314 
0 
0 
1314 
1 3 1 4 
1314 
1 3 1 4 
0 
0 
0 
COG C D S J I S 
CUG CDG A3 
CUG CDG AS 
CUG CDITAS 
CUG cr>G~AS 
e r e " C D G - A s 
COG 
CUG CDG FBG A3 KG ΖΗ& 
СИ. CnG~PBG"AirHG" a n s 
CUG CDG *BG AS~ÍH3 SNG 
COG~aj<i PBG~AS""HG ENG 
CUG CDG'PBS AS HG U № 
с и е ~ с к . " г а с . " " с ж В AS KG 
CUG~CDG PSG CRG~AS~HG 
С1ХГС1>о">ве CRG AS HG" 
c u с о rS e s A S я о ma 
CU CD™PB"CR"AS HG ÏBG 
CUG C&3 PBG CRG AS HG 
CUS CDG № 3 CRÛ AS HS 
с и о ~ т а Г > в в - R S Ai. HG" 
C U G - C D G " > B G C R G " A S H G " 
CU CL PB CR AS HG ZVtG 
CD"CD PB OR AS HG EHS 
СІГСС PB~CR"AS HG M9G 
" 
UNO 
£NG 
;ZNG 
SNG 
"ZKG 
ZSG 
"ano 
¿ iSlUe^ 3 130487 OJF A 1314 CUG_CDG_FBG_CRS_AS_HG_ZNG 
hiHire 1 rhv fusi part oí the historical laboratory datj file after rcnwvai of t ^ data fteith The mtormaUon <ton.d in 
liic data fiUds к discnbcd m tbc te« 
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Table 3 Mean values of batch entries per day specified according to weekday 
and sample origin The values in parentheses represent standard déviation 
Week 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Total 
10-69 
880 
12 47 
16 14 
10 80 
ЧЫ) 
(6 1) 
(6 2) 
(3 1) 
(4 7) 
((,4) 
( Ή ) 
499 
200 
7 13 
7-41 
107 
0 « 
0 
(3 3) 
(17) 
(2-41 
(I'S) 
(2 3) 
(0 8) 
131 
] 20 
0 87 
2 14 
147 
0 93 
ι 
(16) 
(19) 
(11) 
(15) 
(19) 
(13) 
2* 
4 39 
i M 
4 47 
6 57 
6 27 
4 13 
(4 3) 
(4 9) 
(2 2) 
(5 4) 
(4 9) 
(3 8) 
*A combiiinlion of seven «ample origini 
The samples are mainlv characterized by the chemiial tests requested Therefore it is useful to 
precede the type construction by an analysis of the tests and the frequencies ol occuirence 
Apart from sample pretreatment, 69 different tests were present m the data tile, some ol which 
occurred only once Based on chemical information, several tests could be combined because 
there were only minor differences The remaining infrequent tests were combined into two 
rest-groups, depending on the instrument The result of this manipulation »as 21 tests which 
is acceptable for a simulation model 
The next step of the preprocessing is the analysis for batch arrival Successive samples in the 
data file, which enter the same da\ and have the same sample origin pretreatment and tests 
are considered to belong to the same batch Bv this operation the data file is transformed from 
about 2500 individual sample entries into approKimatelv 800 batch entries with a mean batch 
size of three 
Analysis of the input stream of samples resulted in nine distinct sample origins (which are m 
fact groups of similar internal οι external clients), six ot which generate relatively few samples 
As a first approach these six origins were combined However at a later stage it appeared that 
for modelling purposes the six infrequent origins could best be combined with one of the 
frequent origins The result is three distinct sample origins For each origin a histogram of 
batch entries per day was calculated for each weekday The mean values and the standard 
deviations are listed m Table 3 The laborators input is dependent on the weekday 
Type construction and reduction of the data file 
A tvpe construction was performed based on the alphanumencal properties sample 
prelrcatment and tests The data file contained 122 sample types, ι e 122 different patterns of 
pretreatment and tests The most frequent type contains 87 batch entries, 56 tvpes occurred 
only once Although well defined sample types consisting of fixed sets of tests can clearly be 
distinguished, this classification is not yet satisfactory 
In a subsequent type reduction the same alpbanumenca) properties were considered 
{1 ) sample pretreatment must be equal for MS = 1, otherwise MS - 0 
(2) tests—overlap of alphanumencal histograms ¡s calculated with an intermediate type of 
resemblance requested (see Table 2) 
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All MS" values, were calculated Sample t)pes were merged while MS" >0 40 Using this 
limiting value, six meta types were formed and five sample types were not classified The latter 
were all infrequent and exceptional sample types they were combined bv hand with one of the 
meta-types or delettd Also two meta types were infrequent four and 14 occurrences 
respectively One of these contained a rather rare type of sample pretreatment the other 
showed a special pattern of tests On chemical grounds, however it was acceptable for 
modelling purposes to merge these meta types with the remaining three 
The major conclusion to be drawn from the tvpe construction and reduction in this 
particular case is that tor modelling purposes the sample entries can almost completelv be 
described as 
(1) samples without pretreatment 
(2) samples with pretrealment code Π 
(1) samples with pretreatment codes 13 and 14 
Most information concerning meta-type 1 is ihown in 1 igure 8 This classification has been 
discussed with the laboratory management who judged it as very useful 
The next point of interest with respect to modelling is whether sample types from different 
origins receive different treatment ι e have different priorities In order to investigate this a 
new tvpe construction is performed based on the properties sample origin and pretreatment 
Comparison of the dclav times of the thus found sample types shows that there are differences 
(Tabic 4) Indeed the decision to construct the three sample origins was based on this 
investigation 
Tjble 4 Mean delav times specified according to 
sample origin and sample pretreatmeni together 
with numbers of entries and the standard deviation 
(SD) 
Sample Sample pretrealment (code) 
origin Í) 11 IVI 4 
delav 4 94 
0 SD 4 89 
entriss 293 2 Ü 
I 
2 
delay 
SD 
entries 
deUy 
SD 
entries 
8 61 
6 84 
91 
КИМ 
4 49 
US» 
4 
7 2» 
6 15 
І4Я 
1 
10 48 
464 
141 
T h e results of this analysis with F L A are used t o construct a simulation m o d e l of the 
laboratory Several o t h e r d a t a a re necessarv which c a n n o t be obta ined from the historical 
laboratory data e g measurement times for the tests working times of the technicians These 
data arc estimated bv interviewing the laboratory staff 
юз 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The SIMUl A implementation of 1-hA has been shown to be a useful tool for analysis of 
historical laboiutory data The processing times of the program parts are acceptable in the 
range 10-20 CPU seconds for the various parts Not all features of FEA needed to be 
emptosed in the sample application However, these have been tested with data files from 
formel simulalioti projects 
Although the discussed sampit application is a part of a simulation project, it clearij shows 
hov, I ЬА can be used also for non simulation pui poses It makes possible a representation of 
histonca! laboratorv data tn an infornutue »av In order to do so the *>amp!e entries are 
classified into a small number of clusters or sample types Because of the fuzzy set approach 
the program does not need a restrictive model of the data Ihe user is allowed to specify at will 
which properties are considered for the clavsification and how strictly they are applied He can 
introduce simplifications of the data which are based on his knowledge or experience 
Ί ο some extent the path leading to an optimal representation of the historical laboratory 
dita must lie found b\ trial and error On seseral occasions decisions must be made as to 
whether a simplification is acceptable or which program settings are likeh to yield the best 
results Because such a decision mav prove wrong the user is able to correct the mistake by 
undoing the last slep and trying again 
AC k M ) W I I DGLMI-VI 
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EXPERT SYSTEM FOR KNOWLEDGE-BASED 
MODELLING OF ANALYTICAL LABORATORIES AS A 
TOOL FOR LABORATORY MANAGEMENT 
Ю KLAESSLVS ТШ О SARiS Ы UN ARD \ ANm.GINSTL \ N 0 GFRKIT ΚΑΤΙ M^N 
1 ¡ibomtnnttm \o»r AmhtHchc С hemir, Aîiïfoi'jt'Af l шіегііісн \іітеч<п ГчсгпмтШ '>$2* I It \nmeiiuf Tit? 
Sfthetiamii 
Sl'MMARi 
An expert system (LABGl NTi is presented tur decision support m analvtisjí Uboratnrn-s hs means of 
digital simulation In an mtefactuc manner LABGFN t-onstructs snnulatnm mtxlsls ut laboratorv 
oignnizations Ц ma^es use of a database tsf model franmenis and applies rule!) in order to prevent the 
user providing redundant information and to prevent mstmsistem modi. Is being eonsuuucd The models 
are ftntten m the dedicated simulation language SIMl LA Aftei LOtnpda'ion tiie> can he iibed kn" 
simulation experiments LABOFN can be applied to a wide ranee of laboiatorv organizations An 
evampte of the application of ï ABG1 N is presented 
кі-> WORDS Laboratory organization Lvpen svstems Ditîitalsimulaiion 
DecisKMisnppoit 
IXfRODlXTfON 
laboratory management is concerned with the control ot costs per analvsis and the 
opimtzation of the flow ot anahtical information from the laborators to the users frequcnils 
problems arise which require a thorough investigation of the supplv of anaHtical work as 
compared with the available means ι e instrumentation and manpower Tvpical questions 
are What organizational adjustments must be made m order to pro<.e}.s an increasing inflow of 
urgent samplev'' Is it profitable to purchase some new and highlv expensive apparatus to 
prwevs a specific group of samples1 Or should these samples be analv/cd bv a specialised 
commercial laboratory ' 
Decision making m analytical laboratories is difficult because all aspeits of the orgam/ation 
and the input ot samples have to be taken into account In most laboratories the management 
can obfain sufficient data on the laboratorj organization Became of the evolving application 
of laboraran infonmitron numagement svstems (IJMS) e\cn more data aie avaifaMe 
However, these are unrefined data and provide no direct miomiation to the manaiiement * 
The requested mtormation can be obtained b\ a simulatimi mode) oí I he taboratorv, based on 
the collected unrefined data Ihis technique is a powerful means to provide the requested 
information because it enables the laboratoiv manager to evaluate the effects ot decisions 
before tlsev are actuallv carried out 
(Μ&-438}№0ω)49-17$(>Κ О^ Я« <ч> егПбЛрЫ 1487 
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Hgun. 1 Scheme Of a iimul ilion project 
To date several successful applications of digital simulation to analytical' ' and clinical 
laboratories" ^ ha\e been reported lliree phases can be discerned m a simulation project 
First a simulation model of the laboratorv is developed »hich consists of a model of the 
sample input and a modtl of the organization with all relevant objects and relations between 
these objects Second the simulation model is subjected to a test procedure to ensure that the 
model resembles the real laboratorv close enough The third phase is to use the model for 
decision support bv ptrformmg simulation expcrimciits A possible managenol decision is 
mtroduted into the model and evaluated bv measuring its effect on the performance ol the 
labor norv 
In order to carrv oui a simulation project expertise in simulation is needed which is usualtv 
not available »iihin the laboratory fhcreforc the problem formulation and the laboratorv 
data are handed over to a simulation expert w ho carries out ihe projet M Figure 1) During anv 
phase considerable communication between ехсжгі and management is necessary partly 
because a simulation model must be highly specilic As a consequence it is very 
time consummg and expensive to carry out a simulation project 
The apphtabihu of simulation as a management model tool will be greatlv increased when 
this major drawback tan bt overcome A promising strategy to reach this goal is to replace the 
simulation expert bv an expert system or—as it is also called a Knowledge-based system 
Supported bv suitable software tools a member of the staff can carrv out a preliminary 
refinement of tht data stored m the I IMS combine these results with his knowledge about the 
laboratorv organization into a simulalion model and carrv out the simulation experiments 
Apart from being more cost-effective mother advantage is that the modtl tan easily be kept 
up io date for repealed decision support The software tools should consist ot two systems 
a svstun tor retintment of historical data m order to obtain tht quantitative aspects of the 
model, such as the number ot sample tvpts and the statistical tharactenstits ot the sample 
input 
a svslem for automated model construction 
In this paper we will disiuss the system for automated model construction called I-ABGbN 
Introductory papers on expert systems hive alieadv been published in the chemical 
literature " м г Recently a tew research reports on expert systems for the development of 
smlation models have been published MOSfcS15 and the ACD system14 lor models of 
continuous flow systems and the discrete event simulator of the KFEsvstem | s 
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lite dedicated simulation language SIMULA"' is ver\ suitable for the simulation of s\stems 
conbtsting of classes of objects A tlass description can be defined containing all relevant 
actions and attributes A specific object refers to the class description and obtains its 
properties because values are assigned to us attributes A simulation model of an analytical 
laborator) contains the class descriptions of die MIowmg classes 
sample 
sample generator which simulates the sample input flow ot the l.iboratorv. 
planner which controls the sample flow within the laboratory 
analyst, 
mstnuncnt 
These classes are called lab components The model also contains several queues to store the 
samples between two actions In anwther part ot the model the speufic objects are defined 
and the values are assigned to the attributes Finally there is a structure which controls the 
simulation run Λ more detailed discussum of the modelling ot analytical laboratories with 
SIMULA has been published elsewhere ' 
The flow ot samples through the laboratory is determined b\ many rules and ι dations 
between lab components An example of a relation is thai an analyst can onlv operate some of 
the available instrument Vers important are the rules that determine the order of sample 
П., 
Г. 
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PLANNER (model В) I 
. . , 1 
, - a c c e p t епіе і ;*п£ saatples 
J (ACCbPT) 
ι - a s s i g n samples t o 
t a p p r o p r i a t e w o r k s t a t i o n 
f (TO fATlON) 
h e u r e * B J M C dcuorv. of tiuxiLls \ and В (if Приге 2 Irt ч |иоге btackets tsisic actions u h i t h are ofitional isilhm 
specifttd orpuníí ition in par tn lh t scs torrespondim; skeleton controK [see textl 
processing These rules ma\ be based on planned due times or different priorities for the 
samples the umcept of urgent samples ma\ be applied or there mav be no rules at all 
There are also difterenees between laboratories with respect to scheduling ot samples 10 be 
analv/ed figure 2 show's two seis different laborators organizations In model A, everv 
mornine the planner determines Ihe workload of that das It is an example of centralized 
planning based on the occupation of the instruments In model B. on the other hand, an 
entering sample is immediateh assigned 10 one of the analvsts It is the anahsts who decide in 
which order 10 samples are analv/ed Model В is an example of decentralized planning All 
these aspects must Ы mcorporaled mio the simulation model 
Although the same lati components are present m both models of Figure 2. thc> clearlv do 
not pertorni the same actions Figure ? shows the various actions that are performed b) the 
planner in models A and В These anions ate called basic actions Most Ьаяс actions for the 
plannt r arc listed m Fiaure 3 Fach lab lomponcnt can be designed bv combining a number ot 
defined basic actions However there are several restrictions with respect to the 
combinations First, not all combinations of basic actions are allowed The basic action keep 
lab- queue m order for the planner of model β is not allowed because this queue is not present 
in this model Second, there are interactions between lab components The structure of the 
planner aflects the analvsi with respect to the required basic actions as can be concluded from 
Figure 2 Because also a basic action itself mav be affected alternative versions for one basic 
action must be defined 
LABGFN I OR ALTOMATLO MODILLINÜ 
LABGFN s task is to construct the lab components bv combining the appropriate basic actions 
and to incorporate the lab components into the simulation model This is accomplished in an 
interactive wav b> asking questions and transforming the answers provided bv the user mm 
parts of the simulation model For practical reasons IABGLN is written m SIMULA It is 
IU4NEK (люііаі A) 
- a c t e p t e n t e r i n g saraples 
t ACCEPT) 
-(combine samples fot ba tch 
p r o c e s s i n g (ГОМВГ Е)І 
- s t o r e samples in lab_queue 
(STCSE) 
- [ k e e p l a b queue in u r d e r 
(ORDER. QUEuEli 
- d e t c r a i n e « o r k l ß a d 
(ASSISS SAflJ 
- [ s c h e d u l e u r g e n t s a n p l e s 
fo r immediate a n a l y s i s 
I (ТО,ЗТАТІОЧ)J 
l l i f 
Ksro»U-DGÏ-BASH> MODFlUNtr Of A^MYTRM lAe«RATORlW 
del I 
Ftgim. 4 ЫпсіУІ i.ictt ot LABCiEN ami tht Ime^  ol tomnluntcjtioti 
implemented on a NAS 9600mamtrjme computer The construction of a complete laboralorv 
model requires less, than î CPU Sicconds. run luwe 
Figure 4 gives an overview of IABOLN AlthOHgh LABCJ^^ has an inference engine to 
infer faeis with rules it is not organized as a fiilt\ rule-based production system If Ihe basic 
actions of a iab component are known no uncertaint\ is left about their order tberetorc it 
would be imncee-ssarilv complicateti to have production ruks to infer it l MîGLN has a nr nn 
bodv m which the actions are carried out m fixed order All communication with thi- user is 
controlled b\ a flexible central user interface 1 here are flcoblc backup facilities to introduce 
changes in a simulation model The most important aspects of LABGb4 are discussed in 
detail in the next sections 
The database and refinement and skeletons 
t ARCrl N malse-s use o) a database contammg the SIMULA code of tlie different veisions of 
thi basic actions These are referred to as skeletons The code ot the skeletons is not directlv 
executable as this ·ΛΟΙ!Μ increase the number of skeletons drastically Í ertain parts are left 
undefined and contain a command for refinement instead This command к evecuted bv 
LABGfcN Figure ^ shows two alternative skeletons for the IVLSIC action assign samples to 
appropimte worfotation The fitst two positions of each line contain information to be used 
US 
S KLAbiSfcNS fr AL 
C 
'c TCLSTATION] 
С PBOCEDURE ^Ο.ΤΓΑΤΙΟΝ « h i c h i s p a r t o f C U S S PLANNER, used i n 
¡С c e s e of s e v e r a l s u i t a b l e v a r k s t a t i o n s f o r e a c h s a n p l e t y p e 
Ic 
Ρ PROCEDCRE TO.STATKW«), RIFtSAHPLE) X, 
Ρ BEGIN 
; DECL1 
Ρ BOOLEAN DONE, INTEßER I, 
P I » 1, 
'P WHIIE NOT DONE Ю 
Ρ BEGI4 
Ρ IP X PUS STAT(I) = 0 THEN BEGIN 
Ρ DONE * TRUE X IrmKTROOBli.OtïUE), 
Ρ ENP ELSE BEGIN 
RENDER 
Ρ IF STATION «/« NONE THEN 
Ρ BEGIN 
Ρ DONE = TRUE 
PLT AWAY, 
Ρ ENB ELSP I » I + 1, 
Ρ EM), 
Ρ ESO 
Ρ ESD***TO STATION***, 
Ρ 
SS 
С ТО STATI0N2 
С PHOCEDURF ТО STATION üh i ch I s p a r t of CUSS PUNNER, used in 
С c a s e of o n l y one s u i t a b l e i n s t r u m e n t f o r e a c h s a a p l e t y p e 
С 
Ρ PROCEDURE TO.STATIOMM, REFÍSANPLE) Χ, 
Ρ ВЕСІЧ 
Ρ REKdNSTRUMElfT) S T A T I « , 
Ρ STATION RENDER I N S T « POSJTAT). 
Ρ IP STATION =• IONE THEN X I4TO(TROUBLE. QLEUE) 
Ρ ELSE BEGIN 
PL-'.AllAY 
Ρ EOT, 
Ρ E4D -TO STATION --
IÎL 
Figure S I w o і ) ісгпчи\е sKdctoils Г О „ 5 Т Л П О \ ТЪс ttrsl Iwo posìlltìus toniain information Io be uscii b \ 
1 ABGfcN A comniHnd for rcfinenn-nt siarls at Ihc second position 
b\ LABtrEN A command for refinement is recognized because it starts at the second 
position When such a command is met the appropriate procedure fires which introduces the 
refinement into the model 
For each basic action a frame-like structure called skeleton control is defined (I igure (>) 
These skeleton controls contain the procedures for skeleton refinement Thes also contain 
information to select the appropriate version of the skeleton and to locate it m the database 
All skeleton controls share a program structure at a hierarchicallv higher level for the 
communication with the database 
ff a basic action is present in the model the corresponding skeleton control is activated b\ 
the supervisor of the lab component LABGhN has five supcmsors lor the different lab 
components (bigure b) The\ contain knowledge about the basic actions that тал be present in 
the ¡ab component Data to quantifv the attributes of the lab component are stored in the 
supervisor This aspect will be discussed later 
The supervisors are activated in sequence They are the only parts of LABGbN that are 
executed in a fixed order The procedures for skeleton refinement are completely controlled 
by the skeleton under consideration Because of this flexible and very modular structure, 
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introduttion of a new alternative skeleton is easv Onlv prix.edures for refinement and 
knowledge to selett this altérname need to be added to I ABOEN 
Facts and rules 
During anv stage of the construction of a simulation model decisions are made which are 
ultiinatel) based on the answers of the user tn order to allow communication between the 
various parts of IABGLN an intermediare structure bttween an answer of the user and the 
application of this information is developed Alt decisions are based on facts which are 
instantiations of the frame FACT (Figure 7) and can be considered as units of mtormatton 
Evaluation of a fact is tarried out by an inference engine If the fact is alieads determined 
then us \alue is returned otherwise the value is determined first The inference engine triest« 
infer this value with rules using a depth first hackward reasoning process If this is not 
successful the procedure ASK- LbER of the fact is executed Once a fact has been evaluated 
this information is available in am part of LABGÍ.N An order lo evaluate a fact is given at 
the level of the skeleton-amtrols As a consequence facts which are not relevant to the model 
RUUi ,frame) 
1 -precondiciofi 
ooncluaion 
FACT (frane) 
паше 
-determined 
value 
ml embase 
-quest i<m 
-procedure ASK ISER 
1 evaluation 
T' 
«itginc 
! 
Figure 7 Stmaurt Ы "¡lUs and rule* m I ABOFN 
i t / 
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at hand are ne\er evaluated and the corresponding questions are never asked 
1 ABGL.N contains about 80 facts whieh define all structural aspects of a simulation model 
Some examples of favts and their meaning are 
onlv-duet planning of sample scheduling is based on the due lime of the sample 
plan_centr the dailv workload is determined b\ the planner 
change_prio the parameter used for sample scheduling changes in time 
order queue the lab_qucue (see Figure 2) must be re ordered everv das 
Fht rule base contains about 70 rules l h e \ are also defined as a frame (l-igure 7) The value 
of several facts ts dependent on the values ot other facts The knowledge about these relations 
is stated bv the rules e g the knowledge to rule out a specific combination of basic actions 
Two examples ol rules containing the previouslv mentioned facts are 
IF onl\_diie( - I R l ' t OR plan centr = FALSE 
IHLN change pno = FALSE 
II plaii_centr - T R L i AND change pno - TRUL 
1ULN order-queue -= TRUE 
The first rule stales that the due tune of a sample does not change m time and that in the case 
of deccnlrah/ed planning a tune dependent planning parameter is not allowed, as this would 
cause an inconsistencv in the model The second rule states that the fact order queue is true it 
lab_queue is present in the model (onlv in case of centralized planning) and the order of the 
samples in this queue is time-dependent 
I ABOI N also has a mechanism for forward reasoning which uses the same rules Fhis 
belongs lo the part of L \ B G b N that controls the backup and will be discuvscd below 
The use of tacts and rules in LABGFIs differs from fulls rule-based production ssstems In 
the latter the manipulation of lacts and rules is the basic mechanism to infer the ν due of a goal 
conclusion L ABGf N s basic mechanism consists of the interactions between the supervisors 
and skeleton-controls and between skeleton controls and skeletons in the database F'atts 
serve as a tool for communication between the various parts ot LABGEN Rules are applied 
to incorporate knowledge m order to prevent the user providing mlormation which is actuallv 
redundant and to prevent the construcnon of inconsistent simulation models 
Attributes of the lab components 
During a run ot I \BGEN the attributes of the lab components and their constraints are 
dvnamicdlv determined because thc\ are dependent on the basic actions that are present 
Each time a new attribute becomes necessarv a new instantiation of the frame 
INPCT ATTRIBl U is de-fined (I unire b) All constraints ol the attribute are stored in it 
the name of the attribute Us tvpe (whether it is a real, integer or mi) dimensions (single 
value arrav or matrix) the range ot the allowed values etc The new 1NPI I - A T T R I B l 4 L 
is stored m ihe \ ARIABLL-Ol' l VE which belongs to a program structure called 
\ A R I A B I E _ S t r (Figure 4) This structure is available in the supervisors of all lab 
components 
After the stiueture ol the simulation model has been determined the attributes of the 
objects ot the lab components are quantified All necessarv information to control this is 
available m the \ ARIABLE SET of the supervisor Each ob|eei m the simulation model has 
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JNK.T лтгагветт tfran») 
паяв 
-type 
гіі|№ля ion? 
boundaries of allotted АІЦЯК 
-default value 
-itifowMtion tor user 
procedure ASKJJSSR 
-procedute TEST VA' 
1 igure 4 11K kamt t \P( Г АГТКІВІ ТГ 
its oan \ ARIABLE-SUBSET When an object is being quantified even INPUT 
ΑΊΤΚΙΒΙΠΈ in the coi responding VARÍABI Ь_01'Ы 1 is considered one after anothtr 
first it is ibt-iked whether the dsita are rtad in from the b.»ekup file (see nt.\t seimon) and 
subsequentlv ¡«tored in the DATA-Ol'bLh If the\ arc not. the procedure 4SK_t SLR of 
the INPirr_ATTRIBl'Tfc is executed The input data are riEidlv TOiitroiletl b) the procedure 
TI ST_VAI eg »hether they are m the allowed rangt If necessarv corftune .ation is 
undertaken II the data mett the constraints ihe^ are iiKonxirated into the simulation model 
and also stored m the INPUT ATTRIBl TL itself 
Bv use of the program structure V^Rl^BI Ι _ί>Γ Г the input of quantitativ, L data has btcn 
separated from the input of qualitative data comemint! the structure of the model Al the 
same time this structure allows control of the input of data Input of »rong data—ее a real 
instead of an integer value—*outd cause um time errors in the simulation model which ol 
course, must be avoided tor LABGLN to become of practical \alue The nther complex 
structure of V^RIABt b_ SET is needed in order to allow a Hexiblt use of the backup 
The backup facilities 
The facts that are determined and the JNP14 JMTRIBt'l Ts that are defined contain all the 
inlormation that is necessar) to reconstruct a simulation model At the end of a session with 
LABGLN, this information is alwajs stored in л backup hie If a backup file is present a 
session alwavs starts with reading this file The appropriate fatts are set determined and 
obtain the stored value The quanlitatne dala are put m the DAIA Ol Ll'L ol the 
I VARIABLE SET 
I , VARIABLE SiTOET o b j 1 I VARIABLE S U S I T ob 
""Л 
IVARSABLE Г BATA , ¡lAKIABlij ΓθΑ τ Α I 
CÍCEUL QbEEE I I qUFUE ' ' Ql-Tffi 
1 I —I 1 
! 
L ; 
input 
a t t r i -
bute« 
Figure У The progr tm structure \ ARIABIX Strr ft lisch ts presi nt m the -supervisors Ы jK I ib cornpimt ntv 
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-redd backup 
option 2 option 3 
-change data -change facts 
-set relatad facts 
"undeterittined" 
-delete related 
input at t r ibutes 
execute ваш body of LABGEN 
hgüre Í0 Artivitit* wilh re^pea ю the backup specified according to the three options 
appropriate VARIABLE-SUBSET (Figure 9) Піе ose of the backup does not cause any 
differences to the run of LABGEN's main body ι e the reading and refinement of skeletons, 
except that parts of the required information arc not obtained from the user but from lite 
backup file instead 
There are three options with respect to the backup (Figure 10) 
1 rerun I A B G E N , 
2 manipulate quantitative data, 
3 change properties of lab components 
Option 1 ts not sers complicated The program is run again and information which is not 
prévînt in the backup file is requested from the user ffiis option can be used to continue a 
session which has been interrupted 
During the development of a simulation model it frequenti) occurs that data are necessary 
which can only be guessed A first guess usually has to be tuned during a subsequent 
validation stage Therefore it is important that quantitative data can be easilv changed For 
this purpose option 2 mav be chosen which allows am attribute of anv object to be changed 
The program runs through the DATA-QUi UF of the appropriate VARIABLL-SUBbET 
and anv data unit mav be changed At a later stage these are moved to the right 
INPUT A T I R I B U I F , as has betn mentioned ш the previous section At that time the data 
are controlled and if needed corrective action is undertaken 
Option 1 allows anv structural aspect of a simulation model to be changed, including the 
number of ob|ects of a lab component If the number of objects is decreased the user must 
indicate which specific objects are to be removed The corresponding VARIAUI F_ 
SI "BSEl S are deleted If an object is added, the necessarv data are entered by the mechanism 
discussed in the previous section \ change of structural aspects is accomplished bv allowing 
tacts lo be changed 
If a fact has been changed a rather complicated mechanism is activated As has been 
pointed out before some facts can be inferred bv means of rules Changing one tact may aflcct 
other facts whose values are obtained from the backup and belong to the previous run I» 
order to cope with this problem LABGEN applies a forward-reasoning process using the 
same rules Phis means that if anv of the facts of the precondition of a rule has been changed, 
the tact ot its conclusion is set undetermined Subsequently it is determined again by the 
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backward reasoning process described earlier In this »a> anv effect of one fact on another is 
accounted for Changing one fact may require several other questions to be answered 
Facts ma\ also affect the presence of attributes of lab components and their constraints 
Therefore I ABGfcN has a special class of rales with a precondition of one fact and a 
conclusion with the identities of one or more INPUT ATlRIBUTLs If the fact of the 
precondition has been changed the I N P I T ATTRIBl Tbs of the conclusion arc removed 
from an\ VARIABLLSUBSLT (bipure 9) During the run of the main bod\ of I AHGEN 
new INPIT A T T R I B U I t s ate defined for the attributes that have now become relevant and 
are added to the appropriate VARlABLb Q U L L ' t s 
Although ail mtormatmn concerning the simulation model is stored m the backup file it is 
not easilv readable b\ the user Therefore the information is alsostured more clearlv arranged 
in a so called session file 
APPI 1С ATION Ob LABGE> AN ЕЛАМРЦ-
A session with I ABGbN results m a simulation model consisting of MK> ІЧК) lints of 
SIMULA code After compilation the model can be run Λ simulation model ma\ be 
constructed in two modes the preview mode and the production mode In the preview mode 
all actions during the simulation are printed This mode allows the user to check whether the 
sequence of actions within the laboratory is sensible The production mutici is suitable for 
simulating a longer period of time because the individu il actions are not wrttlen out 
LABGEN is intended to cover a wide range ol laboralorv organizations As a consequence 
manv structural aspects of the laboratory have tobe specified However some major classes ol 
models can be discerned 
а! С onlinuous sample input and scheduling the samples m ιν enter at am tune of Hie day 
and are immediately scbedulcd This class of models is suitable for laboratories in w htdi 
man) samples must be analyzed within a few hours (small cleliv times) e g clinical 
laboratories 
a2 Discontinuous sample input and scheduling sample entrance and scheduling is 
performed only once a day This class of models is suitable for laboratories in which 
delay times of several days are usual e g industrial laboratories tor quality control 
Because of the larger delay times it is not relevant to consider the exact time of a 
sample entry 
bl Centrdlucd planning the workload of ι day is planned centrally bv the planner (see 
Figure 2) 
b2 Decentralized planning the analysts determine which samples are analysed This 
organization ot course is more flexible but is mort difficult to control 
To some extent LABGEN itself decides which class of model is most suitable for ι paiticular 
laboratory 
Several other aspects of the application of I ABGI N will lie illustrated with an example of a 
fictitious simulation project m an analyiieil laboratory In this laboratory for quality control 
samples are analysed on two \AS instruments and two I1P1 С instruments I he re are si\ 
diffeient sample types three .ire analysed on АЛЧ and thice on UPI С I he laboratory is 
staffed by two analysts and on busy clays a third analyst is called in Hie analysis can opetalt 
all instruments Because ot changes in the production process it becomes desirable to reduce 
the delay times of the samples ι с the time lae between the entrmce of the samplt and the 
time the analytical result becomes availabli 
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nuabtìr of »aaple types " '> 6 
number of analyst* --> Э 
tiufflber of sample jjinErûtors —> 1 
к ПШВЬЙГ о* mstrmaentb --> 4 
t The laboratory ÍS able to process urgnnt samplest 
No 
Duetjœe of a l l «atiples is always larger than 1 day? 
Yes 
The week-ends are discarded fee t in» calculation daring 
the simulation тш 
ί Samples сап enter thí» laboratory in batrhes ' 
No 
ι Are there any sample type& with нюгв than 1 
. analysis requested'' 
№5 
The priority of a sample is determined b> its 
\ planned due tiee only? 
¡ Yes 
An analyst ran operate all rnstruweota' 
Yes 
I The planner assigns samples to an analyst? 
If 'no' then asslgnuent; to an instrument 
4o 
"Tie actual analysts jabs axe plaunftd by tti* ρίΑπηβ-Γ7 
Yes 
Samples can be analysed in batches1 
!
 Instrument breakdown is allowed in the model7 
ί "«· 
Naa« JOHN 
fiegin times for Auch «âelt day 
Valuó β β β β В 0 Q 
Vurking timos for each weefc day 
Value & α 8 8 8 0 Û 
Minimum nunbar uf vobs to be excaaded lor reporting 
Value 3 
How папу days hafore first, activation7 
Value 3 
Tifïuri1 II Parts ni the session file ^^h^dl is tonstnicted ifter a session 4itli I ABCitNand whicluontams information 
about tht simiilatKîn msvltl 
After л preliminarv refinement of the historical data ol the laborator) a simulation model 
of the laboutorv is constnicted in a dialogue with LABGEN Figure 11 showb parti of the 
session file which is constructed after a session with LABGLN ll gives a good impression ot 
the dialogue between user and computer fhe qualitative data to specifv the objects of a lab 
component are entered during the same session Figure 11 also contains the qualitative data 
concerning one of the analvsts 
The next step is to check the validitv of the simulation model It is very useful to examine the 
actions performed in the simulated laboratorv Figure 12 shows da\ 44 ol a simulation гнп in 
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эівиінсгон dey 44, weekdsy ? 
ááyt im» I sta ! type 
(Ь) ' , I t S 4 S i 
I 1 ' 2 Э 
day-
tin« 
fh) 
8 00 
Я so 
8 5? 
β 93 
9 20 
9 «* 
9 90 
ІО 20 
10 24 
10 75 
10 79 
11 IS 
11 2S 
H 5" 
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12 07 
12 M 
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14 00 
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ί Α5 
**A-fr* 
**friWr 
1 
[ I B S t 
I 1 2 3 
f 
[ 
J 
ι Al 
[ 
***** f À2 
Al 
A2 
i**&*ä 
1
 Αϊ 
1 * 
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I 
Al 
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t ABObN 
the pre\ lew mode First the sample uitneb of this dav are shown Setond the atttoit^ of the 
analjsts are shown Ihe third anaKst is not present At OS 00 the two analysts start with a 
report job ot a sample whtth has been anal)sed the previous dav (dtiuncd b> R tile mwnber 
refers to the sample type) A report job tonsists of calculating the analstiuil rtsult and 
writing a rcpoit At 08 M> analvst 1 completes h» lirst job The coiiipletion of a job is denoted 
bv *"»* or a letter and a number surrounded b> * and ** rf tht analvst immediatch 
tofttimies with another job At 10 7s andlyst V starts with an analvss job (denoted b> A the 
number refers to the sample type) At 11 И he has finished (he sample préparation and 
activates instrument 1 (AAS) for tht measurtments ITic activation of an instmmtnt is also 
denoted bv 'A , tht number howivtr rtfers to Ihe aiial)St »ho operates it Dunng the 
measurements both analvst 1 and instrument 1 are occupied At 11 28 analyst 2 finishes the 
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Delay times of a l l saaple 
Mean value 4 69, standard deviation 4 6B (2951 aeasureeants) 
Ν В S seasucentents beyond histogram limits 
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m i) 
!) 
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Figure 1 * txamplc of a histogram recorded durmg a one vtdr bunulalum η π οι Mie model giuierjU-d bs I \IK CN 
sample preparation of a sample of tvpe s and aitnates instrument i (11PLO During the 
measurements otlhis instrument the anahsi is free to carr\ out other jobs (I ABG1 N allows 
serrai Upes ot interaction between asnalvvt and instrument ) 
During the simulation run, stseral performance parameters art measured ant) stored tn 
hiMogranii Figure 14 shows the histogram of debn tunes of all sample rvpes recorded during a 
one леаг simulation nm of the model These parameters can be used for validation of the 
model Among others the following questioni are considered for this purpose 
Arc the datl> effective working times of the analvsts in the model reasonable' 
Is the extra anahst emplowd at a reasonable Іелс!' 
Does th< distribution of sample input of the simulation model difler signihcanth from the 
real labornlorv ' 
Does the distribution of sample delav times ot the model differ sigmftcantK from ths. real 
laboratorv ' 
The validated model can be used for decision support 
The first point of investigation is whether the laboiatorv can meet the request ot shorter 
delav time«, without anv changes in organization In order to investigate this the planned due 
time of each sample type in the model is adapted to the new situation {1 able I) and the delav 
times are measured during a simulation run of one vear I able 2 shows the results of this run as 
compared with the old situation Although the laboratorv is flexible enough to allow a 
reduction tn delaj tunes some sample types cause problems espetiallv tvpe 4 which is 
analvsed on instrument 1 (HPLC) Because AAS samples (t>pes 1 1) give no pmblems and 
the effective working limes of the analysts are not affected hv the new situation it is concluded 
thai the HPI С instrument is the bottle neck 1 here are two possible solutions to this problem 
more HPLC equipment 
introduction of auto-samplers which allows batch processing of samples 
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ГаЫи 1 The planned dire nnic for each 
sample ίνρέ in the Simulation irmdd for the 
oUÏ and the nei* sitaatitw 
Sample 
tvpe 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Planned due 
Old 
situation 
1 
9 
4 
К 
8 
8 
time m model (davs) 
New 
situation 
2 
4 
2 
4 
4 
4 
laM&2 Performance of tht laborator» in the olcf and 
iht ne* situation (vnthom cháñeos m organi7«Uion) 
mean delav time of the vample tvpes and tht pt.rLentage 
overdue 11 the peaent^ig^ of samples not analysed 
wtthm the planned due time 
Detav time (dav*) 
Old situation New sitnatron 
Sample 
type Mean *> overdut Mean 
1 m 1 9 
14 
12 2 
66 
6 7 
0 
U 
0 
74 
I I 
Π 
1 2 
1 7 
1 1 
H I 
1 7 
ί ч 
I) 
Ι) 
υ 
Я2 
24 
26 
In this example the second posstbdit} is imestigated HPLO samples of the same tvpe maj be 
combined into » batch (WY chance) Τ he sample* at a batch aie analysed together, which 
allows reductions in preparation time anahsis time and report time of combined samples 
These changes are introduced into the simulation model in a dialogue with LABOfN as 
shon η in I ijttire 14 The results of a one year simulation run of the res tsed model are show η in 
Table 5 CJearh the delay times of the vanoits sample types are much more balanced At the 
same ttme the extra analyst appears to be needed only during four days, instead of 117 days in 
the old situation The advice Irom th.s simulation project would be the application of 
auto samplers to allow batch processing of analyses 
This, simulated example is. intended to illustrate the application of LABCiLN to solve a 
specitic problem in an analvtical laboratory Several important aspects of simulation are not 
mentioned such as designing the experiments to be conducted with the model These arc 
discussed in more detail elsewhere * 
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ßata лгв retad from the backup f i l * . 
РоввгЫе options to continue: 
a) Rerun the prograra with data retisd f row backup £Ue 
b) Manipúlete data of objects of lab cosiponents 
c) СЬап£в properties of Eieulatlen œodel 
Yo» can гешо © the following property 
[ Default i s —--> No do not rewove 
j To select ¿«fault —•-> press ΕΝΤΈΑ 
ι Samples can b« analysed In batches 7 
I The previous answer .given -->Ne 
I y 
Samples can be analysed in batches1 
' У 
Some types of »aœples are only analysed if soaie 
, шіпітині batcbsizfl is exceeded' 
η 
| Should the actual rombination of tee samples into 
one batch be dependent of a coabiaation chance, 
' if a l l other constraints are eet? 
У 
Cofflbmation chance for each saaple type 
г
 REAL array 1 to 6 
restrictions· D 00 <• input-value < 1 00 
enter EXACTLY & values 
0 0 0 9 9 $ 
' Reduction factor in preparation time& because of batch combination 
. SEAL VALUE 
! res tr ict ions 0 01 < inpgt-valiia < 1 10 
' 0 U 
Reduction factor in analysis tines because of b.itcb combination 
I REAL VALUE 
rpfltnetions 1 U,01 < input-tal«*: * 1.10 
1
 0 6 
< Reduction factor in rnport times because of batch coebinatlon 
j REAL VALUE 
ι r f tstnctions O.01 < input-value < t.10 
I О В J 
[gure 14 Dialogue wrth lABGEN ю imrtidupe batch procesMBg іщо the simulation mtxiel 
Table 3. Performance of Ute 
laboratory with batch combina­
tion mean delay time of the 
sample types and the percentage 
overdue (see Table 2) 
Sample 
type 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
A 
Delav time (days) 
Mean 
14 
2-6 
1-5 
2-6 
24 
24 
% overdue 
3 
1 
6 
s 
4 
3 
k\nvUFDl.t a^s io Momi.t IM ΟΙ W M X I K M I U«IR\IORII-S 
C O N C H SIONS \ N D f U l L R L RESI ARC Η 
The imph-mentation of I M K J F N ІЧ eomplettd In tssenct Î \B(ii V appears to bt flexible 
enoutïh to gnu-rate simulation modtls for ι wide range ol laboratory organizations I he next 
step of rt.si ireb is the application of 1 MJObN to real labor itor> wttamzations to in\LStigate 
whether thv scope of structural concepts is wide cnoush to cover real situations This is likeK 
to result in some rehncmenh and the iddition of some nt» com-epts 
Because of tts class concept SIMUL \ is very suitable lor constracttup expert s\stems with a 
rule base ot moderate м/е L "VBOLN is not organised as ι lulh rule based s\-stLm Its control 
structure is much too specialized to be generalized into an emptv shell llovceccr us approach 
of embedding a rule manipulation system in conventional prognm structures is of interest tor 
«ther domains too espeuallv domains which require eonsiclenble tomputation such as 
stattstical daU analvsis SIMULA is much more suitable tor ealculations than the ЛІ languages 
I ISP .md PROLOG or empty shells 
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LABORATORY ORGANIZATION AND 
MODELLING ASPECTS* 
SUMMARY 
An expert system for management support of analytical laboratories 
by means of simulation is presented: LABGRN. In an interactive ses-
sion with the user it constructs a simulation model of the laboratory 
without any programming or knowledge about simulation being 
required. The paper discusses the organizational aspects of the laborato-
ry and how they are modelled by LABGEN. 
APPLICATION OF DIGITAL SIMULATION FOR 
MANAGEMENT SUPPORT 
Optimization of the amount of the information provided by an ana-
lytical laboratory as compared to the corresponding costs per analysis is 
one of the major objectives of the laboratory management. Because the 
value and the costs also depend on the organization of the laboratory [1], 
decision making about the organization becomes of critical importance. 
This is complicated because many sources of uncertainty are involved, 
e.g. fluctuations in the sample input stream and in the available man-
power in the laboratory, human factors such as man-machine interrela-
tions. 
Many historical data about the laboratory are available, e.g. stored in 
a LIMS. The data can be used to support the management during the 
* This chapter is published as: J. Klaessens, L. van Beysterveldt, T. Sar-
is, B. Vandeginste, G. Kateman, LABGEN, expert system for knowl-
edge based modelling of analytical laboratories. Part I: Laboratory 
organization. Anal. Chim. Acta, submitted for publication 
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decision making process [2]. A method to do this is by applying digital 
simulation. This method implies that a computer or simulation model of 
the laboratory is constructed and validated [3,4]. The model should 
resemble the real laboratory in its statistical behaviour. After validation, 
the model can be used for decision support; a possible decision (e.g. 
employment of an additional technician) is incorporated into the simula-
tion model and evaluated by measuring its effect on the perfonnance in 
a number of simulation runs. If the effect is satisfactory, die decision 
can be applied to the real laboratory. 
Although the value of simulation for decision support in analytical 
laboratories has been demonstrated in a number of applications [5,6,7], a 
widespread use of the method has been hindered by two serious draw-
backs: a simulation project was expensive and time consuming. These 
drawbacks are mainly caused by two factors. First, programming of a 
simulation model requires a simulation expert. Second, a simulation 
model must be very specific and many data about the laboratory are 
needed. As a result of this, a considerable amount of communication 
between simulation expert and laboratory staff was necessary. This situ-
ation can be compared to the development of an expert system by a 
knowledge engineer. 
In order to overcome these drawbacks, two software tools have been 
developed which allow the laboratory staff to carry out a simulation 
project in a short time and without any programming needed. The first 
software tool is the program FEA (Front End Analysis) for analysis of 
historical laboratory data in order to obtain the quantitative aspects of 
the simulation model [8]. The second tool is an expert system LABGEN 
for automatic construction of simulation models of analytical laborator-
ies [9]. 
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AUTOMATIC MODELLING BY LABGEN 
LABGEN is a generator of simulation models of analytical laborator-
ies and employs an expert system shell (called INFER) for control of the 
generation process. The application of expert system techmques is 
becoming increasingly important [ 10-13] Figure 1 shows the struaure 
of LABGEN. It is an interactive program which requests all relevant 
information from the user qualitative and quantitative data about the 
structure of the laboratory LABGEN makes use of a database of model 
fragments called skeletons They consist of blocks oi unrefined comput-
er code in the language SIMULA [14]. LABGEN picks up the proper 
skeleton from the database, refines it by employing a specific program 
structure skeleton-control, and incorporates it mto the simulation model. 
LABGEN must make sure that this part of the model does not interfere 
with any other part of the model which is already defined. In order to do 
so, the depth-first backward reasonmg mechanism of INFER is used 
LABGEN has facilities to provide additional explanation for any 
question if desired Such an explanation is read from a help file. 
LABGEN does not give information about the reasoning process itself 
(so-called Why7 question) This is considered not to be very informative 
because a run of LABGEN is not one reasoning process to solve a gen-
eral goal problem but there are many parallel processes which are shal-
low 
All information provided by the user is stored m a backup file to be 
used by LABGEN and m a session file which is more suitable to be read 
by the user Using the backup file, LABGEN has extensive backup facil-
ities which allow the user to 
- stop a session with LABGEN at any time and continue from the 
same question afterwards, 
- store former simulation models, 
- easily introduce changes into a model (e g for model refinement) 
while the new model is lully checked for consistency 
The structure of LABGEN has been previously desenbed in detail 
{9]. In Part I of the present senes of papers [15] the simulation and labo-
ratory organization aspects of LABGEN are discussed In order to do so, 
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Figure 1 Structure of LABGEN 
a very simple simulation model generated by LABGEN is described. 
Using this as a starting point, more sophisticated simulation features 
which are necessary for a model to approach reality, are described. In 
Part II application of LABGEN to model a real laboratory is discussed. 
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SIMULATION MODEL OF A SIMPLE LABORATORY 
ORGANIZATION 
It is important that a simulation model resembles the real laboratory 
as well as possible. Tf the model is too abstract, the laboratory manager 
will hardly have an opportunity to grasp a view of it, which is necessary 
in order to have confidence in the model and the predictions that are 
based on it. Therefore, IABGEN constructs a simulation model by 
using a number of building blocks called lab components: 
- sample; 
- sample generator which simulates the sample input flow of the labo-
ratory; 
- planner which controls the sample flow within the laboratory; 
- technician; 
- instrument. 
The lab components are modelled with SIMULA'S class concept. Each 
lab component is programmed as of a class of objects, which contains 
all relevant actions and attributes. In a simulation model several objects 
of the class "instrument" may be present, each of which can be distin-
guished from all other instruments. A typical laboratory model contains 
several objects of the lab components (except the "planner", of which 
only one object can be present). Apart from these lab components, a 
model also contains a number of dynamic queues to store the objects of 
"sample" between two actions. 
The structure of a very simple simulation model generated by 
LABGEN is shown in Figure 2. The generator generates a random num-
ber of samples every morning. They are stored in the queue LAB_IN 
until the planner takes them out and sends them to the appropriate 
instrument. In this particular example, this is the only activity of the 
planner and is perfonned only once a day, after sample entrance. Each 
instrument has a sample_queue in which the samples are stored until 
analysis. Instruments are passive objects. For further processing of the 
samples actions by the technicians are necessary. The technician search-
es the sample_queues of die instruments he may operate. If a sample is 
found, the analytical process is canied out after which the sample leaves 
the system. 
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Figui e 2 Very simple simulation model showing the lab components (in boxes), 
the dynamic queues (in ellipses), sample flow (in full airows) and 
interaction during sample analjsis (in broken airow) 
Part of the SIMULA code of this technician is shown in Figure 3 
The procedure for hnding a suitable job is not included in it for reasons 
of length As has been mentioned before, the model is constructed m a 
dialogue with LABGEN. The session file gives a good impression of 
this dialogue because it contains the questions and the answers Figure 4 
shows all questions in the session file concemmg the technician of the 
model As is shown, there are two objects of this class, for each of 
which numerical data are entered such as working times for the week­
days. The data to quantify a simulation model are very important Even 
for a very simple model such as this example, many quantitative data are 
necessary (Table 1) 
1J4 
Process CLASS technician(тли,iden); 
VALUE iden; TEXT iden; INTEGER num; 
BEGIN 
PROCEDURE do_analysis,· 
BEGIN 
inst.avail := FALSE; inst.safflp :- samp; 
mst.analt :- THIS technician; 
analyzing := analyzing + samp.prep_time; 
Hold(samp.prep_time) ; 
IF NOT mst.breakdown THEN 
BEGIN 
analysis_time := 0; 
IF inst. anal occ = 1 THEN 
analysis tTme := samp.anal_time; 
ACTIVATE inst; 
analyzing := analyzing + analysis_time; 
Hold(analysis_time) ; 
reporting := reporting + samp.rept_time; 
Hold(samp.rept time); 
END; 
m s t :- NONE; 
END do_analysis ; 
PROCEDURE day actions; 
BEGIN 
IF Time < 0.01 THEN Hold(act_after*24+0.03); 
IF work_times(weekday) < 0.01 OR in_trouble THEN 
GOTO end_day; 
Hold(beg_times(weekday)-now) ; 
analyzing := reporting := 0; 
WHILE now < beg_times(weekday)+work_times(weekday) 
DO BEGIN 
IF NOT find_analysis THEN Hold(0.25) 
ELSE do_analy3is; 
END; 
h_work.input(analyzing+reporting); 
end day: 
Hold(24-now+0.02) ; 
END day actions ; 
WHILE TRUE DO day^actions; 
END***technician***; 
Figure î Part of the SIMULA code of the technician of a simple model generated by 
LABGEN (we Figure 2) 
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Enter the number of technicians (if relevant: including 
reserve technicians). 
Technicians can operate all instrumenta? 
N 
The model has one or more reserve technicians which are 
employed in times with a high workload? 
N 
Technicians may be struck by sudden illness in the model? 
N 
Reporting jobs are gathered? 
If no: reporting immediately after analysis. 
N 
A technician must finish an already started analysis job 
at the end of the day? 
N 
A*** Data **** 
Name JOHN 
Begin times for each week day 
Value : 8 12 8 8 θ 0 0 
working times for each week day 
Value ; 8 4 8 θ θ О О 
Numbers of the instruments operated by this technician; 
Value : 1 2 
Name РЕТБ 
Begin times for each week day 
Value : 8 8 8 8 8 0 0 
Working times for each week day 
Value : 8 8 8 4 8 0 0 
Numbers of the instruments operated by this technician; 
Value : 3 2 
Figure 4. The question concerning lechnician asked during the construction of the mod­
el of Figures 2 and 3 
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Table 1 
Attributes of the lab components to be quantified for the simulation model of Fig-
ures 2-4, 
main | l eng th s i m u l a t i o n run 
sample types 
generator 
planner 
technician 
preparation times 
measurement times 
report times 
instruments needed 
due times (planning) 
working days 
sample entries per day 
I distribution of sample types 
working days 
I working days and times 
] instruments operated 
Although this model may be suitable to simulate a specific real labo-
ratory, it will be clear that most laboratories have a structure which is 
too complex to be modelled in this way. Applicability of LABGEN in 
practice depends on the way it can handle the complexities of reality. In 
order to cover these situations, LABGEN can incorporate many addi-
tional features into the simulation model. They can be incorporated in 
any combination as long as they do not exclude one another. 
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SIMULATION AND LABORATORY ORGANIZATION 
FEATURES OF LABGEN 
The major laboratory organization features which can be modelled 
by LABGEN are described below This survey is useful not only to 
show LABGEN's applicability to a wide range of laboratory organiza-
tions But it is also a list of organization aspects which should be consid-
ered by the laboratory manager m order to realize an optimal setting of 
the laboratory organization 
i) Continuous vs. discontinuous model 
In the basic model described above, samples are generated only once 
a day This approach is only suitable for laboratories in which large 
delay times are usual, ie delays of several days to several weeks 
between the entrance of the sample and the reporting of the analytical 
result to the customer In this case the exact time of entrance is not 
important, only the date This so-called discontinuous model is favoura-
ble because it is simpler m structure These long delay times have been 
observed in real laboratories [6,7,16], especially laboratories for quality 
control 
In clinical laboratories or laboratories for process control the 
throughput is much faster If the delay times are in the order of magni-
tude of hours, the exact time of sample entrance becomes relevant in the 
model It vv ill make difference whether a sample arrives in the morning 
or m the afternoon lust before the laboratory is closed The discontinu-
ous model is not appiopnate for this type of laboratories LABGEN can 
construct a continuous model m which the generator is active during a 
part of the day Sample generation then becomes a continuous process 
This means that the generator generates a sample entry, waits a so-called 
interamval time, and then generates the next sample entry The mterarri-
val time is a random value according to a specific distribution Figure ^ 
shows flow diagrams of both alternative operation modes of the genera-
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Figiu e 5 Flow diagrams of the operation of the sample generator m a) a discon­
tinuous and b) a continuous model. 
tor. Because the samples may amve at any time as long as the generator 
is active, also the planner is active during this period in order to immedi­
ately transmit the samples to the proper instruments. 
ii) Centralized vs. decentralized planning 
An important activity m a laboratory is the planning of sample 
scheduling. This means in fact the determination of the order m which 
the samples are processed. Apart from how the order is determined (this 
is discussed in the next section), it is also important by whom it is done. 
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A laboratory as described by the basic model has a decentralized plan­
ning. All samples are immediately sent to the instrument to be used. 
The technician chooses an instrument to operate and takes the sample 
with the highest priority from its sample_queue. 
blMU-AT.ON MODEL 
! Ί 
Generator ι 
generates 
new 
samples ]  
LABORATORY 
£"-=-( lab_in 
Planner 
store 
schedule 
j 
Instrument Tednioian 
ι* 
analytical 
process 
I 
- O Out 
Figure 6. Simulation model with centralized planning" lab component (in box­
es), queues (in ellipses), sample flow (in full arrows), interactions dur­
ing scheduling and sample analysis (in broken arrows). 
An alternative mode of planning is in a centralized way by the plan­
ner. Figure 6 shows a model of a laboratory with centralized planning, 
as opposed to a model with decentralized planning shown in Figure 2. 
Every morning the planner determines the workload: samples are sched­
uled until a certain occupation is realized for the instruments or techni-
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dans (expressed as numbers of analyses or expected analysis time). 
Before scheduling the samples are stored in the lab_queue. 
Centralized planning is suitable if the processing times of the sam­
ples and the delay times both are relatively large. Because of its central­
ized character, the main advantage is the. possibility to better attune the 
activities of the technicians, especially if there are samples which can be 
analysed on more than one instrument. 
Incorporation of centralized planning into a simulation model adds of 
course to the complexity of the model. However, it has the additional 
advantage that the activities of the technicians in the model can be more 
strictly controlled as it is impossible to process samples which are not 
yet scheduled in the workload, whatever spare time may be available. 
Processing of a smaller number of samples than scheduled, on the other 
hand, can occur if the progress of the work happens to be slow. 
ш) Planning of samples in time 
In most laboratories a FIFO (First In First Out) order of sample pro­
cessing is not possible. The throughput of some sample types must be 
faster, e.g. because the sample can be stored only for a short time or the 
analytical result is needed sooner. There are two major planning mecha­
nisms to bring about this differentiation in delay times: due times and 
priority values. Application of due times means that for every entering 
sample a time is set when (according to the planning) the analysis must 
be completed. Samples whose due times will be elapsed first (or already 
are) are selected for analysis first. This mechanism is appealing because 
it is intuitively clear: sample scheduling is directly related to the time 
the result is needed. 
Employment of priority values probably arises from theoretical stud­
ies. Bach entering sample obtains a priority value according to its type 
Samples with higher priorities are always analysed before samples with 
lower priorities. In theoretical models this planning mechanism allows 
calculation of expected values of the delay times [17]. In practical situ-
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ations the problem is that the throughput of low pnonty samples 
becomes extremely slow as the fraction of high pnonty samples increas-
Table 2 
Simulation experiments with the basic model with two instruments and two techni-
cians delay times for four input stream compositions Planning with pnonty values 
type 1 priority 1 and type2 priority 2 Between parentheses standard deviation of the 
distribution 
ratio delay times (in days) 
typel/type2 all samples typel type2 
0.1/0.9 1.10 (3 66) 8.67 (10.5) 0.48 (0.60) 
0.3/0.7 1.15 (2.51) 3.81 (3.54) 0.12 (0.33) 
0.5/0.5 1.11 (1 84) 2.32 (2.10) 0.02 (0.15) 
0.7/0.3 1.12 (1 43) 1.65 (1.47) 0.00 (0.00) 
The difference between planning with due times and priority values 
is demonstrated by a number of simulation experunents. Both planning 
mechanisms are incorporated into the basic model with two technicians 
and two instruments There are two sample types having the same char-
acteristics, except with respect to planning Typel must be processed 
within a few days and type2 as soon as possible. This is modelled in 
both mechanisms as follows 
- typel. pnonty value 1 oi due time 2 days; 
- type2: pnonty value 2 oi due time 0 days 
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Table 3 
Simulation experiments with the basic model with two instmments and two techm 
uans delay times for four input stream compositions Planning with due tunes 
typel due time = 2 days, type2 due time = 0 days Between parentheses standaid 
deviation of the distribution 
ratio delay times ( m days) 
typel/type2 all samples typel type2 
0.1/0.9 1.21 (1 14) 2.20 (1.30) 1.12 (1.07) 
0.3/0.7 1.12 (1.14) 1.92 (1.21) 0.7Θ (0.91) 
O.5/0.5 1.10 (1 14) 1.65 (1.19) 0.59 (0.80) 
0.7/0.3 1.12 (1 13) 1.43 (1.14) 0.44 (0.72) 
Tables 2 and 3 contain the measured delay times for both mechanisms 
for four different ratios of the sample types m the input stream In case 
oí pnonty values, the delay times show a strong dependency on the 
composition of the input stream This effect is very small if due times 
are applied The mean delay time of all samples is equal in all measure-
ments because the amount of work m the laboratory is not affected by 
the changes 
The problem of large delay times for low priority samples can be 
avoided by defining the pnonty as a function of tune Depending on the 
sample type, the priority increases with the waiting time in the laborato-
ry This mechanism allows very sophisticated planning although some 
practical problems aie associated with it It requires much calculation m 
the Idboratory and it will be difficult to determine the exact function of 
time 
These planning mechanisms are provided by LABGbN In fact, the 
time dependent priority functions may be used m order to capture plan-
us 
nmg rules which are intuitively applied in the laboratory without strict 
formulation Indeed, all relatioas of the laboratory must be explicitly 
stated in the model even if they arc in reality only implicitly present 
tv) Planning of urgent samples 
Urgent samples are samples that obtam special treatment as com-
pared to normal samples of the same type They are analysed earlier, 
mostly because the lesults are urgently needed because of some emer-
gency situation, e g to anticipate a halt in the production line As to die 
laboratory organization, urgent samples have some important implica-
tions. First, the smaller delay times must be realized, which means that 
the activities of the technicians must be planned with a flexibility that 
allows some activies to be postponed until the urgent sample is pro-
cessed Second, the troughput of normal samples is affected, not only 
because of the postponement itself but also because of a decreased effi-
ciency resulting from the unplanned activities of the urgent samples 
LABGEN can mcorporate several mechanisms for urgent samples 
into a simulation model The most elaborate mechanism occurs it cen-
tralized planning is combmed with urgent samples which are to be anal-
ysed immediately Li this case a model structure is needed which is an 
intermediate between a continuous and a discontinuous model The 
planner schedules the workload of normal samples for the whole day 
only in the morning Urgent samples, however, are transmitted to the 
appropnate workstation immediately after their arrival in the laboratory. 
As a consequence, normal samples which are already scheduled, must 
make way and may be postponed until the next day 
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ν) Handling of batches 
In many laboratories, samples can enter in batches, e.g. because sev­
eral samples are taken at the same sampling point These samples may 
be similar, requiring the same tests. They can also be complementary for 
investigating several aspects of the same composite object. Because this 
may affect the performance of the laboratory, LABGEN can incorporate 
both mechanisms of batch entrance into the simulation model. 
A larger effect on the performance can arise from processing the 
samples in batches, a practice which is strongly stimulated by the appli­
cation of autosamplers. This combination of samples allows several 
actions to be taken together, e.g. making of stock solutions, instrument 
tuning, calibration. This results in an overall reduction of processing 
time. To some extent, batch processing also has a buffering effect. If the 
workload is high, there are many samples in the laboratory that can be 
combined. The batches lend to become larger and, as a result, also die 
time savings. If the workload is small, the batches and consequently the 
time savings become smaller. Apart from statistical fluctuations, it is 
these buffering effects which make decision making in laboratories dif­
ficult. 
Two major mechanisms for batch processing can be distinguished in 
laboratories, both of which can be modelled by LABGEN: 
- Minimum batchsize: a batch of samples is only scheduled when its 
size exceeds a particular limiting value. The mechanism is useful to 
ensure that the capacity of the autosamplers, for instance, is optimal­
ly used. Larger minimum batchsizes result in larger time-savings, 
while on the other hand the delay times will increase. 
- Sample combination: when a sample is scheduled, it is combined 
with other samples of the same type which happen to be present in 
the laboratory. The time-saving effect will be smaller but there will 
be no increase in delay times. 
In both mechanisms the batchsize will have a maximum because of 
physical limitations of analytical equipment. Simulation experiments to 
demonstrate the effect of sample combination are discussed in [9]. 
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vi) Samples consisting of several tests 
Frequently, samples comprise more than one detennination, which 
may be independent duplicate determinations or completely different 
tests. Because the analytical report for the customer depends on the 
completion of the last determination, this type of samples deserves spe-
cial attention from the laboratory management. In order to study their 
effects on the laboratory performance, three different sample routing 
strategies are available in LABGEN: 
- Sequential routing: the sample visits the workstation for the different 
tests one after another. After a test is completed, the sample moves to 
the next workstation. If not planned carefully, delay times of this 
type of samples tend to become rather large. 
- Parallel routing: after entrance in the laboratory the sample is sepa-
rated into aliquots for each test. The tests are scheduled independent-
ly and may even be performed at the same time. 
- Parallel after preceding analyses: after one or more preceding analy-
ses are completed, the other tests are routed in a parallel way. This is 
in fact an intermediate between sequential and parallel routing which 
is useful when for instance sample pre-treatment is necessary (this 
can be modelled as a separate test). 
Parallel routing requires a careful administration, especially when many 
test are performed on the same sample. 
In order to demonstrate the effect of sample routing strategies, the 
models of Tables 2 and 3 are slightly altered: typel (priority value 1 or 
due time 2 days) consists of two independent determinations. The total 
sample input stream is decreased in order to keep the workload of the 
laboratory at the same level. The results of the simulation experiments 
with these models are shown in Table 4. The delay times are hager if 
the two determinations are routed in a sequential way, especially in case 
of planning with priority values. Comparison with Tables 2 and 3 
shows that the delay times are hardly affected in case of parallel routing. 
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Table 4 
Effects of routing strategy on delay times. Same simulation models as in Tables 2 
and 3 except that sample typel consists of 2 independent determinations and that the 
input of samples is reduced by 1/3 (ratio typel/type2 = 0.5/0.5). Between parenthe­
ses: standard deviation of the distribution. 
prio. 
due 
seq. 
par. 
seq. 
par. 
delay 
all samples 
1.84 (2.54) 
1.04 (1.66) 
1.81 (1.61) 
1.19 (1.31) 
times (in days) 
typel 
3.79 (2.43) 
2.12 (1.Θ3) 
2.80 (1.47) 
1.78 (1.38) 
type2 
0.00 
0.00 
0.83 
0.61 
(0, 
(0, 
(1. 
(0. 
.00) 
.00) 
.03) 
.92) 
vii) Interaction between technician and instrument 
The analytical process in the laboratory can be considered as an 
interaction between technician and instrument, with the sample as an 
object. Clearly, the character of this interaction is essentially important 
for the performance of the laboratory, because it forms its very basis. 
The interaction can be addressed at two levels: at the level of instrument 
operation and at the level of sample processing. 
Two extreme modes of technician-instrument relations are: 
- Each technician is confined to only one instrument without regard to 
the workload of other instruments. This has the advantage that the 
analysis jobs are carried out with a maximal efficiency. However, the 
laboratory becomes very inflexible and easily affected by "disorders" 
such as absence of technicians because of illness etc. 
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- Each technician can operate all instruments and the choice of an 
instrument depends on the workload. At the expense of efficiency 
this strategy will give rise to an increased flexibility. A situation 
where one part of the laboratory cannot handle the workload while 
another part is free of work, is thus avoided. Because various techni-
cians analyse similar samples, it becomes more difficult to combine 
activities. 
In most laboratories an intemiediate between these extremes is 
employed, e.g. a technician may operate only a group of similar instru-
ments. This is a very important factor which cannot be decided on from 
laboratory performance considerations only. Also experience and quali-
fication of the technicians must be taken into account. Both extreme and 
intermediate types of technician-instrument relation can be modelled by 
LABGEN. 
viti) Sample processing 
At the level of a specific test being carried out with an instrument, 
several steps can be distinguished. Although these steps are largely 
determined by the analytical method, some aspects can be subjected to 
an optimization to organizational criteria. The following five steps are 
used by LABGEN to model sample processing: 
1 Sample preparation: several chemical actions for which the instru-
ment is not yet needed, e.g. dissolving or diluting the sample, sub-
sampling and so on; 
2 Instrument tune-up: preparation of the instrument for the analysis and 
calibration; 
3 Sample measurement: the actual measurement of the sample. In 
many instances,the technician is free to perform another job during 
the measurement time; 
4 Closing: e.g. cleaning of the instrument after the measurement. This 
activity is only dependent on the instrument; 
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5 Sample report: calculation of the analytical result and writing a 
report for the customer. For this activity the instrument is not needed 
anymore. 
Step 2 and 4 are optional for each instrument. In fact they are not includ-
ed in the previously described basic model. 
Optimization of the laboratory performance must include a careful 
consideration of these sample processing steps. Batch processing of 
samples has a large effect as has been discussed above. For reasons of 
efficiency, it may be useful to collect a number of report jobs before the 
reporting is actually carried out or to restrict the reporting to a particular 
time or weekday. It will be clear diat delay times are directly affected by 
such decisions. However, the effect on the total laboratory performance 
is less clear. Several alternative modes can be modelled by LABGEN. 
ix) Stand-by technicians 
Most laboratory managers will at least sometimes have the feeling 
that their laboratory is permanendy understaffed. In most laboratories it 
is simply too expensive to employ more than a minimal number of tech-
nicians. The consequence of this is that situations will occur that the lab-
oratory cannot master the sample stream and needs a higher working 
capacity. This capacity can be increased by overwork of the technicians 
or by a temporary increase in number of technicians. They may be 
called in from another department or from a temporary employment 
agency. 
These mechanisms greatly add to the flexibility of the laboratory. It 
is very important to simulate the laboratory in the way it responds to 
changing circumstances. Therefore, LABGEN is able to model both 
overwork and stand-by technicians. However, it is difficult to formulate 
the criteria needed to decide to temporarily employ an additional techni-
cian. This is necessary in order to apply this simulation feature in a 
model. In a real laboratory these decisions are usually made on an intui-
tive basis. For incorporation into a specific model it is expected that a 
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first guess of the relevant parameters has to be made. Their proper set-
tings then are to be realized by means of a tuning process. 
JC) Disturbances 
Decision making in laboratories is complicated by statistical fluctua-
tions in sample input and processing times, buffering effects caused by 
batch processing for instance, and disturbances. Disturbances may be 
caused by instrument breakdown or by absence of techncians because of 
illness. They have a statistical nature. Their occurrence sets constraints 
to the fexibility of the laboratory because each disturbance must be met 
in order to realize a satisfactory performance. 
The way a laboratory reacts to disturbances depends on its specific 
organization. For instance, if an instrument can be operated by only one 
technician, problems will arise when this technician is absent and no one 
can take over. Therefore, i( is very important for each possible decision 
concerning the laboratory organization to take into account the effect of 
possible disturbances. 
In order to make this possible, LABGEN can incorporate disturbanc-
es into the simulation model, both for technicians and instruments. This 
means that each object of the lab component in the model obtains its 
own disturbance process. This is determined by a mean inter-
disturbance time and a mean disturbance time. During a disturbance the 
instrument or technician in fact does not belong to the system, i.e. it 
cannot perform any activity and no activity can be planned for it. 
The possibility of machine breakdown is incorporated into the mod-
els of Tables 2 and 3 (ratio of input typel/type2 = 0.5/0.5). The fre-
quency of die disturbances for both instruments is once in 40 days with 
an avarage disturbance time of 2 days. This means that each instrument 
is not available during about 5 % of the time. The results of the simula-
tion experiments are listed in Table 5 and Figure 7. Although in the 
models with disturbance the input was decreased by 5 %, the mean 
delay times are increased significantly, especially typel in case of plan-
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Table Ч 
Effects of instrument breakdown on delay times Same simulation models as щ 
Tables 2 and 3 except that an instrument is not available durmg about 5 % of the 
time and that the input of samples is reduced by about 5 % (ratio typel/type2 = 
OS/01) Between parenthe,ses standard deviation of the distribution 
prxo. 
due 
normal 
disturb. 
normal 
disturb. 
delay 
all samples 
1.11 (1.84) 
2,21 (4.72) 
1.10 (1.14) 
2 23 (2 73) 
times ( m days) 
typel 
2 32 (2.10) 
4.71 (6.54) 
1.65 (1.19) 
3.09 (3.03) 
type2 
0.02 (0. 
0.29 (0. 
0.59 (0 
1.44 (2. 
.15) 
.63) 
80) 
12) 
rung with priority values The effects of the disturbances are almost only 
accounted for by the low pnonty samples If this additional spread m 
delay times is not acceptable m a laboratory, stand-by instruments are 
necessary 
D/SCE/SSKW 
Only the most important aspects of the laboratory organization are 
discussed above Several nther options can be chosen during the con­
struction of a simulation model, such as the types of distribution of the 
specific random procedures m the model 
The laboratory orgamration is determined by a large number of 
parameters Many qualitative (descnpüve) and quantitative data about 
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the laboratory are required for the construction of a simulation model. 
This observation leads to an interesting application of LABGEN: 
1) Application as a checklist: information requested by LABGEN 
shows which parameters are important to be considered for the spe-
cific kind of laboratory. 
At this level, simulation experiments are not yet performed. Three other 
levels of application can be distinguished: 
2) Application for more theoretical experiments: simulation experi-
ments are performed to study the effects of variations to a parameter 
in a more general context. The experiments discussed above can 
serve as examples of application at this level. 
3) Application to parts of a specific laboratory: a full simulation cycle is 
performed, consisting of model construction, validation and simula-
tion experiments, but only one or a few workstations are considered. 
This application is useful if only a part of the laboratory needs to be 
considered which is relatively isolated from the rest. 
4) Application to a laboratory as a whole: a full simulation cycle con-
cerning the whole laboratory organization is performed. In Part II of 
the present series of papers [151 aun application at this level is dis-
cussed. 
The current version of LABGEN is implemented on a mainframe 
computer (NAS 9600). Two future developments are very interesting. 
First, incorporation of LABGEN into a LIMS environment, which 
would tranform the LIMS from an information management system into 
a laboratory management support system [2]. Second, implementation 
on a personal computer would greatly add to the portability of 
LABGEN, and thus to the applicability. Current PC's using MS-EOS as 
an operating system are not yet suitable for LABGEN (although a 
SIMULA compiler for MS-DOS is available). However, the OS/2 oper-
ating system for PS/2 personal computers likely will provide an environ-
ment which is suitable for LABGEN. 
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Part 4 
APPLICATION OF SOFTWARE MODULES TO 
A LABORATORY FOR QUALITY CONTROL 

APPLICATION OF FEA AND LABGEN* 
SUMMARY 
A simulation project is described to evaluate the performance of a 
section of a laboratory for quality control. The simulations are carried 
out with two recently developed software modules. The simulation mod-
el is automatically constructed by the expert system LABGEN. The pre-
liminary processing of historical laboratory data stored in the LIMS is 
carried out with the programs of the module FEA. The resulte of die 
simulation project are discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
Digital simulation is a valuable method for decision support in ana-
lytical laboratories. In many cases application of the method was too 
expensive and time consuming to be of practical value. In order to over-
come these drawbacks, the software modules FEA and LABGEN have 
been developed. A detailed description of the programs is published 
elsewhere [1-3]. In Part I of the present series of papers the laboratory 
organization aspects of LABGEN are discussed [4]. This paper. Part II, 
discusses the application to a laboratory for quality control. 
The application not only serves to provide decision support in a spe-
cific laboratory situation. It also serves as a testcase for the software 
modules. Are they flexible enough to deal with the complexities of a 
real laboratory? Can a model constructed by LABGEN be used to evalu-
* This chapter is published as: J. Klaessens, J. Sanders, B. Vandeginste, 
G. Kateman, LABGEN, expert system for knowledge based modelling 
of analytical laboratories. Part II: Application to a laboratory for quality 
control. Anal. Chim. Acta, submitted for publication 
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ate possible decisions? The present paper describes the laboratory situ-
ation and the results of the simulation project. Also, the application of 
LABGEN is evaluated. 
THE LABORATORY SITUATION 
The laboratory considered is the section for inorganic analysis of a 
laboratory for water quality monitoring which is situated near a munici-
pal potable-water plant. This laboratory carries out analyses for this 
plant and for many external customers, e.g. other water treatment 
works, sewage purification plants, swimming pools and projects for 
investigation of polluted areas. Especially the samples from external 
customers cause planning problems because of the fluctuations in supply 
which can hardly be foreseen. 
In the section approximately 70 tests are more or less regularly car-
ried out on water and soil samples. Depending on the workload the sec-
tion is staffed with 3-4 technicians. Initially - the 1987 situation - the 
measurements were conducted on two AAS instruments (flame and fur-
nace). Since then, however, an important enlargement of the equipment 
has been realized by the introduction of an AAS instrument with Zee-
man detection and an ICP instrument. 
Another important development in the section is the increase in sam-
ples from external customers and a corresponding increase in urgent 
samples. Urgent samples are samples whose analytical results are 
requested within one or two days. In the laboratory the tests are carried 
out in batches. As has been observed before [5,6], in this kind of labora-
tory the delay times of the samples are strongly dependent on the 
applied batchsizes. The batchsize determines the actions that can be 
combined (making of stock solutions etc.), and thus the time savings. 
Immediate processing of batches with urgent samples tends to decrease 
the overall batchsize and thus has an important effect on the perform-
ance of the laboratory. 
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The ümely deliverance of the analytical results of these urgent sam-
ples is considered to be an important service for the customers In order 
to shed some more light on the impact of abovementioned developments 
on this service a simulation project has been earned out 
THE SIMULATION PROJECT 
LABGEN and FEA offer the possibility to quickly develop a simula-
tion model This allows the analyst to monitor the performance of the 
laboratory section. In order to do so, simulation models for three differ-
ent periods are constructed 
1) Model 1 (initial situation) based on the historical datafile from 19 
March until 30 June 1987,2 AAS mstuments, 3-4 technicians 
2) Model 2 (after introduction of AAS with Zeeman detection): based 
on laboratory data from 6 January until 31 March 1988, 3 AAS 
instruments, 3 technicians 
3) Model 3 (after introduction of ICP instrument)· based on laboratory 
data from 20 June until 9 August 1988; 3 AAS and 1 ICP instru-
ments. 
The construction of a model consists of a session with FEA to pro-
cess the laboratory data and a session with LABGEN to build the simu-
lation model. Data processing consists of data reduction (modelling mto 
a limited number of sample types) and of a signal quantification (e g. 
input in samples per day, type distnbution) The quantification step is 
carried out mdependently for each model The data reduction step, on 
the other hand, is earned out for the fust model only. For the subsequent 
models it is checked whether the results can still be applied Also the 
first simulation model of the laboratory is used as a starting point for the 
other two models 'Ihe modelling process is described using model 1 
For the other models the necessary adaptations are described. The vali-
dation process and the simulation experiments, however, are mainly 
described for model 3 
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FEA, LABGEN and the automatically constructed simulation models 
are written in SIMULA [7]. They run under the VM-CMS operating 
system of a NAS 9600 mainframe computer. 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE MODEL 
Modell 
The data processing with FEA for model 1 has been discussed in 
detail in [2]. The results need only be outlined here. By combination the 
number of different tests was reduced from 69 as present in the datafile 
to 21. Apart from these tests, 2 different sample pretreatment methods 
are used. The datafile contained 122 different patterns of pretreatment 
and tests, 56 of which occurred only once. These patterns could be clas­
sified in 3 sample types: 
1) type 1: samples without pretreatment (water); 
2) type 2: samples with pretreatment code 13 (soil); 
3) type 3: samples with pretreatment codes 13 and 14 (soil). 
The sample types contain a set of different tests, each having a specific 
chance of оссштепсе. Three distinct sample origins could be discerned. 
Samples from different origins obtain different treatment even if they 
are of the same type. The laboratory input depends on the weekday 
(Table 1). Besides this week effect no correlation was present in the 
input signal. 
Many necessary quantitative data could not be obtained from the 
datafile. These are estimated in sessions with die laboratory staff. The 
most important are: 
- The processing times of the different tests. These times are largely 
determined by the instrument used. Sample pretreatment is carried out 
on 12 refluxing units. They are operated in sets of 6 units. Therefore, 
they are modelled as 2 instruments. 
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Table 1 
Real sample input of the total laboratory specified to the weekday The values are 
from the period used tor the construction of model 1 
mode l 1 
Monday 25,7 
Tuesday 36.2 
Wednesday 40.0 
Thursday 32.9 
Frxday 24.6 
Mean 31.8 
- The fraction of urgent samples. This is estimated as- 10 % of types 2 
and 3; 1 % of type 1. 
- The working times of the technicians. Only 2 of the 4 technicians are 
full time available. 
The values thus obtained may be inaccurate and may require further 
refinement in order to amve at a proper model. This refinement is part 
of the validation procedure. 
The simulation model is actually constructed in an interactive run of 
LABCJEN. Several refinement steps are performed before a close 
resemblance between model and reality was realised. The final settings 
for model 1 are included in the Appendix. It shows the dialogue that 
would lead from the stait to the final model 1. For reasons of length the 
quantitative data are not included. This dialogue did not actually takf 
place, because the first dialogue contained assumptions that proved 
wrong and are changed using LABGEN's back-up facilities. The major 
features of the laboratory constructed this way are outlined below. 
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Most samples require several tests to be performed (elements to be 
determined). They may enter the laboratory in batches of samples with 
the same tests. Samples of types 2 and 3 must first be pretreated before 
the tests can be carried out. After pretreattnent (if necessary) the tests of 
the sample are divided among the different batches awaiting analysis. A 
batch is only analysed if at least the minimum batchsize is present. An 
exception is made for urgent samples. These are analysed as quickly as 
possible. They are of course combined with the other tests of the same 
kind that are waiting. 
The laboratory does not have central planning. This means that the 
work to be done during the day is not centrally planned by the laborato-
ry head in the morning. It is the technicians who choose which batch of 
tests is processed next. This depends on the batchsize, urgency, and due 
time of the tests in the batch. It has already been reported that in labora-
tories with batch processing the delay times of the samples are highly 
dependent on the minimum batchsizes employed [5,6]. 
Only two technicians can operate all instruments: the other two tech-
nicians are assigned to sample pretrealment only. The instruments have 
different modes of operation. The furnace AAS makes use of an auto-
sampler, allowing the technician to do other jobs during the measure-
ment time of a batch. This is also the case for sample pretreatment dur-
ing the refluxing time. As mentioned before, this is modelled as an 
instrument. The flame AAS, on the other hand, must be attended to by 
the technician during the measurements, because additional dilutions 
may be necessary. 
The validation of the model consists of different steps. First, there 
may be no statistically significant difference between the real and simu-
lated siunple input. Second, the model settings such as the processing 
times of the instruments must be approved of by the laboratory staff. 
Third, there may be no statistically significant difference between the 
real and simulated delay times of the samples. For model 1 steps 1 and 
2 are successfully carried out, although a detailed description is only 
given for model 3. Step 3 is carried out only globally, because the real 
delay times of the inorganic section were not available for this period. 
Only the delay times for the total laboratory were available including 
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authorisation which is done only once a week The real delay times were 
available only for model 3 
Some simulation experiments are earned out with model t although 
important changes had already taken place in the laboratory section. 
These experiments, however, clearly showed that the situation was rath-
er unstable. A slight increase in the input caused a large increase in 
delay times The laboratory could hardly face the workload This result 
was recognized by the staff, which can be interpreted as an indication of 
the validity of the simulation model. 
Model 2 
The second model of the laboratory is based on the datafile from the 
period 6 January until 31 March 1988 For this model several changes 
had to be incorporated A new furnace AAS with Zeeman detection was 
introduced This instrument has the same processing charattenstics as 
the first furnace AAS There were only 3 technicians available, instead 
of 4 m model 1 An important new activity introduced in the laboratory 
model is grinding of the soil samples. In the previous model, grinding 
was carried out outside the laboratory section considered All soil sam-
ples must be ground before they can be pretreated This activity is mod-
elled as two difterent tests shoit grinding which takes appioxmiately 
10-15 minutes and long grinding which takes about 1 hour The latter 
activity comprises about 40 % of the soil samples These are actually 
composed of 5-6 combined soil samples This results in a considerable 
decrease in sample input, as is shown in Table 2 in comparison with 
Table 1 
Another activity which is added to model 2 is filtering About 15 % 
of the watei samples must be filtered before the elements can be deter-
mined This activity requires approximately 15 minutes and can be mod-
elled as a test preceding all other tests on the sample It had erroneously 
been neglected in model 1, indicating that the situation in this penod 
was even won>e than observed m the simulation experiments Figure 1 
shows a general view of the sample flow through the laboratory section 
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Table 2 
Real sample input of the total laboratory specified to the weekday The values are 
from the periods used for the construction of models 2 and 3 
Mean 
model 2 
1 9 . 6 
m o d e l 3 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Frxday 
11.5 
26.0 
22.8 
17.4 
18.1 
13.5 
37. S 
23.1 
11.1 
14.4 
2 0 . 0 
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Figw e I Sample flow through the section for inorganic analysis 
The input model oí model 1 was also valid for model 2. 3 sample 
generators, 3 distinct sample types All numerical aspects are adapted to 
the new situation as analysed with the FEA programs. Model 2 is vali-
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dated in the same way as mode! 1, which implies that the first two steps 
of the validation procedure are earned out successfully and that the third 
step with the delay times is carried out globally Model 2 has been used 
for a number of simulation experunents. They are discussed below along 
with the experiments with model 3. 
ModelS 
The third model is based on data from the period 20 June until 9 
August 1988 The development of model 3 from model 2 required fewer 
changes than the development of model 2 irom model 1. A new 1CP 
instrument was introduced. This mstrament is able to analyse several 
elements at the same tune (4-6), that were formerly analysed on the 
flame AAS (sample type 2) The code 13 pretreatment is no longer ear-
ned out by 2 5 hour refluxmg. A microwave oven is used instead, 
requinng only I *> hour The grinding is carried out in batches of 4. 
Apart from these changes also the numerical aspects of the sample input 
and the working times of the technicians had to be adapted to the new 
situation 
For this period the real delay times of the inorganic section were 
available, mdependently from the other sections visited by the sample 
and the authorisation earned out only weekly This allows a complete 
model validation, containing as a third step the test whether the real and 
simulated delay times belong to the same distribution. Because of this 
and also because of the fact most simulation experiments are earned out 
with model 3, il is justified to discuss the validation in more detail 
For the validation 9 independent simulation runs are carried out with 
the model It is tested whether the values ot the real laboratory may 
belong to the dismbutions obtained from these runs. Figure 2 contains 
the mean values with the 95 % confidence interval of the individual 
measurements, based on the Student t distribution (a = 0.05, 8 degrees 
of freedom) as calculated from the simulation runs It is important to 
realize that the inputs for the generators are independent variables The 
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Figure 2. Comparison of the real values of the laboratory input (in samples/day) 
and the 95 % confidence interval calculated from 9 independent simu­
lation runs: + (bold): mean value of the runs; + (normal): bounds of 
95 % confidence interval; о real value, a) specified to sample genera­
tor, b) specified to weekday 
same applies for the inputs as specified to the weekdays. Except for the 
Fridays, the real values lie within the confidence intervals. The Fridays 
constitute only a minor part of the input. With 95 % confidence intervals 
it must always be expected that 5 % of the values exceeds the interval 
bounds. Therefore, it is justified to reject the alternative hypothesis H j 
that there is a significant difference between real and simulated input. 
The settings of the model parameters, such as the processing times of 
the instruments, are approved of by the laboratory staff. This is an 
important part of the validation process. 
As for the thiid step - the testing of the delay times - it must be real­
ized that the delay times of the various sample types are not indepen-
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Table 3 
Comparison of real and simulated (mean values of 9 runs) delay times as specified 
to sample type. The values in parentheses represent the standard deviation calculated 
from the 9 runs. *; estimated by the laboratory staff. 
s i m u l a t e d r e a l 
Total 
Type 1 
Type 2 
Type 3 
Urgent samples 
5.27 
5.19 
4.73 
6.58 
1.63 
(0.36) 
(0.34) 
(0.69) 
(0.53) 
(0.20) 
5.4 
5.1 
4.7 
7.4 
1-2І 
de-'av (days) dt-lay 'сіа ч) 
Figme 3. Distribution of delay times for model 3. a) real laboratory, b) mean of 
9 simulation runs. 
dent. Therefore, only the overall mean delay time is subjected to the 
Student t test. From the 9 simulation runs the 95 % confidence interval 
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has been calculated for this variable. [4.44 - 6.10]. The real value is 5.4, 
which is well within the confidence interval. In Table 3 the real and sim­
ulated delay times of the different sample types are compared Figure 3 
shows both distributions of delay tunes The fact that model 3 could be 
developed from model 2 by the introduction of the ICP and the micro­
wave oven but without any changes m the other model settings being 
necessary (except of course the laboratory input characteristics) con­
firms that the model is a good reflection of the reality. 
APPLICATION OF THE MODELS 
Most simulation experiments are carried out with model 2 and espe­
cially model 3 For the experiments parameter settings are chosen that 
are not too far off the actual values The more deviation from reality is 
introduced the less confidence can be placed m the results. 
Table 4 
Factors and the leveh of the 4^ factorial design vuth model 2 
A 
В 
С 
D 
min. batchsize 
of instruments 
lab. input 
work, capacity 
urgent samp. 
+ level 
type 1: +33 
type 2/3: +20 
+20 % 
+1 techn. day 
normal 
% 
% 
- level 
type 1: -33 
type 2/3: -20 
-20 % 
-1 techn. day 
-45 % 
% 
% 
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Table 5 
Results of the 4^ factorial design with model 2. η is the number of duplicates at each 
experimental setting (n = 2). Only significant effects are shown: . significant with 
0 = 0.05; 2
:
 significant with α = 0.01. Factors are explained in Table 4. Standard 
deviation (s) is calculated from 10 independent runs with model 2. 
1 
Total delay 
delay type 1 ι 
delay type 2 
delay type 3 
delay urgent 
busy times 
A 
I 0.862 
1 0.Э62 
I 0.751 
I 1.042 
В 
0.601 
0.971 
0.812 
С 
-0.54 1 
-0.74 1 
-0.7Θ1 
-0.50 1 
-0.591 
D | s/Jñ 
I 0.17 
[ 0.20 
I 0.25 
I 0.34 
I 0.21 
| 0.20 
A technique frequently applied in simulation to guide experimenta-
tion is factorial design (experimental design) [8,9]. With model 2 two 
4^ factorial designs (4 factors, 2 levels) were used. The first design was 
used during the validation phase to check for instance the effect of the 
choice of the type of random distribution of the input generators. The 
second design was used to study the effects of some important factors 
on the performance of the laboratory. The levels chosen - a slight 
increase resp. decrease of the initial value - are listed in Table 4. At 
each experimental setting duplicate experiments are carried out. The 
results are shown in Table 5; only the significant effects are listed. None 
of the interaction effects appeared to be significant. As a matter of fact, 
this is the most important conclusion drawn from these experiments, as 
it allows us to study the effects of the factors independently. However, it 
is reassuring to find a large effect of the minimum batchsize. A batch of 
samples can only be processed if its size exceeds a certain minimum 
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value In other simulation experiments [5.6] it was observed that this 
factor is very important for the delay times. Another striking result is 
that the fraction of urgent samples does not have any significant effect 
This is one of the factors that is studied in more detail with model 3. 
Increased sample input 
One of the factors m the factorial design with model 2 was the labo-
ratory sample input. The effect of this factor is studied with model 3 at a 
number of levels of increased input. The highest level was a mean 
increase of 2.9 samples/day (initial value: 14.2). At each level 4 inde-
pendent simulation runs are carried out The results are shown in Figure 
4, where for each level the 95 % confidence interval of the mean is 
depicted. The results fit very well with the results obtained with the fac-
torial design with model 2. 
The delay times of sample type 1 are not affected by the increased 
input; the delay tunes of urgent samples are hardly effected. Types 2 and 
3 show distinct effects. For these types the dispersion tends to become 
very large at large input levels The performance becomes unstable: at 
these levels the laboratory is no longer able to handle the workload in 
any case. Likely, sample pretreatment imposes too large a workload on 
the technicians As for type 1 which does not require pretreatment, the 
additional demand can easily be met by combination into the batches 
This results m an increased mean batchsize, which was actually 
observed m the simulation experiments. The urgent samples are not 
affected by the increased input although most of these samples require 
pretreatment. However, they always have pnonty before normal sam-
ples The laboratory is flexible enough to give them this special treat-
ment. 
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Figure 4 Delay times as a function of additional laboratory sample input. The 
initial input is 14.2 samples/day. The 95 % confidence intervals of the 
mean values of 4 runs are depicted, a) sample type 1; b) sample type 2; 
c) sample type 3; d) urgent samples 
Work capacity 
The unstable performance at high input levels is not caused by lack 
of equipment. Al the highest input level of Figure 4 several experiments 
are carried out with additional work capacity. Starting at the initial level 
of 10 technician days per week (from 3 teclmicians), the work capacity 
is increased with steps of 0.5 day until 12 technician days per week. As 
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is shown in Figure 5 the delay times (the overall value as well as the val­
ue of urgent samples) dimmish again. As a matter of fact, this result is 
not surprising because of the increase of equipment during the preceding 
year. 
b 
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Figure 5. Delay times as a function of additional work capacity (initial: 10 tech-
nician days/week). The laboratory input is at the highest value of Fig-
ure 4. 17.1 samples/day. The 95 % confidence intervals of the mean 
values of 4 runs are depicted, a) all samples; b) urgent samples. 
With additional manpower the laboratory is able to handle an 
increased sample input. What is the situation if the same workload must 
be handled with reduced manpower? Figure 6 shows the results of 
experiments with reductions in manpower up to 15 %. The delay times 
become larger although the increase of the means of the 4 independent 
runs is not dramatic. The effect is rather that the perfonnance becomes 
more unstable. It can no longer be guaranteed that the laboratory can 
handle the workload. At the same time also an increase in busy times of 
the technicians of approximately 15 % has been observed. The conclu-
sion, therefore, must be that any reduction in work capacity has an 
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immediate negative effect on the performance of the laboratory, 
although not of a dramatic size 
Urgent samples 
The factorial design with model 2 showed that the present fraction of 
urgent samples has no significant effect on the delay tunes The impact 
of an increase ot uigent samples up to 220 % is displayed in Figure 7 
The total laboratory input is kept constant, only the fraction of urgent 
samples is inciea.sed In the highest level 22 % of types 2 and 3 aie 
urgent and 2 2 ^ of type 1 The striking result of these experiments is 
that there is hardly any effect Especially type 1 and the urgent samples 
show no effect The performance with respect to types 2 and 3 may have 
became somewhat unstable However, comparison with the profiles of 
Figure 4 for instance indicates that this is not a clear effect. Figures 7 b 
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and с contain the delay times of all type 2 and type 3 samples, including 
the urgent samples. Constant delay times in the figures imply that the 
delay times of non-urgent samples become somewhat larger with an 
increasing fraction of urgent samples. These small increases are actually 
observed. 
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Figuf e 7 Delay tunes as a function of increased number of urgent samples. The 
initial value is 0.67 urgent samples/day. The total input is not affected. 
The 95 % confidence intervals of the mean values of 4 runs are depict­
ed. a) sample type 1, b) sample type 2; c) sample type 3, d) urgent 
sampleb. 
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It was expected that the increase of urgent samples would cause a 
leduction in the overall batchbize Tins would ha\e a negative effect on 
the performance because the possibility to combine activities would be 
reduced However, only a very small effect was observed Also the 
increase in working times of the technicians was very small Probably 
the operation was determined by the presence of urgent samples already 
at the initial level With a batchsize of 15 (which is the actual mean val-
ue) and a fraction of urgent samples of 10 %, about 80 % of the batches 
contain at least one urgent sample Indeed, experiments without urgent 
samples showed a laiger increase m batchsize than the decrease 
observed in abovementioned experiments Also an increase in overall 
delay time was observed 
The laboratory is very flexible with respect to urgent samples An 
increase of 220 'c can be handled without difficulty. 
CONCLUSION OF THE SIMULATION PROJECT 
The validation showed that the simulation models are a good reflec-
tion of the reality The simulation experiments indicate that in the 
present situation the laboratory is very well suited for its task. It has 
enough flexibility to respond to changes in the sample input. Relatively 
large fluctuations m the input can be easily handled If a high input con-
tinues for a longer time, the workload may become too large However, 
the capacity ol the equipment is such that with additional manpower a 
satisfactory performance can be reahzed 
The flexibility of the laboratory is also clearly demonstrated by the 
way it responds to an increased number ol urgent samples. Usually, 
these have a de-stabihzmg effect because they require a deviation of the 
normal processing order The already planned activities must be post-
poned until the urgent sample is processed and the possibility to com-
bine activities is reduced However, at least at the levels investigated 
these de-stabilizing effects have not been observed A relatively large 
increase of urgent samples can be handled, almost without negative 
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effects on the. delay times of the non-urgent samples and the working 
times of the technicians. This is an important conclusion with respect to 
the services offered to the customers. 
The three subsequent simulation models show a development from a 
laboratory hardly able to face the workload to a laboratory that can han-
dle it with great flexibility. At the same time the necessary manpower is 
reduced. This is accomplished not only by the introduction of additional 
equipment, but also by new procedures. The grinding procedure allows 
several soil samples to be combined. This wrongly gives the impression 
of a reduced sample input (Tables 1 and 2). Application of the micro-
wave oven made possible a reduction of pretreatment time of soil sam-
ples. 
Although usually not to the same extent as the laboratory under con-
sideration, laboratories are constantly changing. As a consequence, sim-
ulation of a long period (e.g. 1 year) is in many cases too long. Simula-
tion models covering shorter periods (several months) offer better 
opportunities for decision support if the simulation project can be car-
ried out in a reasonably short time. The results must be available before 
changes have already taken place. LABGEN and FEA enable the analyst 
to quickly develop a new model, especially if a former model can be 
used as a starting point. The development of model 3 and the subsequent 
experimentation required only a few days. Another advantage is the 
gradual improvement of the model. 
It has been suggested [8] that once a simulation model has been con-
structed, it can be easily kept up to date by rewriting the relevant parts 
of the computer code constituting the model. The developments 
observed in the laboratory under investigation clearly demonstrate that 
this is not correct. So many parts of the code would have to be adapted 
that the construction of a completely new program likely would be a 
simpler task. With LABGEN these changes are easily introduced. 
LABGEN always constructs a new simulation program with the - possi-
bly changed - data concerning the laboratory. All relations and links 
between laboratory parts are in accordance with these data. 
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EVALUATION OF LABGEN 
The Simulation project is not carried out by the laboratory staff itself 
because the applicability of LABGEN had to be tested first. Because 
the program requires much interaction with the user, it is important to 
investigate how well it can be used by the less-experienced user. Are the 
questions posed clear and are the help facilities offered sufficient? Can 
the user foresee the implications of his answer? Likely, some adapta-
tions concerning these aspects of the modules will appear to be neces-
sary. 
The application of LABGEN to the laboratory section for inorganic 
analysis was preceedcd by an extensive debugging procedure in order to 
remove model inconsistencies causing run-time errors during the simu-
lation run or causing model activities to run in a different way as intend-
ed. During the simulation project this testing continued. Currently, 
LABGEN is rather stable, i.e. errors are no longer detected. 
In the simulation project LABGEN and FEA showed to be flexible 
enough to construct a validated simulation model of a real laboratory 
and to carry out a performance evaluation. No prior knowledge about 
the specific laboratoiy was available during the development of 
LABGEN. During the simulation experiments some adjustments to 
LABGEN appeared to be useful, mostly minor generalizations to allow 
a more detailed specification of the sample input stream. The most com-
prehensive adjustment was the introduction of the concept sample pre-
treatment: a number of tests belonging to the same sample can be pro-
cessed in a parallel way only after a preceding pretreatment is 
completed. All introduced adjustments have significance in general. It is 
expected that only few adjustments will appear to be useful during 
future applications lo different types oí laboratories. 
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APPENDIX: MODEL SETTINGS OF MODEL 1. 
The answers given by the user to develop model 1. They are ordered 
according to lab component. The quantitative data are not included for 
reasons of length. 
Main 
Enter the number of sample types. -4 3 
Are there any sample types with more than 1 analysis 
requested? —» Y 
Enter the number of specific analyses (determinations). 
-> 23 
The laboratory is able to process urgent samples? —> Y 
Are the delay times of urgent samples larger than 1 day? 
-» Y 
The week-ends are discarded for time calculation during 
the simulation run? —* Y 
Histograms of performance specified according to urgent 
/ not-urgent? -» Y 
Histograms of delay times specified according to sample 
type? -4 Y 
Histograms of delay times specified according to genera-
tor? -» N 
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Histograms of performance specified according to genera­
tor? -» N 
Do you want to initialize the main level ? —» Y 
Generator 
Enter the number of sample generators. -* 3 
The input of the generators is dependent on the weekday? 
-> Y 
Enter the type of distribution(s) of the number of sam­
ple entries per day. 
a) poisson dist. 
b) uniform-integer dist. 
c) histogram shaped dist. 
d) fixed values. —» С 
Samples can enter the laboratory in batches? —> Y 
Are there any sample types that only enter the laborato­
ry together with one or more other types? —» H 
Do all analysis types have the same distribution of 
preparation times? —> К 
Choose distribution for preparation times: 
a) normal dist. 
b) uniform dist. 
c) negative exponential dist. —» В 
Do all analysis types have the same distribution of 
measurement times? —) N 
Choose distribution for measurement times: 
a) normal dist. 
b) uniform dist. 
c) negative exponential dist. —> В 
Do all analysis types have the same distribution of 
report times? —» N 
Choose distribution for report times: 
a) normal dist. 
b) uniform dist. 
c) negative exponential dist. —i В 
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How should the separate analyses of sample with more 
than 1 analysis be routed? 
a) in a sequential way; 
b) in a parallel way (i.e. independent); 
c) parallel after one or more preceding analysis. —» С 
How are the analyses of a sample determined? 
a) each type occurs only once and in fixed order 
b) each type occurs only once in random order 
c> random; each type may occur more times; same chance. 
d) as c; types have different chances. —> D 
The number of analyses per sample is type dependent. It 
will be determined: 
b) random according uniform-integer distribution 
d) fixed number. —> В 
The distributions concerning batch entrance are equal 
for each sample type? —> N 
Choose the type of distribution for batch size of 
entries : 
a) poisson dist. 
b) unìform-integer dist. 
c) histogram shaped dist. 
d) fixed values —» С 
Do you want to initialize the generator ? -> X 
Planner 
The planning of sample scheduling is dependent of the 
sample type? —» Ï 
The priority of a sample is determined by its planned 
due time only? —» Y 
Distribution of planned due time for each entering sam-
ple: 
a) poisson dist. 
b) uniform-integer dist. 
d) fixed values. —> D 
Scheduling of urgent samples differs from normal ones? —> 
Y 
Urgent samples are planned with: 
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a) fixed values; 
b) introduction of an urgent factor. —» Λ. 
Urgent samples have always priority before non-urgent 
samples? —» Y 
Urgent samples should immediately be scheduled, even if 
the minimum batchsize is not yet exceeded? —» Y 
Is only one instrument suitable for a particular analy­
sis? If 'n' then several instruments may be suitable. —> 
N 
The actual analysis jobs are planned by the planner? —> 
H 
The planner assigns samples to a technician? If 'no' 
then assignment to an instrument. —» H 
The workload of the workstations depends on: 
a) number of samples; 
b) total needed analysis time; 
c) total needed analysis and preparation time. —> λ 
A sample should be assigned to the allowed workstation 
which has the smallest workload? If no: it is assigned 
to the first of the list of allowed workstations. —> Y 
Analyses can be analysed in batches? —» Y 
A batch is only scheduled if a minimum size is exceeded? 
-» Y 
Reduction factors for preparation, measurement and 
reporting are dependent on the sample type? —* Y 
Do you want to initialize the planner ? —» Y 
Technician 
Enter the number of technicians (if relevant: including 
reserve technicians). —» 4 
A technician can operate all instruments? —» N 
The model has one or more reserve technicians which are 
employed in times with a high workload? —» N 
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Reporting can be done: 
a) only first 30b in the morning; 
b) reporting at any time of the day. —» В 
Reporting jobs are gathered? If no. reporting immediate­
ly after analysis -4 И 
Technician may be struck by sudden illness m the model' 
-> N 
A technician must finish an already started analysis job 
at the end of the day' -» Ï 
A technician should take the (allowed) instrument having 
the highest priority analysis job' If no: take the 
first (allowed) instrument available. —» Y 
Apart from a histogram for total worktimes of each tech-
nician, also histograms for measurement and reporting 
times pei day' —» N 
Do you want to initialize the technicians? —» Ï 
Instrument 
Enter the number of instruments. —> 5 
Instrument breakdown 13 allowed m the model' —» M 
Should the adjust time be taken into account for any of 
the instruments' —» Y 
Should the closing time be taken into account for any of 
the instruments' —» N 
The adjust time is a fixed value ' —> N 
The distribution of adjust time is: 
a) normal; 
b) uniform, 
c) negative exponential. —> В 
Which instrument(s) have the adjust property ' —» A B C 
D 
Do you want to initialize the instruments ' —» Y 
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PartS 
CONCLUSION 

CONCLUSIONS AND GENERAL REMARKS 
The current task of a LIMS is to control data at the analytical chemis-
try level. This comprises the functions data acquisition, data storage, 
report generation and data retrieval. LIMS has only limited capabilities 
for support at the management level. The most important function at this 
level is database inquiry. However, in order to arrive at a fully computer 
supported management in analytical laboratories, additional software 
modules are necessary that address the management level. 
Two modules for this purpose are proposed, FEA for data processing 
and LABGEN for digital simulation. The most important techniques 
used for their development are: digital simulation, expert systems, time 
series analysis and classification based on fuzzy set theory. Both mod-
ules are completed and are applicable for a wide range of laboratory 
organizations. Their structure has been described in detail. 
Subsequently, application of FEA and LABGEN to a laborator}' for 
quality control of potable-water is described. The main conclusion is 
that both modules are flexible enough to be applied in practice. It is 
important to realize that the modules are developed without bearing in 
mind any knowledge about the organization of the particular laboratory. 
The simulation project was a testcase to validate and optimize the 
programs. Indeed, some adjustments to LABGEN appeared to be useful. 
Mostly, these were minor generalizations to allow a more detailed speci-
fication of the sample input stream, e.g. with respect to the determina-
tion of the tests belonging to a sample. The most comprehensive adjust-
ment was the introduction of the sample pretreatment: a number of tests 
belonging to one sample are scheduled at the same time (in a parallel 
way) only after a sample pretreatment has been completed. All intro-
duced adjustments have significance in general and can by no means be 
considered as an optimization of LABGEN in the direction of the specif-
ic application. It is expected that some further adjustments appear to be 
useful during future applications. 
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The simulation project was not yet carried out by the laboratory staff. 
Because the programs require much interaction with the user, it is 
important to investigate how well they can be handled by the less-
experienced user. Attention must be paid to aspects such as: Are the 
questions posed clear and are the help facilities offered sufficient? Can 
the user foresee the implications of the answers given? Introduction of 
LABGEN and FEA into a L1MS environment for use in daily laboratory 
practice can only be successful if these aspects are sufficiently dealt 
with. Probably some adjustments will appear to be necessary. 
A simulation project consists of three stages: 1) model construction, 
2) model validation, and 3) experimentation. During the application of 
LABGEN which automates the first stage, a subsequent need was felt: 
the need for automation of or support during both other stages. 
LABGEN is of great value during the validation stage, because an 
action in the model can easily be modified without chance of introduc-
ing program bugs. The effect of the modification can be measured in a 
simulation run. However, the ultimate validation question whether the 
model resembles the real laboratory close enough, cannot be answered 
by LABGEN. 
An expert system for automatic model validation would be useful but 
is not yet feasible, mainly because for this purpose considerable research 
is still needed in the area of model validation itself [1]. Such an expert 
system would also become extremely complex. The first reason for this 
is the large number of parameters which affect the validation of a model. 
Secondly, there is a large number of evaluation procedures and tests 
which can be used. A small advisory expert system would probably be 
possible if it makes use of the specific properties of the laboratory simu-
lation domain. It must use LABGEN as a starting point, which implies 
that this research can only be started after the completion of LABGEN. 
The same argumentation applies to a system for aid during the exper-
imentation stage. In consultation with the user, this system should pro-
pose settings for model parameters to be used for experiments. The pro-
posals can be based on experimental design, a technique which is 
frequently used for simulation experimentation [2,3]. Subsequently the 
system should perform the necessary calculations. 
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Although some further research is useful for application by less-
experienced users and for additional support during the simulation 
project, both modules have proven to be flexible enough to successfully 
carry out their task in a real laboratory situation. They are of great prac-
tical value for management support. Successful incorporation of these 
modules in the LIMS environment causes the transformation of a LIMS 
from an information management system into a management support 
system or Decision Support System (DSS). 
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SUMMARY 
An important task of the laboratory management is to assure the 
quality of the information produced by the laboratory. In order to do so, 
the manager must make decisions at the level of the analysis (precision 
and accuracy), and at the level of the laboratory organization (costs per 
analysis, storage of the samples and data, and the delay times of the 
samples). 
This thesis studies how the computer can be used to support the man-
ager during the decision making at the laboratory organization level. 
The historical laboratory data stored in the Laboratory Information Man-
agement System (LIMS) are used as a starting point This implies that it 
is investigated which software modules are needed to put these data into 
effect. 
After an inttoductory first part, the two chapters of part 2 of the the-
sis describe the major computer techniques that are employed for the 
development of the software modules. The first technique is digital sim-
ulation which is described using a "traditional" applic- ation for decision 
support in a laboratory for liquid chromato- graphy. The second tech-
nique is the expert system technique, which is used as a means to pro-
vide the elaborate control structures needed. 
Part 3 proceeds with the development of the software modules. The 
first 2 chapters discuss the module FEA (Front End Analysis). FEA 
consists of an expert system for automatic time series analysis of labora-
tory input signals, and of 3 programs for data processing. Using an 
algorithm based on fuzzy set theory, these programs classify the sample 
entries into a limited number of sample types. The other 2 chapters 
describe the expert system LABGEN for automatic construction of sim-
ulation models: the structure, of LABGEN. and the laboratory organiza-
tion aspects of the models constructed by LABGEN. 
After extensive debugging, the modules were successfully applied to 
a laboratory for quality control. The results of this simulation project are 
presented in part 4. The modules showed to be flexible enough to handle 
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the complexities of a real laboratory situation. This part also describes 
application of the modules to monitor a laboratory in transition. 
SAMENVATTING 
Een belangrijke taak van het laboratorium management is de kwali-
teitsborging van de door het laboratorium geproduceerde informatie. 
Hiervoor moet de manager beslissingen nemen op het nivo van de ana-
lyse (nauwkeungheid en juistheid) en op het nivo van de laboratorium 
organisatie (kosten per analyse, opslag van de monsters en van de data, 
doorlooptijden van de monsters). 
In dit proefschrift wordt onderzocht hoe de computer gebruikt kan 
worden voor beslissingsondersteuning op het nivo van de laboratorium 
organisatie. De historische laboratorium gegevens, zoals opgeslagen in 
het Laboratorium Informatie Management Systeem (L1MS). worden als 
uitgangspunt genomen. Dit houdt in dat onderzocht wordt welke softwa-
re modules nodig zijn om effectief gebruik te kunnen maken van de 
gegevens. 
Na een eerste inleidende deel worden in de twee hoofdstukken van 
deel 2 van het proefschrift de belangrijkste computer technieken 
beschreven die zijn toegepast bij de ontwikkeling van de software 
modules. De eerste techniek is digitale simulatie, die wordt beschreven 
aan de hand van een "traditionele" toepassing voor beslissingsondersteu-
ning in een laboratorium voor vloeistof chromatografie. De tweede 
techniek is die van de expert systemen; deze wordt gebruikt om de 
noodzakelijke controlestructuren mogelijk te maken. 
Deel 3 vervolgt dan men de ontwikkeling van de software modules. 
De eerste twee hoofdstukken behandelen de module FEA (Front End 
Analyse). Naast een expert systeem voor automatische tijdreeksanalyse 
van laboratorium invoer signalen, omvat FEA drie programma's voor 
data verwerking. Op basis van een algoritme gebaseerd op de theorie der 
vage verzamelingen olassjtucren deze progtamnia's de monsterbinnen-
komsten in een beperkt aantal monstertypes. De overige twee hoofd-
stukken gaan in op het expert systeem LABGEN vooi de automatische 
constructie van simulatie modellen: achtereenvolgens de structuur van 
LABGEN en de laboratorium organisatie aspecten van de modellen 
zoals geconstrueerd door LABGEN. 
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Na uitgebreide controle zijn de modules met succes toegepast in een 
laboratorium voor kwaliteitscontrole. De resultaten van dit simulatie 
project worden in deel 4 behandeld. De modules bleken voldoende flexi-
bel om een complexe, werkelijke laboratorium situatie aan te kunnen. In 
dit deel wordt ook toepassing van de modules besproken om een sterk 
veranderend laboratorium te volgen. 
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STELLINGEN 
behorende bij het proefschrift 
TOWARDS COMPUTER SUPPORTED MANAGEMENT OF 
ANALYTICAL LABORATORIES 
van 
Jo Klaessens 
Nijmegen, 18 april 1989 
1 Verschillende opeenvolgende simulatieprojecten over 
korte periodes zijn te verkiezen boven een enkel project 
over een lange periode, zowel met betrekking tot modelva-
lidatie als met betrekking tot de bruikbaarheid van de 
resultaten. 
Dit proefschrift. 
2 Zonder beschikbaarheid van laboratoriumgegevens in een 
LIMS wordt de mogelijkheid van een kosten-effectieve 
management-ondersteuning m.b.v. simulatie zeer 
twijfelachtig. 
Dit proef schrift. 
3 De ven/vachting dat de eerste belangrijke toepassing van 
expert systemen in de analytische chemie zal liggen op het 
gebied van informatieverstrekking over analysemethodes 
voor een gegeven bepaling, gaat voorbij ofwel aan de 
mogelijkheden van expert systemen ofwel aan de complexi-
teit van het domein. 
H.S. Hertz, Anal. Chem., 60 (19$8) 75A 
4 Er is behoefte aan objectief onderzoek naar het succes van 
de toepassing in de praktijk van expert systemen. 
N.A.B. Gray, Chemometrics Intell. Lab. Syst., 5(1988) 11 
5 Het gebruik van negatieve getallen voor de lidmaatschaps­
functie van vage verzamelingen is niet acceptabel en geeft 
aan dat onvoldoende is nagedacht over het gebruik van de 
vereniging en doorsnee functies. 
A.R. de Monchy, A.R. Forster, J.R. Arretteig, Lan Le, S.N. 
Deming, Anal. Chem., 60 (1988) 1355A 
6 Het wegfilteren van lange duur fluctuaties uit een tijdreeks 
is weinig zinvol voor het bepalen van de bemonsterings­
frequentie op basis van de autocorrelatie functie. 
V. Adeberg, K. Doerffel, Fres. Ζ. Anal. Chem., 327(1987) 128 
7 Definiëring van een zich zo snel ontwikkelend vakgebied als 
chemometrie is eerder van belang uit historisch oogpunt 
dan uit praktisch oogpunt. 
R.R. Meglen, Chemometrics Intell. Lab. Syst., 3 (1988) 17 
8 Zolang nog lezingen op een congres gewijd kunnen worden 
aan een algoritme, is het nog niet geschikt voor de praktijk. 
9 Het zoeken naar een leuke stelling heeft geleid tot een 
patstelling. 



